Southwest In Motion (SWIM) Plan
To: Stakeholder Working Group
From: Nick Falbo, Senior Transportation Planner; Qingyang Xi, Community Service Aide
Date: July 6, 2018
Subject: Southwest In Motion Community Comments Atlas
Southwest In Motion is a short-term refinement, prioritization and implementation strategy for planned
active transportation investments in Southwest Portland. As a starting point for project prioritization,
staff compiled a list of previously identified planned projects documented in 20 years of past planning
efforts.
To verify the project list, staff launched an online mapping tool in February and March 2018 inviting the
community to comment on the list of planned projects, and to recommend other locations where they
wanted to see projects built. Community comments and project requests were identified on all corners
of Southwest Portland.
This memo records the comments received during this engagement process as an archive of community
interests, issues and desires for planned projects and potential new project ideas.

Community Commenting
In March 2018, PBOT invited community members to provide their opinions on existing planned
pedestrian and biking projects and suggest new projects they want to see through an online mapping
tool. For planned pedestrian and bike routes, we asked community members to choose the facility type
they prefer and leave comments. People could also draw routes and intersections they want to see
improved on the online map and leave comments. We received 1196 comments in total, which include
324 responses for bike projects and 872 responses for pedestrian projects.

Comment Synthesis and Processing
The online needs mapping tool allowed users to leave comments on existing planned projects, or to
request new project ideas and crossing locations.
In some cases, user lines were drawn as overlapping segments upon other community requests or
existing planned project lines. Staff identified these overlapping project requests, and associated the
comments with a single project segment. All comments were preserved. Where new project ideas were
overlapped with existing planned projects, those comments were associated as a comment upon the

existing project. Requested crossing comments were matched to the nearest intersection for comment
recording. The specific location provided was preserved for future reference.

Comment Themes
A review of the comments received reveal some preferences related to planned and walking and biking
projects. Staff identified the most common themes in the comments and sorted them into six
categories: safety, connectivity and walkability, vulnerable population, level of use, facility, and other.
Safety is the biggest concerns for existing planned projects for both modes and the requested
pedestrian and bike crossings. Connectivity and walkability is the most common for community
requested projects.
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Next Steps
Where desired walking and biking connections were identified, staff will review the recommendation for
inclusion in our project list to be prioritized with other planned projects.
For comments on existing project concepts, input will be used to inform project development for the top
tier projects identified by SWIM plan for short term project implementation. These comments can also
be used as a reference for future project development for other capital projects in Southwest, as an
early round of community feedback.

Attachments
The attached pages document the comments received as a part of this online engagement process.
Maps and comment tables allow staff and public to look up and review comments relevant to future
projects, in their area of interest. Refer to the project ID number to cross reference map locations with
community comments.

Attachments:
• A) Existing Planned Pedestrian Projects Map and Community Comments Table
• B) Community Requested Pedestrian Projects Map and Table
• C) Community Requested Pedestrian Crossings Map and Table
• D) Existing Planned Bicycling Projects Map and Community Comments Table
• E) Community Requested Bicycling Projects Map and Table
• F) Community Requested Bicycling Crossings Map and Table
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Comments
Safe riverfront access is rare in SW Portland. This path needs to be good for wheelchair and bicycle
access to the future road diet on SW Taylor's Ferry Road with TriMet bus 43.
best short cut to get to the water and Johns Landing needs better biking signs and speed pumps
Cars are constantly parked along the east side of this road so if you're walking and people turn off
Barbur, they have to swerve into the oncoming lane to avoid you
Eliminate parking on the south side of the street and/or put some curbs along the shoulder (ideally
paved) to keep cars away from the fence and reserve space for walking +strollers and wheelchairs for
access to Fulton Park and beyond.
I am puzzled. This portion of Miles street (or any other portion for all I know) is NOT part of the Red
Electric Trail. Sidewalk improvements may be a good idea (I would not know) but not relevant to the Red
Electric Trail.
The road, SW Miles St being from SW Barbur to SW Brier, is in terrible condition with potholes and other
issues. It's right next to a school and if a student were to walk or run into the road he or she could easily
step into one and be injured. The increased traffic along this street also adds to creating larger potholes
that are not being fixed.
The south side of Miles where people park is very dangerous for pedestrians, as vehicles coming from
Barbur Blvd. exit right at 35mph or more. There is no sidewalk present for people to safely negotiate this
area to Fulton Park and the School.
You could make it safer right now by removing automobile parking along the south shoulder so people
could walk safely on this crucial route to neighborhoods and schools.
Fronting Gabriel Park, 45th should have at least one means of getting pedestrians safely between
Vermont and Multnomah.
I would like to talk my son to preschool at Dove Christian which is held at Multnomah Presbyterian
Church on 45th but the traffic is too close to the edge of the road. A sidewalk on one side or even
widening a shoulder so a stroller could fit would be SO much safer!
Is this a high use area.?
There is a lot of pedestrian traffic in this area from the apartment complexes and Barbur. Pedestrians
often cross illegally because there is no pedestrian infrastructure. Parking is also a huge issue along this
corridor.
This is a critical connector from the neighborhood to the bus on Barbur and stores like Fred Meyer.
People walk on both sides of the street now. The crossing at SW 64 and Palatine is scary and the only
reason people haven't gotten killed yet is because the cars and trucks aren't driving very fast. There are
multiple commercial driveways and vehicle turning actions and a freeway exit and entrance ramp that
make this project a very high priority for safety, usage and vulnerable communities.
For most of this stretch, a walkway on the west side of the street would be sufficient.
Really dangerous route for pedestrians right now around the blind corner with no shoulder. a widened
shoulder would work but I think a sidewalk would be best because it might slow down traffic if drivers
realize people are walking this route
Arnold desperately needs a side walk. It is too dangerous to walk on with my kids and we're trapped
without having Arnold walkable.
Lower car speeds, consider "Road Diet"
More frequent and better indicated crosswalks for people who cross Barbur Blvd.
Strictly prohibit bicyclists from using the sidewalks where bike paths are provided, and fine them liberally
when caught.
This road should never have been built without pedestrian facilities. Having them on only one side of the
road will cause pedestrians to cross without signals and resulting in a situation that is no more safe.

TSP.90017

It would also be ideal if there were hardscaped divisions between auto and bicycle traffic to increase
cyclists' safety. A surprising number of cyclists brave the dangers to commute by bike to downtown.
Right now I can't walk the three miles to work - something that should be easily doable especially in the
warmer months - because of the narrow shoulders and lack of sidewalks through most of Barbur from
Terwilleger to Tigard.
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Some sort of walking zone via a widened shoulder on both sides would be best. Barbur is extremely
difficult and unsafe to cross in many places, therefore, sidewalks on just one side is pointless if the goal is
safety and access improvements.
This whole corridor could see massive improvement and could be a future town center. Would love to
see nodes of denser development and walkable streets.
Definitely a need for pedestrian walkways from Hillsdale to Terwilliger! I run along the outbound side
where there is barely a shoulder when I run to work on my way to Terwilliger.
Every day I see people walking on the side of the rode to access bus stops on both sides of Capitol. This
is a high traffic area. Sidewalks are badly needed.
I don't think that many walkers would use this route without much better Barbur infrastructure.
This is a priority for getting around anywhere outside the neighborhood on foot.
This would be great, as there is no good way to walk from Terwilliger, into Hillsdale, except for walking
along Capitol Hwy
High traffic, drivers exceed safe speeds. Very unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists. No safe walking space.
The dogleg east-west section from Boundary to Mitchell is especially unsafe, due to sharp turns and lack
of pedestrian paths. Could connect pedestrians to Albert Kelly Park. Also south to Beav-Hillsdale for bus
connections.
I am so glad to see this in the plan. It is not safe to walk to the bus stop at Dosch and BeavertonHillsdale Highway, and there is no bus on much of Dosch. This is a critical need!!! Pedestrians on Dosch
are difficult to see at night. Because of the speed of traffic on Dosch, a widened shoulder would not be
adequate to protect pedestrians.
This would have a big impact for our family with small children walking to school!
A sidewalk would be nice but widening the shoulder will make it safe for both bikers and walkers.
add crosswalks
Crossing from one side to the other can be done relatively easy, so I don't think BOTH sides is
necessary.
Garden home rd is in dire need of safe routes of travel. A sidewalk on both sides need to be the goal.
Also, some form of traffic calming is in order. This road is a main route for kids of all ages to catch busses
to school. There is no safe way for kids to reach their homes without being subject to incredibly unsafe
traffic conditions.
I live on this street. There is no need for sidewalks on both sides of the street. That is a massive waste of
resources and space.
A widened shoulder could accomodate bicycles and pedestrians.
At minimum, a sidewalk on one side of the street please. It is VERY much needed for children's safety.
Sincere thanks!
Encouraging walkability to schools is very important. Children need the exercise, fresh air and speaking
of air, it needs less car and noise pollutants of parents driving their kids needlessly to school everyday.
Hamilton is the only E-W through route for pedestrians and cyclists in Bridlemile. Connects residents
with grade school and collector streets. I walk sections near-daily, daylight and after dark. I cycle neardaily March-October, 39th-Dosch. Not safe for grade school kids to walk, due to traffic and lack of
pedestrian paths. I also drive it several times a day.
Hooray!
I live a block away from bridlemile and I Can't believe with an elementary school right there we do not
have a sidewalk for the kids to walk to school. Unbelievable
If you want to reduce car use and allow elementary students to walk to and from school, this project is for
you (and me)!
Kids and adults walk in the road ALL the time on this road. At night they are very hard to see. Surprised
no one has been hit.
Lots of kids walk to school, it would be nice if they had a sidewalk, don't you think?
Many families with elementary school aged children live on and around Hamilton but cannot walk to
school because Hamilton is ridiculously unsafe for pedestrians. As a result traffic at the school is
ridiculous because even people who live well withing walking distance drive every day due to the unsafe
nature of the street. Similarly high school students taking the bus to HS must walk and wait on Hamilton
for the city bus and it's unsafe particularly in the dark and rain that exists during most of the school year.
Just making a wider shoulder is insufficient because it does not actually provide any safety against
inattentive drivers veering onto the shoulder. A sidewalk would be safer and considerably lessen daily
traffic in the neighborhood.
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My family would be very appreciative of having a sidewalk on Hamilton. We would use it a lot.
No need to do sidewalks on both sides
poor kids get off the bus here and barely have room to walk--super scary---likely someone will get hit and
killed soon!!! Please fix this situation.
Side walk on the park/school side of the street. This would GREATLY increase the walkability.
Sidewalk on school side of street so that kids can get to school and the park safely.
There is space and considering there is a school within walking distance there should be sidewalks on
both side. One side would be ok as a start I guess.
This along with a sidewalk on Shattuck would allow many students and families to walk to school
bettering their learning and helping the earth. Currently it is too dangerous to walk on Shattuck or
Hamilton in order to get to Bridlemile Elementary.
This is a high-use area that will have even more use with the installation of a sidewalk
This part of Hamilton runs right by Bridlemile Elementary School and Hamilton park. Traffic to the school
is insane because many many people live too close for the bus to bring their kids but walking is
treacherous because there are no sidewalks and no shoulder. Walking on Hamilton is frightening and
dangerous. If a sidewalk was built many people would walk to and from school lessening congestion in
the area.
Varying topography along Hamilton will affect location of sidewalk. If there is improved ped +bike access
to Hamilton Park / Bridlemile Elementary this would greatly benefit adjacent neighborhoods and reduce
vehicular congestion on IN+OUT SW 47th.
Very important for students to walk or bike to school, My son, a student at Robert Gray, really can't get to
school safely at the moment. If there was a sidewalk he and others could cycle.
When shoulders are widened, some residents park on them (i.e. 4034 SW Hamilton), decreasing safety.
Sidewalks solve this problem!
Wide enough for stroller passing
Widened shoulders on Hamilton and Shattuck would be great....sidewalk on one side of these streets
would be better, but after all these years without either I'd be happy to see any walk Ability
improvements...
With Bridlemile school on Hamilton I think a sidewalk is sorely needed. I am hesistant to let my children
walk to school without any amount of sidewalk. I think starting at Bridlemile and extending as can in both
directions would be the most helpful. There are many families between Hamilton and BHH that would
benefit.
for bikes a wider shoulder would be great but kids need sidewalks.
Humphrey Blvd needs not just a shared sidewalk but also a repave and rebuild. The banked turns of the
road encourage cut-through car traffic drivers to drive faster because of the steep banks. It needs to be
unbanked for traffic calming. The sidewalk is needed on the south side for most of it and perhaps a switch
to the north side when closer to Saint Thomas More because of the minivan parking if (if the school
objects to the advantages of sidewalks).
I would prioritize Hewett over Humphrey. It's already used heavily by bikers and pedestrians and has
lower traffic counts.
Traffic RACES up this street, completely ignoring the 25MPH speed limit. There is no shoulder for
pedestrians or cyclists to stay clear of traffic. With bus stops at both ends of this road, residents have no
choice but to walk in the road. It's a tragedy waiting to happen.
Cars drive FAST on Lancaster. A widened shoulder does little to improve overall safety. I would certainly
not walk alone or with my dog, even with a wide shoulder when cars whip by at such great speed. While
sidewalks are expensive, if the city is serous about safety on this street a sidewalk on one side of the
street is necessary. I would suggest the North side due to the access point for Foley Balmer Natural Area.
If the city is really trying to save money, consider only putting in sidewalk from Taylors Ferry to Foley
Balmer. Doing so will allow access to SW trails routes.
I walk on SW Lancaster Rd. frequently. Because of the curves, I often switch to the "illegal" side of the
street for visual safety. And there is little walking room on the sides of the road.
It is very dark here, obviously it is a forest, but the cut-through car drivers make it harrowing. It needs a
sidewalk on the north side of the road. It would transform the neighborhood and provide OHSU and the
growing companies in Washington County with a connection from the east side of the river to Sylvan and
then to the existing and proposed paths by Highway 26 and the rebuilt SW Scholls Ferry Road.
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The City and the Parks Dept own land to the South of Marqham Hill Rd which could be used for a new
completely separate 10-12' wide bike and ped route through the woods between Fairmount and 13th.

TSP.90050

This is heavily used - and pedestrians are walking on the edge of the street causing near misses with
some regularity - for those of us who drive this street regularly, you know when to be extra careful/can
anticipate blind curves, but this is an accident(s) waiting to happen. A side walk would add to the safety
and accessibility of this area - and would convert me back to a pedestrian from a motorist.
This is really needed!!! There are so many walkers up and down the hill in this stretch - both on the
weekends and weekdays. Cars often fly by and there are blind corners. Often on the weekends you see
families with kids walking this stretch to get from one trail to the next. It's just not safe. In multiple areas you either have to cross the road (a couple of times) to walk where cars can see you or you have to walk
in the road. I hope they can install a sidewalk!!
This street is really dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists. OHSU is the largest local employer
parking is at a premium, and yet it is UNSAFE for people in the Fairmont Loop neighborhood to walk or
bike to work.
Widened shoulder on one side would be the bare minimum. There would need to be one or more safe
crossing sites developed as the easiest construction and safest side changes at least once between 13th
and Fairmount. Lots of people use Marquam Hill Rd every day between OHSU & Fairmount. Ultimately a
sidewalk would be best, but would require significantly more construction cost (retaining walls &/or halfbridge structures for walkways)
Address walking route from sw 45th to sw 40th on Multnomah Blvd immediately as there is currently no
safe walking route in this busy corridor.
It's not just for able bodied walkers. It's elders, baby carriages and grocery carts, so widened shoulders
(with gravel) is not a good enough idea.
Multi use path
Needs to be on at least one side from 45th to connect the residential neighborhood to the village.
This is a busy, dangerous road for pedestrians and bikers. Designated, separate sidewalks and
separate bike paths along the entire length of Multnomah blvd is a necessity (not just the short planned
length), would provide safety for both.

TSP.90053

TSP.90054.1

TSP.90055

27th here doesn't need a paved path here. Make a swale / walk build like the 19th / Taylors Ferry site.
Plus, Arnold Creek needs the Coronado trail to be built to safely get to Boones Ferry from 16th Dr.
Pathway can not interfere with the current ability to remove bollards at end of existing improved street.
This becomes emergency access for vehicles to escape this neighborhood in severe winter weather
where climbing the hill becomes dangerous.
improve access along Stephenson
This would allow us to walk and bike to Stephenson, my children's school.
Anything with a barrier would be very welcome in the short term.
Between the park and hilltop, this is a very dangerous section. LOTS of commuters and pedestrians
mixing. Dangerous recipe.
Right now there is bicycle traffic (two ways, at times) sharing the widened shoulder and sidewalk wiith
two way pedestrian traffic to make room for cars on this hazardous curvy road. There needs to be a little
more separation for pedestrians particularly at the top of Patton so families can safely access the church,
park, future grocery store and 4t trail on foot. There is not much parking anywhere along the corridor so
people are compelled to use the hazardous roadway to walk anyway to facilities nearby.
All of the sidewalk plans are important. I grew up on the east side of Portland and sidewalks were
everywhere! What happened to SW? No sidewalks and unpacked neighborhood streets everywhere.
UNACCEPTABLE!! Taxes are higher here so need more services!
hopefully my inconsiderate neighbor will then have to cut their hedge back which prevents people from
walking on that side of the road and from me seeing traffic coming while exiting my driveway. Wish there
was something you could do about it.
I'd place a very high priority on this, with the most important segment being between Capitol Hwy and
Barbur.
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Many people use Pomona to access nearby bus stations, but it is VERY dangerous. Visibility is low,
there are no sidewalks, and cars move along this road very quickly. Sidewalks and pedestrian access to
this road cannot come soon enough. I would also support speed bumps along SW Pomona to slow
drivers even more.
One side is fine.
Please move this project up if at all possible. This is a heavy use, dangerous walkway.
Speed bumps. Much as I hate saying that. People zoom down the hill from Capitol Highway heading
toward 35th.

TSP.90059.1

TSP.90061

TSP.90062

The stretch of Pomona between Capitol Hwy. and Barbur Blvd. feels very dangerous to walk along.
This is a heavily traveled area, and it is very dangerous.
This is a need identified by the neighborhood for over 25 years. It is desperately needed to get kids
safely to school.
This is a very dangerous place to walk. There are a lot of young kids that access the convenient store for
milk and bread, ect. on a daily. Not to mention everyone else that just live In The area trying to not get hit
while walking their pets.
It's extremely treacherous right now. Where I live the crossing visibility is really bad with a the crest of a
hill for oncoming traffic on one side and a blind curve coming the other way.
Pedestrians have less than 1 foot in places to traverse between Cameron and the sidewalk which begins
at Boundary. Definitely a dangerous zone. Pedestrians alter to go the 3 extra blocks down Cameron and
up the next street and then back down to Shattuck to avoid this stretch. In shadows, and with the sun in
their eyes, drivers cannot see pedestrians as they climb Shattuck and hit the corner at
Boundary/Shattuck. Bikers are especially at risk and there are MANY going up to Alpenrose.
This is such a dangerous spot for pedestrians. There's sort of a "blind hill" as you approach Beaverton
Hillsdale Highway (driving North on Shattuck). People are walking this day and night and its only a matter
of time before someone is hit. Very scary.
Well I can't find it exactly on the map, but we need a CROSSWALK BETWEEN SW 53 AND THE TRAIL
ON THE OTHER SIDE OF SHATTUCK ACROSS FROM SW 53.. This trail connects the neighborhoods
on both sides of Shattuck to schools and shopping and trimet.
Greg Raisman said speed bumps would be installed next paving cycle. Get it done! People drive too fast
on Spring Garden.
this really doesn't even need any updates. This is one of my favorite (read safe) routes I walk, and is
also really easy to cross all over spring garden. If this gets priority over the NUMEROUS streets with
nothing, it would be a mistake.
At minimum provide shoulder on one side of SW Stephenson St AND SW 35th from Stephenson to
Jackson middle school
My visually impaired son could never walk to school (Stephenson Elementary and Jackson Middle
School). As a teenager now, he can't drive nor is he able to walk to our only neighborhood bus stop on
SW Stephenson & Boones Ferry. If a safe walkable shoulder or sidewalk were in place, he could use the
bus. I often see a developmentally disabled teenager walking on Stephenson and worry for their safety.
There are sidewalks along some of this road, sort of randomly on both sides - I think you could add some
sections of sidewalk and make one side of the street have a continuous sidewalk without too much work.
There are two schools in this area and kids could actually walk to school versus riding the bus a short
ways away. What is needed most is a safe sidewalk at least on one side. It is ridiculous that there are
few/broken up sidewalks in this area.
This, along with SW 35th, is the connection and primary pedestrian, bike, and car access between
Stephenson Elementary and Jackson Middle Schools. We are failing in our responsibility to our kids by
not improving safety on these roads.
To improve safety on this road where an elementary school is, at least one sidewalk is a necessity to
make this a safe complete street. Children will have the opportunity to exercise and improve their health
by walking to school.

TSP.90063

With a sidewalk on one side of Stephenson and Arnold so many could walk to Stephenson Elementary
and Jackson. Right now no one can safely walk to school or to tryon Creek. How sad and dangerous
If sidewalk can't be accomplished in the near term, at least wider should could add some safety
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Kids and adults walk in the road ALL the time on this road. At night they are very hard to see. Surprised
no one has been hit.
Sunset desperately needs a sidewalk.
This cannot happen soon enough! A sidewalk on Sunset is vital for pedestrians who need to access all
our local schools, the library, local businesses, and Trimet. We love the sidewalk between 18th and
Dewitt, but desperately need an extension. Perhaps use the space that is currently a bike lane (a bike
lane makes much more sense on the opposite side of the road, on the uphill).
This section of Sunset Blvd is used by many pedestrians (some neighborhood walkers and also kids on
their way to Robert Gray Middle School). They currently walk in lanes of traffic causing cars to veer into
on coming traffic lanes in sections where there is limited visibility due to the curves and foliage.

TSP.90064.1

TSP.90065.3

Speeding on this road is out of control. Sidewalks and a separated/protected bike lane are imperative
ASAP. Many families walk and bike this area with pets and small children, and it is beyond dangerous. It
is also a major walking/biking route to Barbur transit center. I make this walk myself and have almost
been hit several times. In addition, when driving, I am constantly tailgated and have horns blown at when
when slowing to turn into my street that often has children playing on it. Please do something about the
dangerous walking/biking conditions as well as speed limit enforcement. Thank you.
There is no good East-West walking route through our neighborhood. One side sidewalk is bare
minimum, the broken asphalt trail is used constantly. We need a way to access the new Capitol Hwy
North South route to both Barbur and Multnomah Village.
This project on Taylors Ferry Road needs a real sidewalk, NOT A WIDENED SHOULDER. It's a key
connector to transit on Capitol Highway and Barbur since the bus on Taylors Ferry runs very infrequently.
It's also a key connector from the neighborhoods to the shops and services in the "town center" in West
Portland.
this whole street could use a sidewalk or widened shoulder to include bike lane. whatever will fit!
Vegetation on N side of street often grows into roadway. City should enforce clear right-of-way rules
along this stretch.
yes needed with new MAX
taylors ferry from macadam all the way to capital highway can be terrifying. A shoulder is the minimum
needed for safety to walk and bike. With capital highway improvements being funded, this connection
would be utilized for anyone coming from Riverview cemetery.
Taylor's ferry has very fast traffic, and lots of curves
a sidewalk would be needed to actually improve safety here. A widened shoulder would help, but
wouldn't necessarily make things safe.
This project is absolutely critical! I have lived off of 22nd and Taylors Ferry for 8 years and have seen a
dramatic increase in the number of pedestrians (often children) walking along the side of the road. Sadly,
there has also been both an increase in traffic and the speed at which cars drive on Taylors Ferry.
Widening the shoulder would still be unsafe given the number and speed of cars. A sidewalk is critical! A
sidewalk connecting 26th to 18th along with the beautiful new stormwater project and improved
pedestrian access on 19th will dramatically improve the safety and walkability of our neighborhood.

TSP.90066.1

If homeowners are to bear the cost of sidewalks, I do not approve.The city is asking homeowners to bear
terrible financial burdens with more bond issues, sewer charges and so-called improvements that we
rarely see the benefit of. This end of Boones Ferry Road is narrow and historically designated as an
access only street for the homeowners living along this last leg of SW Boones Ferry Rd. Now, it is a
dangerous high speed corridor that the city does nothing about. How about making it safe by having
police presence or speed monitoring signs.I suppose sidewalks are intended to keep peds safe while
autos speed on by. Sidewalks will encourage homeless camping in front of our homes, easy access for
burglars and sidewalks will take away from the historic country character of our neighborhood. Really
there is no where on this street where sidewalks can be constructed. Thumbs down for me!

TSP.90067.1

What about Primrose from Boones Ferry to Terwilliger - it needs a walkway, heavily traveled
thoroughfare to bus stop. If miracles happen, you could address the extreme potholes on Primrose too!
Enforced no parking on shoulder
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Happy to say that the recently installed 25 mph speed limits are showing some signs of working in this
tight curve. Walking and biking are still out of the question as the street is very overgrown with vegetation.
There is a need to walk to the available bus stops and to connect to Fosberg road. New homes have
been constructed on the west side of the street but the City did NOT require sidewalk improvements!
I have to walk along lesser road to and from school every day, cars tend to drive fast, and don't expect
me to walk there and it can be dangerous. If possible, a light at the Portland Community College sylvania
back entrance to make it easier for pedestrians to cross to the other side of lesser would be extremely
helpful
Reduce speeding and careless driving g along lesser and provide safe tri met widths plus walk room.

TSP.90073
TSP.90089

TSP.90090

TSP.90097

As a 20 year resident on SW Dolph Ct I can say that it really needs speed bumps as this section is used
daily as a cut through to avoid traffic on Barbour Blvd. With the new Spring Garden Park and expected
increase of use by families with young children, this section will really need this additional safety feature.
fyi: People in cars hot foot in the middle of the night along SW Dolph.
(No comment)
It would be better to divert traffic from using Pomona Street getting from 53rd to Capitol Highway.
Especially if you can't enforce the now 20 mph speed limit. A viable straight shot from Barbur up 53rd to
PCC would probably take care of extra traffic flowing through Pomona to get to Capitol from Barbur and
53rd. Maybe speed humps on Pomona would help with speeders and idiot drivers.
Please do it. On at least one side of the street and develop the street to go all the way thru to the PCC
parking lots.
I-405 needs an adjacent path because many of the adjacent streets have steep hills. The path would
need shrubs to handle the water like Tall Oregon Grape and Western Spirea. It would allow access to the
proposed greenway on SW Myrtle.
There are a lot of homeless folks camping along this route. They would use this path more than anyone
else, and mainly for living on. Constructing this path would displace them from their current homes and
create unnecessary dissonance between groups. It's best not to construct this path until the homeless
population can be better served.
Connections across I-405 should be prioritized along with this project.
I'm still very interested in seeing this project become real. Our urban density in this area is exploding as
high-rise dormitories and apartments are popping up everywhere. This path will become a major feeder
into the City's Green Loop project, and will connect the Goose Hollow, Lower Gander Ridge, Lair Hill,
PSU, and Downtown neighborhoods. It also opens up the SW Park Ave overpass, currently isolated, to
many more bikers and walkers.
Drivers in this area often confused and reckless - as much barriers between path and vehicles traffic as
possible
Make it work for bikes too.
THis has been in plans for so many years with no priority. Our neighborhood really could use this
connection with adjacent neighborhoods.
Build it... the longer this one is delayed the less likely that it will happen before someone decides to
encroach on the R/W and make it impossible (or at least a lot less desirable.
This project has strong support from Goose Hollow and Downtown NA. This would help connect NW
portland via bike greenway to green loop and south waterfront. This is an important project in the SW
quadrant plan. The new bldg (the amy) at SW 10th was modified to ensure the path had enough room.
Work needs to be done with ODOT to ensure ROW and liability to build this section.

TSP.90054.2

This bike and pedestrian path would make getting from PSU and SW Park Blocks to the center of Goose
Hollow and West Side MAX transit station a breeze, all within high density RX, CX, and RH zones (easily
4k+ residents in PSU area). It would also allow bikers and walkers a way to avoid busy downtown streets
for normal daily commutes. For bikers, it links all the I-405 overpasses to better direct bike routes onto
the downtown street grid and off pedestrian malls on the SW Park Blocks. This path helps reduce the
need for owning a 'city car' for City residents who also work downtown. This is also a great 'feeder' line
to/from the City's future Green Loop.
Improve safe access from SW Vista bridge to SW Montgomery.
It would be nice to be able to walk up to Council Crest from the SW neighborhoods.
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Pedestrians would not think of using Patton road at the moment. Widened shoulder doesn't work too
well because it isoprene not consistent and fast moving bicycles are complicating of the safety with this
approach. Cars and bicycles are often challenged staying within the lane in this narrow road so likely the
helpful impact of a widened margin would be minimized from a safety perspective. Cars would likely not
slow down in my opinion.
SW Patton Road needs a shared sidewalk on the south side for walk, wheelchair, and bike access.
There needs to be a staircase built from the SW Hillside Drive (to the west of the water tower) to connect
to SW Ormandy Way so people can walk to the narrow and safe SW Hewett Blvd.
Though the speed limit is 25, cars travel much faster on this street, making it hard to safely walk this
stretch of Patton. A widened shoulder would not provide the level of safety and separation that
pedestrians would need on this stretch of road. A sidewalk on at least one side of the street would make
walking much safer.
What a great improvement! I could actually walk to work on reasonable weather days.

TSP.90059.2

TSP.90067.2
TSP.90100

TSP.90059.3

TSP.90086
TSP.90108

Because a fatality occurred at the corner of Fairvale and Shattuck when a car swerved to the other lane
to give space to a pedestrian and hence his car went into the rain rut which his car into a utility pole, this
corner has proven to be a danger. Marquis employees cross from the dairy parking as cars are zooming
around corners from North and South. The speed limit should be reduced to 25 MPH and enforced. More
signage for PEDESTRIAN CROSSING. The Red Electric will cross and we shudder at cars exceeding the
speed limit of 30 mph as they usually go between 40 and 45 mph. Another fatality waiting to happen.
It is terrifying for pedestrians on shattuck road. There isn't even a should for people to walk on down to
Beaverton Hillsdale hwy. every single day Pedestrians walk on that road with the curves , hills, and dark
ra Indy night someone is going to get killed. Need sidewalk on at least one side of the road
Safe pedestrian crossing on Shattuck at Cameron needed.
Sidewalks and full bikepaths a necessity on this fast moving, heavily used roadway
At the guard rail there are weeds and overgrown trees that push pedestrians into traffic. We would have
safer shoulders with better tree & weed management.
Connects Headwaters Apts and Tryon Mews and new Spring Garden Park and Barber on one side, and
Multnomah Village on the other. This connector has so much foot traffic, and it's terribly dangerous. esp
in the corner 30th and Hume, and the creek crossing at Spring Garden and 30th.
(No comment)
Since the only route to get to many apartments and homes on Slavin Rd. is to travel down Slavin until it
meets Seymour, the road is shared by bikers, walkers, and vehicles. The road is poorly lit and has many
blind curves, and the limited shoulder space is often flooded with water. Especially since the addition of
No Trespassing signs to the apartment complexes whose parking lots attached to Barbur, the side of the
road is populated with anyone who needs to reach a bus, walk anywhere, and school kids trying to reach
the bus pickup point.
I like the idea
This project needs to be expedited. There is a lot of debris and illegal car parking on SW BeavertonHillsdale Highway so I often ride through Maplewood or on Hamilton Street to avoid BH Highway. Many
people will volunteer to build the Red Electric Trail today.
Start with a unpaved hiking biking path now. then make it paved later
The completion of the Red Electric Trail would be a welcome safe route to the South Waterfront area.
Adding the entire trail would create a safe, easy and long lasting piece of pedestrian/bike infrastructure.
I would not like this to be a path. Putting sidewalks on Cameron would solve any access issue in this
area. This seems wasteful only to connect these two short roads that go nowhere.

TSP.90109
TSP.90110
TSP.90008.4

Because of the backup at the intersection of Oleson Road and Beaverton Hillsdale Highway - numerous
drivers turn right onto Dover Street off Oleson - seeking a "cut-through" route. PLEASE post a sign at
Dover Street and Oleson Road stating "Not a Through Street" or "Dead End"
(No comment)
(No comment)
Bare minimum - this road needs a widened shoulder. It's dangerous to walk along, given the curves,
speed of traffic and lack of space to walk.
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Cars speed along this road, which as few driveways. It's also fairly dark in parts due to the park. A
widened shoulder would not offer as much safety as sidewalks in those segments along the park in
particular.
I see near misses between pedestrians walking along this road and cars coming around blind curves all
the time. There is no where for the pedestrian to walk currently that is even the least bit safe. As someone
who has had to make this trek a couple times myself, I can tell you it is a very scary experience!
It would be fantastic if this road had a sidewalk. It is completely unsafe for walking now.
Lots of young families moving into this neighborhood.
May need to be creative to provide both drainage and walk ways (consider a board walk over the top of
the drainage).
Please add a crosswalk where the Marigold Trail crosses 45th. A lot of residents use the point to cross
the road and cars are traveling very fast. Children use it too. Perhaps traffic calming devices would help.
Thank you.
The shoulder is already wide on the right side of the road heading toward Multnomah Blvd so that seems
the logical place to start building the side walk.

TSP.90087

The west side of the street would connect neighborhoods with a potential for pedestrian connectivity to
Gabriel Park and Multnomah Village. It is currently utilized by vehicles at 35mph+ and is highly unsafe.
This road has no viable shoulder for walking, is dangerous for walking or biking, but is a valuable
thoroughfare to reach parks and neighborhoods.
This would completely change my ability to get to the store when I don't have access to a car, and make
my whole neighborhood a more viable living option for more people.
NEED THIS BAD!!!!

TSP.90088

The bare minimum would be a crosswalk!! With flashing lights. Google maps offers this as a walking
path from the SW to the South waterfront and you literally have to run across two lanes of fast moving
traffic because only one side has a sidewalk. When visibility is bad, not even flagging cars works, or
people refuse to stop. Someone is going to die here if this is not addressed soon.
this needs a red light stop light for walk / bike access under a rare I-5 crossing. it is the most overlooked
crossing of I-5 in portland.
Traffic moves so fast here and there is no safe way to cross and walk from the Barbur to the south
waterfront
This path is falling apart. Woods Street at 4th provides the only clean staircase from Barbur to Terwillger.
A natural disaster could wipe out the Tram. Gibbs would be a great trail because the name is family to
many people because of developments by the waterfront and the new I-5 people bridge. This staircase
needs runnels.
An interim staircase or other improvement is needed in this location, that could be replaced with a SW
Corridor Marquam Hill connector at a later date. This project needs to also be coupled with a signalized
crossing of SW Terwilliger at Gibbs Street, as that is an unsafe pedestrian crossing.
The existing path up to Terwilliger has uneven stairs and is so dark it is dangerous. Need a well lit
staircase that follows under the Tram.
allow mountain bike access. Put jumps in too.
This is my number one needed connector. I would also advise making a ramp or some other
accessibility friendly modification for those in wheelchairs. Please remember this area has a lot of
patients who need accessible options as well as elderly people. The South Waterfront often seems
friendly only to those who are able-bodied.
The existing Whitaker Trail (AKA, SW Trail #1) between SW Barbur and Terwilliger should be improved
now, while we wait for the larger TriMet project

TSP.90096

I often ride a bike, safely, on the shoulder of Highway 26 after I contacted ODOT and they cited the legal
nature of riding a bike on the shoulder of Highway 26 from SW Scholls Ferry Road to the Jefferson Street
exit. So many streets and busy roads require brake pads to be replaced often with the steep declines.
The gully by Highway 26 has a nice decline and it would provide a safe way to get to Lincoln High School,
colleges, work, and housing along with the Oregon Zoo and bus 58 and 63. Adjacent clean, Incense
Cedar trees would make a good buffer from the pollution. The West Hills have many landslides so a bike
/ walk path would add to the emergency access network.
sufficient maintenance to avoid root bumps, etc.
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TSP.90003

TSP.90004

TSP.90005

TSP.90006

TSP.90007
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Make the 26 shoulder better, cleaner and safer.
Eliminate through traffic on Capitol Hill Rd, get rid of the centerlines, reserve some space for peds and
strollers/wheelchairs at curves and corners with curbs+posts or similar barriers. The worst stretch from
Custer Dr to the park simply shouldn't have so many cars on it until it has been funded to be completely
rebuilt.
It would be easy to put a sidewalk on the west side of street since there is already one in front of
Safeway, West Hills Christian School and Custer Park.
Please prioritize SW Capitol Highway between Bertha and Barbur!!
There are already sidewalks on much of the park side of the road (the west and north side) there are
gaps that can be filled in to make it more unified and accessible.
This is a very busy corridor due to 3 schools, city park, and 2 grocery stores nearby. Pedestrians are at
constant risk with speeding cars on Capital Hill Rd. HELP!!
Critical for access to Robert Gray Middle School
I walk on this road every day and it is scary. There is so much traffic in the mornings and afternoons with
school drop off. The road is not wide enough for cars parked, cars driving, and pedestrians walking on the
road, even if the shoulder were wider. The sidewalk should be on the east side of 25th to connect to the
crosswalk across BHH and to connect to the little stretch of sidewalk on upper 25th. Plus there should be
a crosswalk to cross Kanan.
This is one of the most dangerous places for a pedestrian to walk in SW. The space between cars and
walkers is minimal, and cars sometimes proceed at a high rate of speed. Speed bumps would also help.
This project is long overdue. The number of pedestrians walking this route has dramatically increased.
Vehicle traffic has also increased as more and more people use this exit and jump onto barbur to avoid
congestion in the Terwilliger Curves. Ideally not only would a sidewalk be in place but also lighting. I've
witnessed multiple cars almost hit pedestrians along this short section of road because the pedestrian
was not wearing a light and the car was going too fast.
Cars go fast on this street and visibility is not great due to the hill. While a widened shoulder would be
better than what we have now, there needs to be a sidewalk on at least one side for safe walking. Despite
lack of safe options currently, many people do walk on this street (including kids going to school) and a
safe option is truly needed.
Extend existing sidewalk down to Beaverton Hillsdale highway. Current design forces people out into the
street in a busy dangerous intersection to get to the busy bus stop at the end.
I have a patient who was run over by a speeding garbage truck coming up SW 30th and hit her in a
crosswalk at SW Vermont, a hit and run. This resulted in life threatening injuries to her. That triangle in
front of Hoot Owl is very unsafe and crosswalks often lead to streets without a sidewalk.
I see people walking everyday on this street. I'm not convinced we need both sides to have a sidewalk
but we need at least one, yesterday!
Thank you for the speed bumps!
There is strong need for a walkway along 35th between Vermont and Capitol Hwy. As traffic to the village
increases, pedestrians are at great risk walking along it. The hills on 35th create more dangerous
conditions with visibility and sliding on wet or icy pavements. The shoulders are extremely narrow or
nonexistent. School children catch buses along it and there are few connecting streets to the east close
to the village forcing neighbors to use this main road.
This is a major road with access to the village shopping and restaurants and to a primary bus line. the
hills along the road and speed of traffic make it dangerous to walk across.
This route needs at least a sidewalk on the east side of the road. This is a heavily used city bus route, a
route to walk from Vermont to Mount Noma Village, and also used five Portland public schools school bus
system.
East side in Markham Neighborhood, include sidewalk to Ridge at least perhaps to appartments if
possible
High pedestrian traffic of Jackson Middle School students and neighborhood dog walkers. Jackson
Middle School is heavily used for all sorts of events, outdoor sports and indoor meetings. The street is
often blanketed with parked cars due to overflow of the inadequate parking lot. The wide, straight and hilly
street results in cars traveling at high speeds.
Need to be able to walk from Jackson Middle School to Stephenson Elementary safely.
There are already sidewalks on the west side of 35th. Focus resources on finishing the sidewalk
connectivity to other parts of the neighborhood.
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TSP.90024

TSP.90025

TSP.90034.3
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Cars go so fast and there is a lot to see this road needs sidewalks on both sides to accommodate bus
stops and pedestrians.
The lack of crossings along this road means sidewalks on both sides is an absolute requirement. I know
you're short on money and you've tried painted walkways along this road. That might be an okay
alternative with longer term eye towards adding full sidewalks. BUT, you must add bollards or physical
protection somewhere. Build a curb just where the line is. Anything.
The widened shoulder doesn't cut it. The cars drive in the bike/pedestrian lanes. As a motorist, it is
difficult to see pedestrians when it is dark and rainy, as it so often is in Portland.
Even a widened shoulder would SIGNIFICANTLY improve safety through here.
it would help if many of the guard rails were moved either closer to the road, or farther back, depending
on circumstances... they often PREVENT pedestrians from walking off the actual road - often by blocking
access to a navigable space behind them!
There is absolutely no where for pedestrians to walk at all. Multiple times people almost get hit or cars
swerve into oncoming traffic. The edge of the road is a cliff and/or guardrail and no where for pedestrians
to get out of the way in an emergency.
Widened shoulder on both sides of the street, so that (to a greater extent) both cyclists and walkers can
utilize the road safely.
I live off on Cameron Rd. and drivers constantly speed up and down the street. Calming the speed of
traffic would greatly help to ensure the safety of pedestrians. This section of road is also very close to
Hayhurst Elementary and can be dangerous for families and children walking to and from school.
Sidewalks on both sides would be a start.
This is a very dangerous road that should have sidewalks. There are a lot of dead end streets where this
is their only access. Almost been hit on foot and bike a couple times.
I would live to be able to walk to the bus, but walking on Shattuck is dangerous! A sidewalk on one side
would be a huge safety improvement. In addition, our adult daughter, who is in a wheelchair, can't go
from the bus on Beaverton Hillsdale to our home without sidewalks on Shattuck.
My daughters ride Trimet to school and their bus stop is on Beaverton-Hillsday HWY. They have to walk
along Shattuck from BHH up towards Patton Road. I am in fear every day that they will be struck by a car especially in the winter months when it gets dark at 4:30pm and visibility is low.
Side walk on1 side is preferable Bare minimum would be to widen & level shoulder so you're not walking
in the ditch
Terribly unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists: narrow traffic lanes, no shoulders, no walking space in many
places. High traffic, especially at rush hours. Drivers exceed safe speeds. Unsafe to cross. Needed for
residents to access grade school, businesses on Beaverton-Hillsdale, bus routes.
Wide enough for a stroller in each direction

TSP.90064.2

Crosswalks are essential too. They should be placed in conjunction with bus stops, well marked and/or
with switches to push for lighted crosswalks. As traffic has increased in the neighborhood more and faster
traffic that does not stop for pedestrians has created an incredibly unsafe situation.
For the short term, if you could at least clear the obstructed verge so my kid can walk without entering
the traffic lane, that would be delightful. As it stands, there's lots of plant growth preventing foot traffic on
the side of Taylor's Ferry that's further from I5 (north???). Since the only way to walk that road is to cross
it, if there could be a couple of handy crosswalks, that would be nice. Traffic on Taylor's Ferry goes up
and down hills, so the driver's view of the road ahead can be obstructed, so crossing the road as a
pedestrian is dangerous. It's also dangerous because people go significantly over the speed limit along
Taylor's Ferry.
I hope that the option chosen includes a paved solution of some sort. This is a very dangerous route
when there is significant rain or snow/ice.
Right now it's really dangerous walking along Taylors ferry. There's a track on the south side, but it's
really narrow and not separated well from the >30 mph traffic coming up the hill. Elementary aged kids
have to wait for school buses at the side of the street and I fear that a major accident will happen form
them/drivers not paying attention. Many people in the neighborhood would love a safer way to walk to
Barbur transit station, especially if the MAX stop will be there in the future. Even if you could only
widen/pave one side of the street, that would be a lot safer.
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Speeding on this road is out of control. Sidewalks and a separated/protected bike lane are imperative
ASAP. Many families walk and bike this area with pets and small children, and it is beyond dangerous. It
is also a major walking/biking route to Barbur transit center. I make this walk myself and have almost
been hit several times. In addition, when driving, I am constantly tailgated and have horns blown at when
when slowing to turn into my street that often has children playing on it. Please do something about the
dangerous walking/biking conditions as well as speed limit enforcement. Thank you.
SW Taylors Ferry from SW 62nd to SW 80th really needs wide shoulders along whole street at least on
one side of SW Taylors Ferry to be safe for walkers. There are several dangerous spots (especially on
curves) on SW Taylors Ferry where the only place to walk is in the street.
Taylor's Ferry absolutely needs sidewalks on both sides as well as bicycle facilities. Pedestrians are
forced on both sides to walk near/into traffic. Heavily used corridor due to access for Barbur Transit
Center, other bus stops, and access to commercial areas on Barbur.
Taylor's Ferry is a thoroughfare for both our neighborhood and our Tigard neighbors. For safety's sake
there is a desperate need for a sidewalk, preferably on both sides, but at a minimum on one side. There
needs to be a marked cross walk at 62nd (and a connecting sidewalk running from TF to Pomona St on
62nd). Additionally, some speed mitigation should be considered as drivers go quite fast downhill toward
the county line.
There are so many people that walk down Taylor's Ferry to access Barbur transit center. Having a wider
shoulder is not enough. People travel pretty fast on that road and i've seen them cross the line many
times. I feel like I am putting my life in danger when I walk down that road. Especially if I have a stroller.
This a major thoroughfare and is treacherous for pedestrians. Bare minimum is sidewalk on one side, but
really it should be prioritized for sidewalks on both.
This is a widely and heavy used road that is unsafe. With many blind corners and streets I don't feel safe
walking on it
TSP.90065.1

TSP.90065.2
TSP.90066.2

TSP.90049.2
TSP.90031.3

Sidewalk on the North side of Taylors Ferry to Macadam Ave. Or which side is the best to get a sidewalk!!
SW Taylor's Ferry Road is proposed for TriMet's rerouted bus 43 to connect shopping malls and Barbur
Blvd. Most of Taylor's Ferry Road needs the second uphill car lane to be removed to build a shared
sidewalk on the north side of the road.
This is a difficult artery due to its length and slope, but it is the only direct path between Terwilliger and
Macadam.
This should be urgent! This is one of the biggest gaps in the SW Portland ped network! There is
basically no safe way to get between South Burlingame and Macadam as a ped. This project needs to
include at least one signal in the range of 2nd-4th Aves. It is unsafe to turn eastward out of any of these
streets, and the impulsive behavior this encourages impacts all road users. Consider reducing speed
limit
This would be great but it's such a long stretch of road that it seems impractical to put pedestrian
infrastructure on both sides of the street. Also the vehicle speeds here are such that you would need
extremely wide sidewalks and shoulders to ensure pedestrian safety let alone comfort.
This stretch is windy and it makes it really hard to see pedestrians. This is a transit pathway and needs
access to Terwilliger where there are quite a few businesses. There isn't even really a shoulder in a
couple of places. Though on there should probably be sidewalk on both sides from Terwilleger to SW 9th
as least because crossing the street and 9th and Taylor's Ferry and 8th and Taylor's Ferry it is hard to
see cars coming from both directions.
(No comment)
Likely the best side for S/W would be the north side. This should continue up the hill past the "Hill
House" where oit would connect with a widened shoulder on Marquam past the water tank to a crossing
to a widened shoulder on the south side the rest of the way to Fairmount. Sidewalk on the north side
between 11th & 13th would be relatively inexpensive.
Highly used area by pedestrians and very narrow road with high traffic
If sidewalk can't be accomplished in the near term, at least wider shoulder could add some safety. Dosch
Rd is becoming really dangerous for pedestrians as cars do not respect the speed limit. Adding speed
bumps might be another alternative.
It would be nice to be able to walk thru the SW hills up to Council Crest
Need at least signage to alert drivers of possible bikes on road. Even better, widened shoulder for bikes.
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Some refuge from traffic
There are so many dangerous curves, having a wider shoulder would help.

TSP.90111
TSP.90112

TSP.90113

TSP.90078

TSP.90048

There is a good chance a pedestrian will die if they try to share narrow roach road right now. I never see
pedestrians and many cars cut through on this road to avoid freeway traffic, driving very quickly. The
crosswalk situation at dosch and Patton is very problematic from a safely perspective as well.many
children are using the crosswalks and 51 bus stops to get to and from school at the busiest times of day.
This would be a highly used sidewalk and would greatly improve safety in the neighborhood
Very dangerous to walk on. Would allow access to trail to Washington Park as well as the school at the
Patton dosch junction
Walking on Dosch can be downright dangerous in some areas. High priority--widened shoulders would
be sufficient.
Speed bumps or other physical traffic control.
Due to blind curves and heavy traffic, there is a strong risk of pedestrians being struck by cars. This
sidewalk is very important.
Painted bike ped lane would work
This would provide access to the proposed staircase from Terwilliger Blvd to Terwilliger Place to
Burlingame Place. This needs to be expedited as it would provide more access to the main "greenway" of
SW Portland which is Terwilliger Blvd.
Current path works well
please make a path / stairs to be used by people walking and riding a bike.
Many people get scared even driving on SW Scholls Ferry Road. Cars use the second uphill lane to pass
other cars already traveling at 35 mph speed limit. A center left turn lane is only needed near Patton
Road to facilitate access to that neighborhood, and a second uphill lane is only needed near Humphrey
Blvd where cars can get backed up due to traffic congestion at Sylvan. The rest of the second uphill lane
should be replaced by long overdue bike lanes and sidewalks to connect BHH to Sylvan. The added
sidewalks will also improve the safety for pedestrians and thus allow TriMet to reroute a bus line to
Scholls Ferry. The rebuilt road will give people a choice to take public transportation to connect Tualatin,
Washington Park, downtown Portland, and beyond.
This is a high speed VERY dangerous road. Do not add a shoulder only. It would result in more death.
There is a lot of pedestrian traffic at this intersection.
I want this crosswalk to get to friends at the nearby assisted living facility. There are very few "visible"
crosswalk on Multnomah Blvd.
This is huge in connecting the neighborhoods! Just make sure the streets leading up to the bridge have
enough room on the shoulder. Especially 48th around the curve right before this proposed bridge.
gravel path

TSP.90108
TSP.90108
TSP.90110
TSP.90110

TSP.90113
TSP.90086

we need it because many people cannot hike up and down Taylors Ferry Road from 48th to Capital
Highway, but would be able to walk the bridge to get to stores and services on Capitol Highway.
This project needs to the road be become much more narrow. The people from SW Flower Street drive
their cars very fast around the neighborhood and often cut-through private property when driving cars.
SW Dover Street in Portland city limits needs to become more narrow. It needs a seperated path on the
south side of Dover Street and it needs a 15 mph speed limit.
will this go all the way to Oleson?
(No comment)
(No comment)
I support it.
Nearby BH Highway is a harrowing experience for family bike access. A path purchase is needed here to
build the Red Electric Trail.
do it now!!!! i want my kids to be able to bike to Wilson High School in 5 years and not fight traffic
expedite these
(No comment)
Please build it
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This would provide access to the proposed staircase from Terwilliger Blvd to Terwilliger Place to
Burlingame Place. This needs to be expedited as it would provide more access to the main "greenway" of
SW Portland which is Terwilliger Blvd.
wow this would be amazing!!! can you build some Mt. Bike jumps and single track?
Excellent idea, gives opportunity to not ride on barbur
Steep and slippery so hand rails or high gravel but would greatly improve living on slavin and getting to
barbur
Paved walkway within unimproved Carson Street ROW from 4th to Terwilliger, to create connection from
this part of South Burlingame to the commercial node and transit route, instead of Taylor's Ferry which is
very uncomfortable to,walk or ride on
Yes, please
This would provide access to the proposed staircase from Terwilliger Blvd to Terwilliger Place to
Burlingame Place. This needs to be expedited as it would provide more access to the main "greenway" of
SW Portland which is Terwilliger Blvd.
Current path works well for pedestrians
Connecting these neighborhoods would be very valuable.
Critical work is Multnomah to 30th. Already have sidewalk to Capitol Hwy, thank goodness.
I drive and bike this route a lot and I see many people walking on the street for lack of sidewalk (more &
more all the time it seems). It's obvious connection between Multnomah Village and Barbur Blvd. so it
needs something asap.
It would be wonderful to have at least one sidewalk to walk on and push a stroller on. Would feel SO
MUCH SAFER!!!
This is a VERY popular route up to the village and connects to the sidewalks along Multnomah Blvd and
SW 31st north of the stoplight. Sidewalks along the west side of the road are necessary because trying to
push a stroller or hold hands with a child while walking up that section is very treacherous due to fast and
frequent car traffic. The west side of the street is preferred because the sidewalks north of Mult Blvd are
on the west side. Also, no cars can safely park on the west side of 31st in this section (well, they try, but
there definitely isn't room!), so it would make sense to have a sidewalk on this side at least. Thank you!!
Looking forward to this!
Finish ASAP
It is unbelievable that there is no sidewalk on Boones ferry. If there was we could walk to the grocery
store and restaurants!
This is actually a HIGH pedestrian traffic corridor! I often see pedestrians going in both directions on only
one side of the road (because the shoulder on the other side is a blind corner with plants hanging down
that force pedestrians into the street). In addition to those two lanes of pedestrians, there are people
waiting for the bus blocking their way. I love the planned project for this road. It needs to happen quickly!
Long overdue, and just about as dangerous a pedestrian experience as there is: skinny lanes on a
winding road that is a bus route and a fire lane. Let's have a sidewalk - thank you!
this is a very dangerous street to walk on. A sidewalk on one side would be great, but a widened
shoulder is imperative.
The trolley line needs a rails-to-trails project. Highway 43 is an orphan highway and it is past time to build
the rails to trails project.
Thank you thank you thank you!
Wonderful project. We would use it frequently.
Great idea
Paved walkway within unimproved Carson Street ROW from 4th to Terwilliger, to create connection from
this part of South Burlingame to the commercial node and transit route, instead of Taylor's Ferry which is
very uncomfortable to,walk or ride on
This would be awesome however I would be concerned about homeless encampments like we
experienced on the Springwater Corridor Trail
Pedestrian and bike accommodation
This would provide access to the proposed staircase from Terwilliger Blvd to Terwilliger Place to
Burlingame Place. This needs to be expedited as it would provide more access to the main "greenway" of
SW Portland which is Terwilliger Blvd.
The path needs to be rebuilt for ADA and bike access.
Great project
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This odd corner is impossible for pedestrians to cross and there is no crossing area across Capitol
highway or Vermont to get to a safe crossing.
While a sidewalk on both sides along the full length would be ideal, at minimum there should be a
sidewalk on at least one side of this section of Capitol High on the north-south section and by the
collection of business by Fryer Tuck's, and on both sides once you get to the West Hills learning center.

PMP.93

PMP.99
PMP.61

PMP.62

PMP.63

PMP.64

PMP.65

A staircase would be great here on Woods Street to Sam Jackson Park Road because it would connect
Portland's largest employer to Portland Park's Terwilliger Parkway and then mass transit on Barbur and
Naito Parkway with the existing traffic light crosswalk at SW Hooker Street. OHSU needs far better bike /
walk access. This staircase needs runnels. I use the existing staircase rebuilt by Parks and SW Trails on
SW Woods Street and I enjoy it when on a bike ride as the path has enough room to carry my bicycle on
my shoulder. I visit my doctor at OHSU but the buses from SW only offer rush hour service to OHSU.
This project would be duplicative of the more feasible project to the South - the Gibbs Street
improvements from SW Barbur, across SW Terwilliger, and up to OHSU/VA
Flashing Light Enhanced Crossing
(No comment)
This staircase needs runnels for bicycle access. A developer built housing close to where SW 18th meets
SW Montgomery but they failed to make an easement stairway access. The city has not gone back to
require the staircase to be built. Just check city documents. This area of SW Portland has an incredible
amount of cut-through car traffic from the cell phone apps.
this should be the #1 priority for this area, especially since the city allowed the stairs from vista to goose
hollow to be blocked off!!
This would really improve the utility of the 18th street path under the highway.
badly needed link. Historic context is the route of the cable railway that once connected Goose Hollow to
Portland Heights via SW 18th. There is a link around the townhouses on SW Montgomery Drive that was
agreed to by the developer, Ryan Lawrence, when he obtained permission for the townhouse project.
Work with SWHRL, Goose Hollow NA and SW trails to complete SW trails route #6.
The SWHRL neighborhood has crumbling stairways and this one is greatly needed. TriMet has cut bus
access and they've yet to merge bus 39 and 51 or make either bus run 7 days per week. Many people
park cars on top of the sidewalks and this staiway would provide safe access to Portland State University,
TriMet bus 45, and the Hall and 14th public park by the I-405 freeway. Many streets, schools, and
buildings were destroyed when ODOT build the nearby I-405 freeway and Portland has been slow to
maintain public stairways in SW.
A public stairway here would be a geat alternative to the rickity privat stairs that are now in use.
This important north / south stairway would need runnels for bike access. Seattle is rebuilding stairs so
why is Portland slow to build or rebuild them? This stairway provides access to Upper Hall street which
has safe access to Ainsworth public school and the fire station. This stairway access would connect to
SW Myrtle Street which is a proposed city greenway. SWHRL has no existing greenways and it needs
them with all of the cut-through car traffic and lack of TriMet bus service.
there is no real utility added here, as the projected path leads to the same place an existing street w/
sidewalks takes you.
This is a walk-to-school route used for generations to get down the hill to Lincoln HS and to get up the
hill to Ainsworth. It also provides a link from Upper Hall and a part of Portland Heights to West Side Light
rail via SW 16th/"Ho Chi Minh Trail"/SW 18th. In current use, there are stairs in the yard of the adjacent
Four-plex that can be used in the winter. During the dry season it's a steep dirt trail that goes through a
hole in the laural hedge at the top/Upper Hall. There is planned sewer work in this R/W, and building a
stairway as part of the reconstruction after the sewer work would make sense.
Wide Paved Shoulder
This stairway would be great with the access to Goose Holley and the 14th and Hall park. It would need
runnels for bike access. It would also provide access to a nearby, proposed stairway on unbuilt, right-ofway on parts of SW 15th.
I like this, let's do it!
there are stairs and walkable paths near here already. money better spent on cablecar trail.
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Great plan - the sooner the better! This would make walking to work much more feasible for me. Also,
stairs in general are fantastic for Portland's reputation in the world of commuter/pedestrian infrastructure.
i would love this for access to my doctor and for the great food by Macadam.
Just do it!
Id like to see picture of what is proposed. Im a long distance walker and use stairs all over the west side.
Handrails are helpful if possible, or switchbacks like in George Himes park.
Paved Connecting Path
(No comment)
This existing path needs to be rebuilt to allow ADA and bicycle access.
This bridge needs to be wheelchair-accessible.
On collector streets I would like to have a sidewalk on one side, on residential streets I would like to see
something like a painted walkway or other means to make it clear where pedestrians/kids are walking.
Stairs that are north / south are rare in SW. Runnels for bike access are needed.
A staircase would be great for mass transit access. A staircase would need runnels for bike access.
Please do this!
This is a pedestrian superhighway for everyone south of Multhomah Blvd to access the shops,
restaurants, and bus routes in Multnomah Village. Morning and afternoons it is full of children walking to
bus stops and waiting for the school bus. With no sidewalks, kids are forced to literally stand in the street
or at best a private driveway to wait. This stretch merits a sidewalk asap.
We don't need sidewalks on both sides - one side is sufficient. Same with bike lanes.
(No comment)
(No comment)
This project would enhance or even enable pedestrian use for residents living both north and south of
Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway. Residents south of the highway would be able to use this pathway to
conveniently access the Tri-Met bus services that stop at intersection of SW 45th Ave and the highway as
well as nearby businesses. For residents north of the highway the project would facilitate access to the
Gabriel Park Recreation and the OHSU Family Medicine Centers and other businesses near SW
Vermont St. & SW 45th Ave. and conceivably farther to businesses in Multnomah Village via the Gabriel
Park walkways.
One side has a sidewalk already.
Sidewalks on both sides is ideal, but a continuous sidewalk on one side would be minimum- I say
continuous, because right now I constantly have to cross back and forth on capitol highway to get to/from
hillsdale back to my house (35th and Vermont) since sidewalks are only on one side of the road at
multiple points (i.e. Sidewalk just ends and you must cross to other side of street). Makes walking a much
longer and dangerous process than it should be!
Super dangerous currently! People get off the freeway and wing onto this cutoff quite quickly. Potholes
litter the road and cars are packed on both sides of the road limiting visibility. A walkway on both sides of
the road is an appropriate fix.
This is an extremely dangerous corner. Cars park and speed along these roads. This area needs a
sidewalk off the shoulder
I think that a sidewalk, at least on one side would increase connectivity in the neighborhood. In order to
create a safe place to walk, cross walks and reduced speed limit (or enforcement of the actual speed limit
will be needed- as the majority of cars do not obey the 25 mph speed limit).
Perfect road to add sidewalks for connecting to PCC. The local bus stops at the corner of Haines and
Lesser providing a short walk through Lesser Park to PCC.
Slow speeders along lesser.haines and improve corner for trimet
Great idea, except this is 53rd, not 35th.
(No comment)
Yes! This is super important. This part of the neighborhood is zoned for Markham but is so disconnected
from the other side of the freeway. Just make sure the walkway is large enough to accommodate bikes
and walkers with strollers at the same time.
This area is heavy congested. With school pick up and drop off, it has become a nightmare/
gravel path
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YES! If you are going to separate a schools zone with an interstate and major road then you need to still
make it walkable for students!!
You need to add in two cross walks on Capitol Hwy/49th. One by the library and one further up the hill
before PCC Sylvania. Its becoming impossible to safely cross 49th. People traveling to and from Lake
Oswego take the hill between 45 and 55 mph and need to be slowed down. Children crossing the road to
catch the bus to school are risking their lives every morning and evening. If you want people to use the
new path they need to be able to get to it safely.
This neighborhood is a nightmare for pedestrians, everything should be done to bring it up to acceptable
standards.
A bridge like this would be great because most of the main bridges over I-5 are not family-bike friendly.
the connection from the south burlingame neighborhood to the fred meyer area (and future site of light
rail station) is essential to improve access and ridership for south burlingame residents such as myself.
This is going to be a key improvement to our neighborhood.
In short-term, fund and complete a planning/engineering study to lead to best solution and to secure
funding for implementation
This road needs a simple carving of pavement from the south side to make a simple traffic calming
project and sidewalk on the north side.
Very wide pavement with free parking on both sides... who should pay for sidewalks? Moving and/or
removing parking with some precast curbs would suffice.
The private developments along this stretch have left an odd, completely pointless, dotted-line of a
sidewalk. It would require only a few blocks of concrete to connect the sidewalk(s) along the full stretch to
Barbur. This would be a cheap and easy win.
(No comment)
Safety and equity come into play. Plus, with a neighborhood park, school, and library this is a priority
area.
This part of Capitol Hwy functions well enough for now. There are much less functional streets such as
SW 35th and SW Stephenson between Jackson MS and Stephenson Elementary that desperately need
improvements.
What we need most are flashing light crossings on Capitol Hwy and SW 49th at Markham elementary
and then between Ponoma and Vesta Streets.
(No comment)
Too much width + free parking. Traffic volume and speeds should be very low. Consider consolidating
back-in angled parking on one side to create protected walking space and a traffic chicane. High school
students may take the chicane as a challenge (but will also be scared of anything that could actually
scratch their car's paint.)
(No comment)
Make the intersection of Fairmount Blvd and Marquam Hill Rd a 3 way stop. If cars have to stop then
pedestrians have a better chance of being able to safely cross.
Sidewalks make this so much better for kids safety
Walkway (and bike lane) should extend Marquam Hill Road to Talbot. It is a part of the Faimount
Greenway and a commuter route for students and staff to OHSU.
I'm excited to potentially be able to cross at Nevada while going on walks! If possible, please make this
path wheelchair and stroller friendly. While I can handle stairs and steeper inclines, not everyone can. In
addition, there should be a marked crosswalk on Capitol Hwy to facilitate crossing that busy road.
I strongly advocate for connecting all trail networks.
(No comment)
gravel here
This would allow us to walk and bike to Stephenson, my children's school.
the improvements need to include the entire Fairmount blvd loop. SW Fairmount is one of the most use
routes in all of Portland according to strava data: https://labs.strava.com/heatmap/#15.00/122.70395/45.50030/hot/run
The outer edge of the road needs a sidewalk but the entire road needs a 15 mph speed limit. A more
street like SW Hewett Blvd will transform it.
(No comment)
This project is great. Just need a safe crossing and walkway on 18th to have a route to school.
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SWNI.19

This is a long missing compontant of the SW Trails system and a major safety / access issue for Marshall
park. It is completely unsafe to walk along 18th to access Marshall Park (even if it was safe to walk along
Taylors Ferry to get to 18th... which it is not). The PPR acquisition of a property on Taylors Ferry will
eventually allow trail access from Taylors Ferry into the park, however it is still crucial to have a sidewalk
at least down to SW Collins in order to ensure safe access both to Foley Balmer Natural Area as well as
to Marshall Park. Combined with a sidewalk for a portion of SW Lancaster a number of loop walks could
be developed!
(No comment)
Please, please, please add a cross walk some where at the intersection of Talbot Rd, Talbot Ter, Gaston
Ave, and Fairmount Blvd. This is such a dangerous intersection. You would not believe the number of
people who fly through the intersection without stopping at the stop signs.
Need a crosswalk on Terwilliger where the Bancroft sidewalk steps currently dead-end at Terwilliger (at
the bus stop).
People are forced to walk in the street south of St. Elizabeth's (church) and this roadway (6th) gets very
busy at times.
The situation is currently dangerous.
Lots of children and neighborhood members use Sunset to walk into Hillsdale town center. More
sidewalks, please!
This is an essential artery. Sidewalks are necessary especially with the level of traffic, speed of traffic,
and curves.
Or shared multi use path

BCP.1

Wider shoulder on the south side of the street would make it safer for pedestrians. The south side would
get much more pedestrian use than the north side, although both sides should have continuous bike
lanes. There are also some ditches along this stretch of road that force pedestrians into the roadway.
This path appears to connect the south burlingame neighborhood to the fred meyer area (future site of
light rail station). This is extremely important for the South Burlingame residents, including myself, who
look forward to accessing and using the light rail once it is operational.

BCP.5

I enjoy walking and biking on SW Oleson Road but there aren't enough visible crossings. My friends live
on the eastside of Oleson but few car drivers stop at the nearby vegetated crossings. More housing is
being built and TriMet plans to reroute buses 1, 45, and 92 by Garden Home / Oleson.

SWUT.6K
SWUT.6P

SWUT.7B
MHP.T31

SWNI.16

BCP.7

BCP.9
PMP.614
PMP.624

PMP.614

I enjoy walking and biking on SW Oleson Road but there aren't enough visible crossings. My friends live
on the eastside of Oleson but few car drivers stop at the nearby vegetated crossings. More housing is
being built and TriMet plans to reroute buses 1, 45, and 92 by Garden Home / Oleson.
a connection here would greatly improve access for south burlilgname residents to neighborhoods
across I5.
The Bridge over the ravine has to be fixed. The fence that protects people from falling in to the ravine,
has ironically fallen in to the ravine, creating a very hazardous condition. This issue should have been
fixed years ago, and one that I know has been reported many times. Every day, when I walk or drive by, I
am reminded of the laissez faire attitude Portland has towards the safety of it's residents.
(No comment)
(No comment)
Sidewalk that can be used by pedestrians or bicyclists---this area needs it as many who live in the
neighborhood are stuck otherwise. It is terribly dangerous when people walk on the side of the road and
when bicyclists are using the road, it is scary!
There are bus stops there must be at least one sidewalk on this busy street!!
This sidewalk is a must have. I've been waiting 16+ years for this
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Wider shoulder on the south side of the street would make it safer for pedestrians. Currently cars parked
in the shoulder can force pedestrians into the roadway, therefore a wider shoulder needs to be wide
enough for pedestrians, but not wide enough for cars to park. There are also some ditches along this
stretch of road that force pedestrians into the roadway. Florida St between 52nd and 60th is parallel to
Vermont and can act as an alternative ped/bike route without too much inconvenient, priority should be
given from 60th to Shattuck because there is very poor neighborhood connectivity in this stretch. Also, all
bus stop are on the north side of Vermont and most bus users are on the South Side (including Wilson
High School students) bus pads, sidewalks, and painted cross walks should be provided for some bus
stops in this strech, especially the 60th bus stop which gets heavy use from HS students and has very
little shoulder for waiting.
With the amount of vegetation and the increased about of bike and car traffic sidewalks on one side
would feel much safer than a widened shoulder.
No safe location for pedestrians to cross here (poor visibility and cars move too fast). We need a
walkway on both sides of this street.
this is a "rural area"- sidewallks are not consistent with the density and terrain. A widened shoulder and
"trail" surfaced with material such as gravel or chips would be welcome. A sidewalk would most definitely
not be welcomed by residents in this area.
I think it should go all the way to Boones Ferry. Too many people walk on the road and none wear
reflectors
This is a very windy road with lots of traffic. it is heavily used by cars, bikes and runners. There is a big
need for a safe path along this road. While the city has placed a 25 mph limit, the road to my knowledge
can not have speed bumps which would greatly improve safety. Speeds on the road at times are greater
than 50 mph.
Walking along Taylors ferry is currently extremely unsafe as cars speed along this route. The population
density of this area including a apt complex on 35th makes safe walking a high priority
My children walk this road and it is very dangerous for pedestrians. The road is far too narrow, treed and
does not offer a clear view of what is ahead, making swerving into oncoming traffic the only way to avoid
walkers. I have witnessed children almost get hit by cars multiple times, and as Stephenson St. And 35th
are between two schools, Jackson Middle School and Stephenson Elementary, this is a VERY important
improvement project just in terms of protecting children. Sidewalk badly needed.
PLEASE!!!! Adding sidewalks to this section of Stephenson would enable hundreds of kids to get off the
bus and begin walking to school safely. Sidewalks would also help all neighbors to get their exercise,
walk the dog or access public transportation safely.
The absolutely should be at least a sidewalk on one side of SW 35th and continuing to SW Stephenson.
The proximity to Jackson Middle school means there are a ton of kids who walk on the shoulder
(currently) to get to and from school.
There is a short section of SW 35th, going up the hill just South of Arnold Rd, where 35th the shoulder
narrows and disappears. This is also a section where cars are going faster than usual and with limited
sight lines due to the overhanging tree canopy. I call this "The Gauntlet".
I see people trying to run along this road all the time too, and are forced out into the road where people
are whizzing by at 40+MPH.
There is a LOT of bike and foot traffic on this road, as it is a major access road for the direction it travels.
Please, anything would help. Stronger lines, cleaned up verge, improved lighting, clearer speed limit
signs, anything.
There is no easy access to Multnomah Village for pedestrians for bikers. It is a main street and center
for many people (especially kids), yet there are no sidewalks to get there. This is a safety issue and a
usage issue. If you want people to stop driving, there needs to be places to safely walk or ride a bike!
I live on sw 64th and cannot walk to Beaverton/Hillsdale where my grocery store and drugstore is nor to
visit friends who live right off Garden Home. I could bike to exercise if I could get from 64th to
Beaverton/Hillsdale. If I can walk on Hamilton at least I can walk to Albertson's and Rite Aid. We lived off
Barber on Abernethy and I walked everywhere---downtown, the waterfront, Corbett and Terwilliger. I so
miss the accessibility and freedom. I feel tied to my car. I can't walk safely to the trails which are only
blocks from my house!
Kids and adults walk in the road ALL the time on this road. At night they are very hard to see. Surprised
no one has been hit.
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Long overdue project that would support access to schools and commerce.
My kids go to the Montessori right there on 53rd and Shattuck. People travel too fast down both streets,
and the shoulders are too narrow for the many pedestrians using this area.
There is already a person -made dirt path on the west side. Use that by widening a bit. No need to spend
more money on both sides.
This is a wonderful corridor.
This is used by a high volume of pedestrians. It is unsafe and is my highest priority.
This section of Shattuck Road is so dangerous for walking. I would like to see a sidewalk on at least one
side from Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy to Patton.
Trying to cross Shattuck at the point where the SW trail crosses it north of Beaverton Hillsdale Highway
is very dangerous. People come from both sides driving at high speeds particularly at high traffic times
when my kids and I walk to school. I would love to see a crosswalk be put in there with signage. Thank
you for the consideration!
Very dangerous without sidewalk. One side would be a huge improvement and increase safety and
probably car traffic as more people would walk.
Kids and adults walk in the road ALL the time on this road. At night they are very hard to see. Surprised
no one has been hit.
Most current sidewalks and shared, modern shoulders on SW Hamilton Street are on the north side.
Therefore, it needs a sidewalk and trail network on the north. The berm trail is needed just to the west of
SW 58th Ave. This road needs to be narrowed and with a 25 mph speed limit. Hamilton needs the road to
be rebuilt in a meandering line to the west of SW Shattuck Road because it would slow the traffic down.
Presently, it is impossible to walk safely on Hamilton St. from Scholls Ferry to Shattuck and then from
Shattuck to Bridlemile. Having at least a widened shoulder of the road will at the very least help School
children walk to school in a safer route. Sidewalks on both sides would be the ideal for complete safety!
There are many kids that live along Hamilton west of Shattuck that need a safe route to Bridlemile. In
addition, this is a main route for many walkers and cars drive way too fast along this route making it very
dangerous. The hills between Scholls Ferry and Shattuck create reduced visibility for cars to pedestrians
near the tops of the hills. I think a sidewalk with a curb is the only safe option for this route.

TSP.90008.1

We would take any sidewalk we could get! I have twins and would love to walk them to the park, but its
just not safe to do so along Hamilton. So we end up driving, even though its just a half mile.
Wide enough for stroller passing
There is an existing sidewalk on one side from Vermont to about two thirds the way to Cameron.
Finishing that last portion on one side would seem like the most cost effective and address safety issues
with crossings at Kanan and Cameron. I've almost been hit more than once trying to turn the corner,
while walking, from 45th to Kanan because cars turning right can't see you after making the turn and
there is no safe place to go if you're in the path of the car.
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PL.0037

Sidewalk on One Side

Widened Shoulder

Sidewalk on Both Sides

Paved Path

Urban Trail

ADA Improvements

Crosswalk

City Streets

Project ID
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Comments
From Neighborhood Workshop
Urban Trails Program
From Neighborhood Workshop
Urban Trails Program
From Neighborhood Workshop
Urban Trails Program
From Neighborhood Workshop
Urban Trails Program
From Neighborhood Workshop
Urban Trails Program
From Neighborhood Workshop
gravel trail on existing right of way
From Neighborhood Workshop
From Neighborhood Workshop
From Neighborhood Workshop
From Neighborhood Workshop
Upgrate existing to meet ADA guidelines
I'd like to see a connection from SW Slavin Rd up to SW Barbur so that people in the apartments can access the
bus.
There doesn't even need to be a walkway, please just remove the fence so people can safely get to Barbur from
Slavin like they used to.
This would be useful and easier than making an entire sidewalk to span SW Slavin Road. I would love to see this
path happen!! I have been in the area 4 years and would love better access to transit and walking trails.
This is definitely needed, however it needs to be wide enough for pedestrians and bicyclists, and well lit enough to
help prevent criminal activity.
Key access to transit. This should be a gravel trail at a minimum immediately. Access to transit and access for
walkers to OHSU using the Buhler Cutoff to Terwilliger then up to OHSU and the VA. . An ADA trail will be
expensive.
ODOT owns the land to the south of 5055 SW Slavin Rd. expedite the trail for all users.
Or wide paved shoulder. We walk this way to get bus at 35th and Capitol Hwy. Sometimes pulling rolling
suitcase if going to Amtrak station or airport. Very dangerous curvy road. End up walking in mud to avoid cars.
Especially dangerous in the dark.
This is a small missing link between existing facilities. I often see members of the Jewish community, including
children, walking along this dangerous road area during the Sabbath. There are also low-income housing and
community projects in the area that would likely benefit from this connection.
There is a nice sidewalk but no crosswalk at Vermont and Capitol Hwy. There is no crosswalk signal here either. I
often walk down Vermont to catch the bus on Capitol Hwy. It is very confusing for both the pedestrians and the
drivers who has the right of way and when it is safe to cross Capitol Hwy. It is also not handicapped accessible.
Just need to get from the neighborhood south of Greater Portland Bible Churchto the sidewalks on Vermont St.
for access to to the MJCC and Hillsdale.
The south side of SW Vermont between SW 30th and the Hoot Owl corner is a big gap in an otherwise safe
corner. There is no safe place to walk for about half a block, and you find yourself with a pinch point at the light
before you can cross into a parking lot. Messed up corner!
This is a very serious gap. People climb a hill and jump over a traffic barrier to access the Hoot Owl Market
(including kids). Also please note that our Jewish neighbors walk a lot along underdeveloped SW 30th between
Vermont and BHH because the synagogue is on BHH and the Jewish community center is on Vermont.
need sidewalks on both sides of Vermont
Key connection from SW Vermont to Texas along SW 26th and then across BES property (they have agreed to
crossing) to SW 25th and to the Frisby golf Course on Portland Bible Church property and connect with Trail 3.

PL.0016

This will mainly benefit the residents of the Cossing at Stephens Creek.
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Connects Crossing at Stephens Creek to neighborhood to south, makes walking to Fred Meyer, Safeway, Transit
easier and more direct.
Important connection for opening up this large impassable tract to pedestrians. Historic support by Hillsdale
Neighborhood Association.
I agree - I'd love to take this route when walking from 26th (@ Dwell Apartments) to Custer Park. The green space
where 26th and California would intersect has a sort-of trail, but it's overgrown with invasive species (and thus
would also be a good candidate for habitat restoration).
This is heavy walk, run, bike street with heavy traffic where dedicated lanes or sidewalk is needed.
Multnomah Blvd is an incredibly busy road for pedestrians and bicycles and is used heavily for car traffic.it is
would be incredibly useful to have a sidewalk on both sides of the street, or at least on the north side which
connects to the Maplewood neighborhood
Very important thoroughfare that needs raised sidewalks and designated, separated bikepaths for safety. Biker
who was killed on this roadway proves the deep need for better facilities.
Sidewalks would greatly increase the safety and walk ability of Multnomah.
Multnomah Blvd is an incredibly busy road for pedestrians and bicycles and is used heavily for car traffic.it is
would be incredibly useful to have a sidewalk on both sides of the street, or at least on the north side which
connects to the Maplewood neighborhood
SW Garden Home needs continuous sidewalks on both sides from Multnomah Blvd to Oleson Road.
Currently no walkway; plan underway to build for Spring Garden Park but sidewalks should be extended to allow
access to the park (via methods other than car)
Agree that sidewalk should be a priority for access to new park
(No comment)
This is currently very unsafe for pedestrians! I walk there daily. The road was narrowed when repaved recently
and is now even more unsafe. Please create a pedestrian walkway on Condor Lane below Terwiliger intersection.
I agree!
The new paving made the walking conditions less safe than before. A sidewalk could be constructed on the east
(downhill) side and preferably behind the guardrail.
A stairway directly up to Terwilliger from the Condor switchback could also be a good way to let (stair-capable)
pedestrians avoid that last, dangerously narrow stretch of the Condor extension.
I agree!
A wide paved shoulder may be a good start. In that case a barrier would be very important too.,
A lot of kids walk this way to school, rain or shine
Not necessarily this exact route but it would be nice to connect these neighborhoods.
This property might get redeveloped so a path would be wonderful between SW Canby Street and SW Ruby
Terrace.
A beautiful bridge would be great to have over clean Stephen's Creek to connect the neighborhoods.
Stairs need update and path needs continued gravel/wood chips as well as blackberry trimming
There is limited access to TriMet bus 55 to get to family and friends on SW Hamilton Street and I would like this
path. I noticed it is not on unbuilt, right-of-way though so easements or purchases would be needed here.
These railroad tie staircases are crumbing and the adjacent vegetation doesn't soak up the water. I thoroughly
enjoy the staircase access and routes from SW Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway to Fairmount because of these
trails. I think narrow stairs are needed for possible, adjacent wheelchair access.
repair this path
This possible path on unbuilt, right-of-way would seem to require a stairway or staircase. I would like runnels here
so I can safely access SW Fairmount Blvd to ride my bike. I'm upset with the crumbling and faded paint bike
lanes of BH Highway so I use alternate routes.
make a stairway with runnels
Combined with the path between Upper Drive and Periander, lots of younger children would not have to walk
along Patton where cars and trucks often go by at high speeds. Avoiding Patton with small children even in
strollers keeps parents away. My daughter is 8 months old and I only feel comfortable taking her there in a
backpack...
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Taking a stroller most places in the SW Hills is an athletic and at times risky undertaking I have recently given up
on to put my daughter in a backpack instead. When she was an infant there were plenty of places I would walk,
and then cross off the list of my options. There are frequently 1) foot+-high curbs (Patton and Homar) 2) signage
or poles in the middle of sidewalks (Montgomery and Patton), 3) no sidewalk exactly (Patton west of the park
before English), or overgrown hedges, or bins that cover most of the sidewalk on pickup days (Montgomery,
Upper Drive, etc etc). I remember sending a friend a picture of a street that was basically an obstacle course this
fall. You can laugh crossing the street x times, but when someone in the neighborhood pleaded with me to stay
out of the road because he's seen so many close calls with cars that race around (Montgomery), it's a warning a
mom can't ignore. It was disheartening, and it's tougher to be good-humored about.
add trail to Portland heights park
Montgomery becomes a racetrack for vehicles avoiding traffic at Ainsworth school. It needs a real sidewalk and
traffic calming, such as stop signs on the downhill route. It is also an important bike route uphill all hours and
days.
This would make trips to the park so much easier for my 8 month old daughter and I! A path that we can take from
Upper Drive to the park would feel like a thousand Christmases!
add trail along ROW
The Ashcreek Neighborhood has ZERO sidewalk connectivity to the East and North heading to Multnomah
Village and the SW Community center. Circa 2011 PBOT approached the neighborhood about improvements,
wide 4ft bike/walk shoulder or sidewalk maybe separated from roadway and on the South side of Garden Home
Rd, but the funding was removed. We are not talking about nice to have for this route, given that there is no safe
walkable access out of the Ashcreek Neighborhood today we need at least 1 way to get out of the hood. Ashcreek
is about 3,000 households. Additional options here would be to have sidewalk all along GHR to the Village and to
extend the walkable route all the way to SW 54th on GHR going West. Also the use of radio buttons above limits
description. This route could be separated sidewalk, wide paved shoulder, standard sidewalk and part of each
where applicable such as climbing GHR as shoulder then sidewalk up hill to East and 45th. Needs Study.
It would allow me to get from friends to the grocery store to Sylvan, parks, and to the Jewish church.
Safer pedestrian access along Shattuck between Patton and Hamilton and continuing south to Hwy 10 is sorely
needed. As it is the lack of shoulders (ditches) prevent safe pedestrian access to Bridlemile, Hamilton park, Hwy
10 shops and transit from neighborhoods north of the Hwy 10/Shattuck intersection.
Yes.
And please add a sidewalk between Wilcox West and Raleigh Ridge developments on Patton Rd
A walking path on Shattuck from Hwy 10 to at least Hamilton, preferably to Wilcox, is really critical. There are
ALWAYS people walking IN the roadway. A steep ditch is immediately adjacent to the narrow roadway, and there
is nowhere for people to walk. It is extremely busy with both cars and people. It is also dark and difficult to see
pedestrians.
The intersection at Shattuck and Hamilton is difficult to see all 4 directions and is dangerous for pedestrians and
cyclists.
The intersection of Shattuck and Hamilton is dangerous for pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers. The high-traffic,
four-way stop is completely blind from two of the stop signs. There are no crosswalks, no shoulders, and no
sidewalks at this main intersection for the families who have children attending Bridlemile. Ditches, overgrowth,
and loose gravel/rocks make walking and cycling this route extremely hazardous.
It would allow me to get from friends to the grocery store to Sylvan, parks, and to the Jewish church.
Safer pedestrian access along Shattuck between Patton and Hamilton and continuing south to Hwy 10 is sorely
needed. As it is the lack of shoulders (ditches) prevent safe pedestrian access to Bridlemile, Hamilton park, Hwy
10 shops and transit from neighborhoods north of the Hwy 10/Shattuck intersection.
And please add a sidewalk between Wilcox West and Raleigh Ridge developments on Patton Rd
A walking path on Shattuck from Hwy 10 to at least Hamilton, preferably to Wilcox, is really critical. There are
ALWAYS people walking IN the roadway. A steep ditch is immediately adjacent to the narrow roadway, and there
is nowhere for people to walk. It is extremely busy with both cars and people. It is also dark and difficult to see
pedestrians.
The intersection at Shattuck and Hamilton is difficult to see all 4 directions and is dangerous for pedestrians and
cyclists.
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The intersection of Shattuck and Hamilton is dangerous for pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers. The high-traffic,
four-way stop is completely blind from two of the stop signs. There are no crosswalks, no shoulders, and no
sidewalks at this main intersection for the families who have children attending Bridlemile. Ditches, overgrowth,
and loose gravel/rocks make walking and cycling this route extremely hazardous.
It would allow me to get from friends to the grocery store to Sylvan, parks, and to the Jewish church.
Safer pedestrian access along Shattuck between Patton and Hamilton and continuing south to Hwy 10 is sorely
needed. As it is the lack of shoulders (ditches) prevent safe pedestrian access to Bridlemile, Hamilton park, Hwy
10 shops and transit from neighborhoods north of the Hwy 10/Shattuck intersection.
Yes.
And please add a sidewalk between Wilcox West and Raleigh Ridge developments on Patton Rd
A walking path on Shattuck from Hwy 10 to at least Hamilton, preferably to Wilcox, is really critical. There are
ALWAYS people walking IN the roadway. A steep ditch is immediately adjacent to the narrow roadway, and there
is nowhere for people to walk. It is extremely busy with both cars and people. It is also dark and difficult to see
pedestrians.
The intersection at Shattuck and Hamilton is difficult to see all 4 directions and is dangerous for pedestrians and
cyclists.
The intersection of Shattuck and Hamilton is dangerous for pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers. The high-traffic,
four-way stop is completely blind from two of the stop signs. There are no crosswalks, no shoulders, and no
sidewalks at this main intersection for the families who have children attending Bridlemile. Ditches, overgrowth,
and loose gravel/rocks make walking and cycling this route extremely hazardous.
(No comment)
(No comment)
I paved path might be nice here, but I would prefer clean, crushed gravel.
I would like this path for safe access to and from the businesses in the Hillsdale town center to the church on SW
Raab Road.
Please reopen the right-of-way from SW 25th Ave to SW Hamilton Ct. This allows pedestrians to go to and return
from Hillsdale without walking on the busy and sometimes dangerous SW Sunset Blvd.
Please submit for council approval for a pathway built by volunteers. Needs steps as the grade is steep and
people have fallen here before.
There is a partial paved path from 35th along the Stephenson ROW, but it stops at 37th. Need to complete the
segment between 37th and 39th. Its a very muddy mess when it rains. This segment not only provides
connectivity but also provides access to Kerr School site, now a park.
See my note on the segment between 35th and 37th. My mistake not to draw the full route in one stroke.
the right of way has some deadends in the woods, when a walking path could easily go through as a safe
connection to PCC from Stephenson.
This path should extend along the Stephenson Street right-of-way from 35th all the way to 49th Avenue by
connecting all of these dead end streets. This would provide a great east-west pedestrian path through the
neighborhood and connect to PCC.
The road from Stephenson Elementary to Jackson Middle School is used by children of both schools. The walk to
school with no sidewalks. Also a walkway from 35th to Barbur. I am not concerned about PCC.
A safe walking route between Stephenson Elementary and Jackson Middle school is long overdue. Children are
forced to walk or bike on almost non-existent shoulders. As a resident of this neighborhood for 10+ years with kids
who must use these routes it's always a worry. Please consider sidewalks or a wide safe shoulder.

PL.0038

PL.0039

Safest and most direct route to Jackson Middle School. It has a existing traffic signal at Capitol Hwy & Galeburn.
Galeburn should be improved to allow traffic (both ped and Vehicle) to use the existing traffic signal.
As you look at this map it is about 1 mile each way or 2 miles total where you can not walk to the North and South
across multnomah blvd. A nice paved or gravel path at SW 57th here or SW 54th that connects to SW 51st and
into Maplewood greenway would open up a whole new way to get between neighborhoods on quite routes. You
would have to spend a block or 2 on Mult Blvd but this route would greatly enhance N/S movement by Peds and
connect the neighborhoods
I agree 100%. There is a path on 61st, but there needs to be one on 57th and/or 54th. We are less than 0.5
miles from April hill park as the crow flied, but it is a 2+ mile walk/drive.
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This unbuilt, right-of-way can be used to make a paper street trail. It help with access to Terwillger Parkway.
This route SW 54th down to mult blvd joining the Shadow Creek drive would allow peds to get to the SW 51st
Greenway in Maplewood. See also the SW 57th version of this path. It is 1 mile and each direction until a person
walking can get easily into Maplewood or from Maplewood up into Ashcreek. As Mult blvd was once the route of
the Oregon Electic rail access to the rail bed now road was not a concern. It is a big concern now and both
Ashcreek and Maplewood need to be connected via a path that is able to be walked using a stroller to access
parks in both neighborhoods.
Stairs here would allow access from SW 54th to Multnomah Blvd without using developable private property.
(No comment)
Connect from Stephenson to new sidewalk added by homeowner. This is a high travel area with lots of
kids/families walking due to Stephenson School and the neighborhood.
The city has upgraded the crosswalk at this intersection, and added a little curb slowdown curve...but the
crosswalk goes across from Stephenson Elementary into a grassy curb area that is commonly wet and mucky. So
kids and families walk in the street, because plenty of cars park on the curb during school drop off/pick up times.

PL.0044

PL.0045

PL.0046
PL.0047

PL.0048
PL.0049
PL.0050
PL.0051
PL.0052

I have no expertise about the best way to achieve this, but there is literally no safe way for kids who live on the
Taylor's Ferry side of I-5 to walk or ride bikes to school at Markham (or Jackson Middle School, for that matter). If
SW Portland is serious about reducing car traffic, this must be addressed. For now my kids take the school bus,
which is working for us, but the current set up does not allow them the independence of getting to school on their
own. If my schedule did not allow us to use the bus we would have no choice but to drive.
I agree. The Taylor's Ferry Road to Markham is so dangerous. I won't let my kids walk there. Literally you can feel
the cars as they go past. One misstep and you're dead.
My family lives near here and frequently walks to services along the proposed walkway. It can be quite
dangerous, especially if we're carting a pet to the vet's. We do not drive and taking the bus here is not practical
since we would have to walk the rest of the way anyway. A sidewalk, preferably as an extension of the sidewalk
that ends in front of the storage facility, would be fantastic.
This is a route off Taylor's Ferry down to Marshall park. It would be lovely to have an area to walk or bike down
without worry about cars. The roadway is not very wide.
I agree this is a common route to Marshall park, however, I walk this route often with my dog and have never
found traffic to be too fast or the road to be dangerous. Please direct city resources to busier more dangerous
streets like SW 18th, Taylors Ferry and SW Lancaster.
Improved pedestrian protection and traffic calming. During rush hour traffic filters through these intersections from
I5 and Barbur to Macadam at relatively high speeds. Drivers roll through the crosswalks without stopping and take
sudden left turns creating lots of near misses for pedestrians.
This is a critical access road to our neighborhood park (Dickinson).
This is a very dangerous route for people going to and from Dickinson Park
55th is main route for access to Dickinson Park from neighborhoods north of Taylors Ferry and both sides of 55th.
Hilly street obstructs view of cars cresting hill, putting pedestrians at great jeopardy, especially young people who
are shorter. Need dedicated sidewalk for safe passage to Dickinson Park.
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
speed control or something is needed at shattuck and martha since this is were most people enter the
neighborhood since shattuck is too dangerous to walk.
There needs to be a safe way to walk/bike back and forth from the neighborhood to New Seasons Market.
This is a very busy route for neighbors to get to New Seasons and other retail in Oswego Town Square. It is also
the bus stop for everyone in the neighborhood. Walking on this road is dangerous. If there is only budget for one
side, priority should be given to the north side of the road.
High priority! Connect Arnold Creek at Orchard Hill Rd to Oswego Town Square, Arnold Creek neighborhood's
commercial center and popular meeting place for teens: New Seasons, Mud Bay, Starbucks, yogurt and sandwich
shops and many other businesses. Boones Ferry Rd, our only connection is too dangerous for pedestrians or
bikes. We drive a few blocks when we would rather walk or bike with our families.
Agree this is high priority. Town Square is a major collector for walkers and teens.
We need a bike walk lane on Arnold.
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Need sidewalk from Orchard Hill Rd to New Seasons shopping center

PL.0053
PL.0054

PL.0055
PL.0056

Walking from Englewood to Monroe Parkway (which admittedly is in Lake Oswego) on the north side of the street
puts people almost on the street, and definitely having to walk not facing traffic. The sidewalk comes and goes.

it doesnt need a paved path, but just instead, it needs stairs to walk on public r-o-w from canyon court to parkview
court, enjoy the views, and reflect and pray at one of my favorite places; the vietnam memorial.
This allows going down to Goose Hollow without having to go all the way down to Vista Bridge. Current path to
stairs are blocked by homeowner.
since a city error allowed homeowners to block path, city should insist new projects in this area restore
connection.
This would make a ton of difference for people trying to walk to get around. (commenting on both user-requested
projects since they're identical)
This was an existing ROW for nearly 100yrs that was recently blocked by a homeowner (with city approval, city
forgot about ROW?). SWHRL, Goose Hollow and SW trails have background. Needs to address with some
urgency. There are options to reopen route thru other ROW to allow access between SW vista and mill.
This route is one of Portland's finest walking stairs documented in several books on Portland walking routes. It
should be restored.
This is an historic path, which appears to have been granted to the citizen of Portland long ago, but recently
closed by recent development. In exploring old records, this path is clearly granted as a permanent path from Mill
to Vista, and this is recorded in City records. The path needs to be re-openned.
Agreed! We need to restore this historic connection or find a slight workaround the blockage very close by. A few
years ago the City improved the steps from Vista down, but now it's steps to nowhere.

PL.0057
PL.0058

PL.0059

PL.0060
PL.0061
PL.0062
PL.0063

PL.0064
PL.0065
PL.0066

being able to walk down to sam jackson ANYWHERE along broadway would make it easier to get to ohsu. 15
minute walk vs. 40 min bus ride. it would help even more if the route down broadway TO the stair was safe...
anything even signage that could help keep walkers safe from speeding cars
This segment is heavily used by peds (school route) but has visibility and traffic flow safety issues at 55th &
Nevada and 52nd & Nevada intersections. Suggest four way stops (currently two) and enhancement of pedestrian
facilities.
Agreed!
The block on SW Nevada Ct. between SW 54th and SW 55th is very dangerous for pedestrians. I think better
usage of the shoulder of the road could make this safer for pedestrians, bikers, and cars. Not sure, but I think
some of the shrubs on the north side of SW Nevada Ct. are planted on what should be the shoulder of the road
where pedestrians could walk and contribute to poor visibility and a narrower road. It is possible that the south
side of Nevada Ct. could be widened and include a designated walking area. If just this one short block were
improved it would make it a much safer area. It is a "through street" and the intersection at SW 55th and SW
Nevada needs improved visibility and safer areas for pedestrians. This section of the street can be busy at times.
SW Nevada Ct. leads to 2 park entrances (one off SW Miles and another on SW Logan) There are soccer games
and different park events at April Hill Park.
There is already a gravel path on Northwoods, but it should be added to the map and the path should be
maintained. It does not need to be paved, but it wouldn't let me choose another option.
this path needs maintenance
There are areas along Mitchel St and Westwood View where you can get off to the side and away from traffic.
This route is used frequently by pedestrians and cars getting up to Fairmount.
Kids walking to Jackson and walking to catch a bus to Wilson cannot walk safely on Huber between 25th and
35th. There is no shoulder or sidewalk and there are many blind hills.
(No comment)
safe routes to school from Cameron to School Property every street.
I would love to see sidewalks everywhere is SW Portland. I've added my pick to other's here.
Thank you so much for providing this community with a way to submit input!
It would be great to have the waterfront trail connected instead of ending at the spaghetti factory. Just that one
little spot going all the way through up to Moody Ave.
Council approved trail from end of council crest to Fairmount. Gravel
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PL.0067

Council Appproved route on existng ROW.
Council approved trail route

PL.0068
PL.0069

Council Approved route around Robert Gray School for access to Hillsale Park dog off leash area. Gravel.
And a safe way to cross Capitol
NOT A SIDEWALK COMMENT BUT A GENERAL COMMENT ABOUT WALKING PATH: In this spot on SW 25th
headed south, the dirt road turns into a walking path. However, GPS sometimes directs cars onto this narrow
footpath and in the past year, cars have tried to drive on the path! It would be great to put in one or two vertical
posts here (at the point where SW 25 becomes a path) that pedestrians and bikers could easy get around but
would block cars.
Council Approved route to get to Robert Gray and to Hillsdalele Park, and Bus Gravle ok

PL.0070

need patahway from Vermont to Capitol Hwy,Connection in Hillsdale Town Center,or gravel connecting path
Important connector on existing ROW. In Hillsdale Town Center.
Council Approved Route gravel connection
key connection for neighborhood.
Make the path wider and mark the way to SW 5th and to SW Terwilliger

PL.0071

PL.0072
PL.0073
PL.0074
PL.0075

PL.0076

PL.0077
PL.0078

PL.0079
PL.0080

Walking up (or down) Martha to HWY 10 is always a little sketchy because of the hill and the way the road curves.
Drivers have a really hard time seeing pedestrians and Martha/Fairvale is a heavily used cut through between
Cameron and HWY 10 for vehicles, but also for pedestrians and bicycles. A single sided walkway or at least a
wide paved shoulder would go a long way to improve safety and walkability of the neighborhood.
Sidewalks from park to school
(No comment)
(No comment)
Walkways would facilitate more students and families walking to Capitol Hill - especially on Carson, as the school
encourages it as the route for walkers to/from schools. In addition, signage to support CH's traffic plan would
greatly improve safety and efficiency (i.e., during school hours treat 17th Ave as one way southbound between
Hume and Spring Garden; cars circle around 14th to Hume for drop off and pick up).
PBOT needs to approach the property owner at SW Carson Street between SW 11th and SW 12th about getting
a trail easement on private property so there could become safe access to Burnligame Bikes, Block & Board, the
future staircase on the public right-of-way of SW Lobelia (from Terwilliger to Boones Ferry) to get to a future
crosswalk where Boones meets Taylor's Ferry so people could have safe 24/7 access to the Sellwood Bridge and
then SE Portland. One of the uphill car lanes needs to be reconverted on Taylors Ferry between Terwilliger and
Highway 43 into a wide shared sidewalk. Why put the pressure on a private cemetery to always have the bike
route ?
(No comment)
This roadway was slated to be closed for a month, and has been closed for six months now, and I just want it
back open and usable already. Will all the hills in the area, having a longer winding switchback is necessary. It
has been closed 600% longer than anticipated. That is a huge underestimation with zero communication about it.
Build a set of stairs (doesn't have to be cement, could be gravel and railroad ties) joining this portion of Idaho with
SW 23.

PL.0084

Cars heading west/northbound speed around the corner and there is limited space and line of sight (due to giant
hedge on private property). This intersection should be converted to an ALL WAY STOP to slow down
traffic.,Improve walking path to the Water Bureau property. People often walk up/down this road.
Agreed!
(No comment)
This road is frequently walked and biked by many and there is not even a shoulder.
Need access to Dickinson Park from the west. You can walk on the local street but you cannot walk through the
weeds to get to the playground structure.

PL.0085

This is a connection between the Council Crest/Terwilliger Shelter trail and the OHSU campus that lots of people
walk/bike, but the road is VERY narrow with many BLIND curves, and without sidewalks it is treacherous to walk.
With sidewalks it would vastly improve the walking commute and recreational opportunities.

PL.0081
PL.0082
PL.0083
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Opportunity for creative Woonerf type treatment to serve multiple community needs of pedestrian and bicycle
connection between neighborhood and Hillsdale commercial district, Rieke elementary school access/parking and
the Hillsdale Farmers market.
East side of parking lot. This is urban trail 3 and 6. Remove excess posts on the east side walkway as was
agreed years ago.
Our neighborhood is a neighborhood of walkers, we even have folks from outside that come to walk. Would be
nice to have a conversation with PBOT on what could be done to improve sidewalk infrastructure generally.
This Greenhills neighborhood need stairs built on the public right of way to connect to hewett blvd. the available
unbuilt pbot property is at the western edge of the neighborhood.
make the stairs from greenleaf to greenhills to hewett.
(No comment)
(No comment)
It is stressful carrying kids, gear, and bagfuls of books and having to walk in the street while cars tear through
here with little regard for human life. There should be sidewalks on both sides.
Lack of parking at the library during busy and/or evening hours forces many of us to park down by the fire station
or on SW Cheltenham. Then we're forced to walk in the street most of the way to the library. Dewitt is narrow and
curved, and many drivers use it as a speedy cut-through to avoid the signal on Sunset and Capitol Hwy. It feels
very unsafe walking here with kids (and it's a kid-heavy area because of the library and park).
Many walkers have to walk in the street in the middle of the Hillsdale Pedestrian District. Sidewalks on both sides
are needed.

PL.0091

PL.0092
PL.0093

PL.0094

PL.0095

PL.0096

Lack of parking at the library during busy and/or evening hours forces many of us to park down by the fire station
or on SW Cheltenham. Then we're forced to walk in the street most of the way to the library. Dewitt is narrow and
curved, and many drivers use it as a speedy cut-through to avoid the signal on Sunset and Capitol Hwy. It feels
very unsafe walking here with kids (and it's a kid-heavy area because of the library and park).
This would be a pricey connection. It would require a staircase to be built along the Nevada St utility easement,
and either a tunnel or bridge over the freeway. This would greatly help connect the isolated Fulton community
which is disconnected from the surrounding neighborhoods by Barbur and I-5.
this is redundant. There are already stairs at Iowa, or people can walk up Corbett. Way too many connections to
get west of I5 already to spend that money here.
(No comment)
Need a safe crossing and path to walk to Hayhurst school everyday.
A paved path is needed through the River View Natural Area, especially for people who have difficulty walking on
uneven surfaces. The path should be as easy a grade as possible. Even better would be to install a longer,
shallower grade AND a shorter path to suit various users. The path would need to be wide enough to allow safe
use by people on bicycles, too... especially if (when) River View Cemetery decides to close its road.
Love this idea and would use it regularly.
Both L&C students as well as residents need a way to access the Sellwood Bridge on foot and by bike other then
having to travel miles out of the way dropping down behind Zupans.
yes, agree on need for this maintained trail; by foot is sufficient too start, which can be steeper and cheaper.
Phase II add bike grade.
When there is overflow parking from the zoo, cars are parked on the shoulder for free. Whenever I want to access
the Washington park or walk to the MAX my family including kids have to walk in the middle of the road in order to
bypass this area. There should be either no parking here or some sort route for pedestrians.
This road is the only safe way out of the neighborhood during a bad storm. The road is unpaved and very narrow
making conditions very hazardous for a pedestrian trying to walk to the bus or grocery store when a car is trying to
navigate the potholes and ice. A sidewalk on one of the sides would greatly improve safety and the ability to get
to the bus during inclement weather.
Parts of SW 54th between Dolph and Garden Home Rd are private easements and not public ROW. There is a
section of public ROW that is only 8 feet wide. The street is privately 'maintained' by various property owners who
live along the street. The city really needs to improved SW 52nd to allow vehicles to use that route during snow
and ice events, instead of SW 54th. The hill on SW 52nd as it connect to GHR is too steep and never graveled or
de-iced.
Pedestrians do not have to use SW 54th during storms. They can take the trail on Dolph west to SW 56th and
then north to GHR.
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bridge over I-5
bridge over I-5
If plans move forward to make SW Pendleton a through street from SW 45th to SW Cameron, attention needs to
be given to SW 48th - there isn't a walkway nor a wide paved shoulder.
yes. stop removing gravel trails like this.
some better walking path to get from Corbett to Macadam. I think this is the power line right of way. but really
anything better than walking to Taylor's ferry or walking to Nebraska when we just want to go down the hill.
neighborhood connection put on council list
There is some sidewalk along Boones Ferry between Stephenson and the shopping center but it doesn't run the
entire way. The sidewalk on Boones Ferry near the Stephenson intersection is covered in slick water and mud
and it dead ends at a narrow shoulder. Pedestrians are forced to walk along the busy road on a very narrow
shoulder that is full of overgrown plants. A wider shoulder or completed sidewalk would be so much safer. I see
people walking along the roads a lot, especially with pets. There isn't room for cars, people, and pets. This is an
accident waiting to happen.
Provide at minimum wide shoulder on west side of Boons-Ferry rd from SW Orchid Hill Rd south to Oswego Town
Center
Connect Stephenson/Boones Ferry intersection to Oswego Town Square by filling in the sidewalk gaps on one
side. Make the already existing pieces of unused sidewalk usable! The only way to get to New Seasons is by car.
Residents would love the ability to walk or bike to New Seasons!
We need siwalks from SW Monroe & Boonesferry Road to Stephenson Road and Stephenson Elementary
School, please. Thanks!
*sidewalks
Most of this area is used by kids getting to and from school and parks. There is no sidewalk and often no safe
shoulder to walk on.
This section of Idaho is extremely dangerous with cars unable to see pedestrians when they turn in from Shattuck
or from Nebraska
Most of this area is used by kids getting to and from school and parks. There is no sidewalk and often no safe
shoulder to walk on.
Most of this area is used by kids getting to and from school and parks. There is no sidewalk and often no safe
shoulder to walk on.
Routes to school, preschool and parks. Frequently travelled!!
The corner of 55th Drive and Iowa needs a sidewalk and/or a crosswalk with a stop sign. The traffic whips around
that narrow corner where people are walking and biking to school and to the park. Especially kids. It's a blind
corner and there is no shoulder for pedestrians to get out of the path of traffic.
Crosswalk needed at 55th and Iowa! Corner and lots of children activity.
One side of 55th street, between Illinois and Iowa, preferably the side closer to the school, must have a side walk,
so that kids and families can walk off the road.
Routes to schools, preschools and parks!
Important connectiion and safe route to school to Hayhurst. Just striping an extended shoulder on west side and
limit on street parking to east side would make a tremendous difference for safaety for kids walkimg to school or
neighbors walking their dogs. And cost is very low. Yo7 have already sent an engineer out for an estimate a few
years ago, but notthing further happened.
This road sees extremely heavy pedestrian use twice daily when school at hayhurst begins and ends. Additionally
this is one of the main feeders of the hayhurst neighborhood to access Gabriel Park, the community center,
multnomah village, and major bus routes.
My street is Kanan Dr and in the section between sw 45th ave and sw 42nd ave, it has become extremely
dangerous to walk down the road because cars are using this as a cut-through to get to beaverton-hillsdale hwy.
About 10 years ago there were tons of potholes preventing speeding...but now people are speeding like crazy
here. Please get some speed bumps put in before someone is killed.
Parking causes dangerous walkimg conditions for kids walkimg to school. Put in extended shoulder on one side,
limit parking to other side.
Offer extended shoulder for pedestrians. Limit car parking to other side. Important route to Hayhurst.
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Maybe a couple speed bumps!
I live on Sw 17th, and with no sidewalks it's pretty dangerous! People use our road to cut through the
neighborhood, and they drive excessively fast! I walk my dog everyday and people fly past us without even giving
us the curtesy slowing down, or moving over.
I have no idea how we can make the SW with its lack of sidewalks any safer for pedestrians, but please come up
with something!
Connecting these 2 streets with a very short path would make a GREAT safe walking route from the top of
Dosch/Patton down to Bridlemile school. Currently, there is no safe way to walk from this major intersection down
to a large residential part of Southwest.
Right of way acquisiton is needed immediatly to make it possible to safely walk from Dosch to greater Bridle mile
neighborhood. This is themissing link.
its a right of way, just a trail, doesn't need to be paved
Unnecessary damages environmentally sentive zones
This should be a connector path between the neighborhood and Tryon Creek Park. It is not safe to walk on
Arnold, Lancaster or Stephenson, but there should be easy access to Tryon and this provides it.
This is a heavily walked block for students attending Capitol Hill Elementary and their families. It is unacceptable
to have no sidewalks on this block where there is lots of traffic and many turning automobiles.
Taylors ferry is so dangerous to walk right now, and getting to the bus is difficult to do safely right now, especially
at night. 18th isn't as busy but Marshall park would benefit from a path up to taylor's ferry so folks can take the
bus.
This is a very busy road especially during rush hour and many pedestrians and bikers frequent it and there is not
even a shoulder.
High traffic area with 2 schools, commuters and residents. Sidewalk on at least one side is needed. It would be
nice if it connected to the crosswalk across Spring Garden
Very busy street needs sidewalks! Kids walking to the 2 schools up the street have no shoulder. People regularily
use the street to cut through to I5 in heavy traffic.
A path from the dead end at SW Cullen to the walkway between apartment buildings. This is where everyone in
Vermont Hills cuts through to get to the bus stop at SW 35th and the Beaverton Hillsdale Highway. It would be
nice if it were a paved path instead of a dirt mess with a fallen tree to hop over.
yes and yes
Making Arnold safer to walk on, by adding a walkway on one or both sides of the road or by at least adding a wide
paved shoulder, will enhance safety and livability in two ways. First, it will allow people who live in communities to
the north and south of Arnold to safely access the 38 bus line, which picks up at the intersection of Arnold and
Boones Ferry; this is a benefit not only to those living in this area, but also to the greater Portland community, as it
will support increased use of public transit and decreased congestion on commuter routes to downtown Portland
and within the downtown area itself. Second, enhancing pedestrian safety on Arnold will connect neighborhoods
and significantly support access to natural areas already funded by the City and state.
The upper and lower sections of Marshall Park needs to be connected to Tryon Creek State Park.
these trails are needed.
This would add a way to get safely from Marshall Park to Tryon Park.
This route is taken by many neighborhood families to walk to Gabriel Park, to avoid much busier (and dangerous)
Capitol Highway & 45th Ave. Currently 41st Ave is treacherous and causes many pedestrian falls due to no
sidewalk and terrible condition of road. Many seniors & children walk this route, please provide a safe way for
them to get to the park.
41st is unimproved by the city and there is no stormwater drainage...the road is potholed and dangerous to walk
on, especially at night. A sidewalk is needed. Can the stormwater drainage also be provided so that whatever
sidewalk is put in is not undermined by Carson Street's stormwater, which was rerouted onto 41st avenue when
Carson was paved. This additional stormwater on 41st, continually washes away whatever "street' and "walkway"
there is. Thanks.
This route is taken by many neighborhood families to walk to Gabriel Park, to avoid much busier (and dangerous)
Capitol Highway & 45th Ave. Currently 41st Ave is treacherous and causes many pedestrian falls due to no
sidewalk and terrible condition of road. Many seniors & children walk this route, please provide a safe way for
them to get to the park.
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41st is unimproved by the city and there is no stormwater drainage...the road is potholed and dangerous to walk
on, especially at night. A sidewalk is needed. Can the stormwater drainage also be provided so that whatever
sidewalk is put in is not undermined by Carson Street's stormwater, which was rerouted onto 41st avenue when
Carson was paved. This additional stormwater on 41st, continually washes away whatever "street' and "walkway"
there is. Thanks.
trail connection in this existing right-of-way would improve neighborhood connectivity
Please connect Fanno Creek Trail with a neighborhood designated trail, for a safe route for pedestrians to walk as
well as bikes to travel to & from Multnomah Village / Gabriel Park through Beaverton. It would not take much to
provide a true 'bike path' for Southwest, and would be invaluable for secondary/self transportation. Thank you...
This path on unbuilt, public right-of-way would be great because I enjoy riding a bike and walking on SW Canby
Street, but many people drive fast on 60th so I would enjoy being able to access 59th.
This trail segment would connect the new trail through April Hill Park to Canby St and, ultimately, Garden Home.
Also would allow peds to bypass the slope and visibility issues along 60th between Canby St and Jan Tree Ct.

PL.0120

SW Custer between SW 52nd and SW 53rd at a very minimum needs to be widened. I believe this project is
could be done with better use of both sides of Custer. The elementary school buses turn the corner at SW 53rd
and go east up the hill to SW 52nd in the afternoon. When cars are parked on both sides of the street the buses
barely have room to drive and there is no safe place for pedestrians. A lot of dog walkers use this route too. I
find that I end up hiding between cars until I can hope to safely walk on the street before another vehicle comes
along. A designated area to walk on this very dangerous block would be nice. Someone said it is like a
cannonball going down the hill. Parking on just one side of the street for this particular block on SW Custer
between SW 52nd and SW 53rd could be a partial solution.
There is a ROW at the end of SW Custer leading to April Hill Park. The people that live near there tell people that
they can't walk there and other neighbors that it is OK to walk there. I would like to see this ROW become a true
connecting path to the park. If at some point the property along here becomes developed I don't want to loose a
possible pedestrian pathway to the park.
Please connect a safe elevated and curbed sidewalk route to and from elementary school on main routes. A wide
shoulder with just a painted line isn't safe.
I was shocked when I learned there are essentially no sidewalks that service Maplewood Elementary School (or
the surrounding neighborhood). Walking my first grader to/from Multnomah Village requires us to walk on the road
or in a bike lane in several places.
school zone!
This is a route to school and there is ZERO space for pedestrians; I usually end up taking the whole lane because
there are cars parked in the unpaved shoulder. Please fix this!!!!!
A sidewalk is needed on the west side of 52nd here with a raised crosswalk / safety bump by the school entrance,
another painted crosswalk by the nearby cafe, and it needs torch-down paint markings for Maplewood Road.
Maplewood doesn't have any painted markings to indicate that the shoulder is not for cars.
Currently their is nothing but potholes on 52nd. There could be many improvements to walkabilty on the major
access road to parks, the community center, bus routes and the elementary school where you children are
fighting with school buses for a safe space to walk.
I take this route everyday in the car and would never let my kids walk this road or do it myself. There needs to be
an elevated sidewalk from Multnomah to Maplewood. I think you would see a lot more people walking their kids
to school and getting those cars off the road wouldn't be bad either.
There is a "widened pavement" painted walking path along SW Maplewood Road, but there is no safe connection
to Maplewood Elementary School. A safe sidewalk from this walking path to Maplewood Elementary School
should be an absolute necessity, at least through the Safe Routes to Schools program.
this is a major walking route to and from elementary that is extremely dangerous in current conditions. Busses,
cars, limited visibility. Extremely dangerous during early or late hours during the winter
52nd is one big pothole and it is getting worse. it's the main road that connects Maplewood community to Vermont
st
Quadrant of 52nd/Custer/53rd/Nevada is a major walking route to Maplewood elementary where most of the
congestion happens. Visibility is limited, it's unsafe and this quadrant needs sidewalks!
Agreed, a raised sidewalk on this important thoroughfare helps protect schoolchildren and families walking in this
neighborhood
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4 houses have been built on the across the street from the school and no walkway has been improved. This is
not an acceptable variance!!! If you build on a street that is not across from the school, they have to build a
sidewalk. This is crazy.
The west side of SW 52nd needs a safe area to walk. When cars are parked on the shoulder of the road it makes
it very dangerous for pedestrians to walk there. Sometimes people plant vegetation on the shoulder (basically
extending their yard) instead of making a safe path for pedestrians to walk on. There is also an area where tree
roots have broken the asphalt making it difficult to walk. I think some of the trees are "street trees" and the
walking area could be on the west side of the trees so that there would be a barrier between the pedestrians and
the cars.
This is an existing path in pretty good shape, added here so other folks know it exists as it does not show up on
the map.
myself along with many neighbors use this route to get to Trimet. There are no sidewalks and no foot paths.
Everyone must walk in the roadway (42nd between Kanan and BHH.,SW 42nd Ave. might be safer for
pedestrians if there were painted shoulders. This has become a busy road that also gets a lot of foot traffic with
people taking Tri-Met buses along Beav.-Hills. Hwy.,SW 42nd Ave. might be safer for pedestrians if there were
painted shoulders. This has become a busy road that also gets a lot of foot traffic with people taking Tri-Met
buses along Beav.-Hills. Hwy.
Please consider on SW 42nd AVE safety improvements - slower speeds, traffic calming or any other
improvements along this very busy section of road.
SW 42nd is an important pedestrian route to the bus routes on BH highway.. It's one of the only ways to get from
the neighborhoods on the hill to the bus. It's steep, narrow and dark. And lined with ditches. It would be wonderful
to get a sidewalk here.

PL.0125

Cars use Kanan drive as a way to get to BHHwy. There needs to be speed bumps and a stop sign at 45th and
Kanan to slow the cars down. There are many families walking to and from Hayhurst on Kanan.
This is an off road route from Lancaster Dr to Marshall Park that is no longer accessible because the bridge is
removed. People are now walking across the stream which is damaging to it. It is a popular route for the
neighborhood.
It doesn't need tp be paved. We just need a functioning bridge,Please rebuilt the bridge in Foley Ballmer Natural
Area! It's been out for a year and a half, and there's no easy alternate for walkers.
The bridge is going to be replaced in Summer of 2019 along with the Marshall Park Bridge. Unfortunately there is
a very limited window in which crews can work within the stream bed. The area has been cataloged and flagged
already.
key connection on Regional Pedestrain Trail walkway on south side of Taylors Fy Rd from 19th to 18th Place, and
on 18th Place south to entrance to Marshall Park. Urban Trail 6.

PL.0126
PL.0127
PL.0128
PL.0129
PL.0130
PL.0131
PL.0132
PL.0133
PL.0134

Very narrow road without shoulders in some places. People take the opportunity to drive fast here, maybe
because there are few houses, and on some locations of the road there isn't anywhere to step off the road.
A paved shoulder needs to be permeable and with a torch-down paint and with eye-catching bike / walk
reminders.
A sidewalk to match the partial green line along 18th Pl to this second entrance to Marshall Park would greatly
enhance walking options. Not sure there's enough land available for wide shoulder but side walk would protect
walkers.
Agreed. We absolutely need a walkway on one side of the road here for safe access to Marshall Park from
Taylors Ferry.
Not safe for dog walkers. Not good for reaching Taylors Ferry buses. Sidewalk or wide shoulder should connect
the whole length of 18th to Taylors Ferry to neighborhood streets.
Cars drive down this street and Hume Ct (fast) to avoid the light at 31st/ to get slightly further down Multnomah
Blvd at high traffic times. This is a family neighborhood -- connecting two planned walking arteries while
simultaneously making a small neighborhood street safer just makes sense.
gravel here
make the bridge or tunnel. i-5 is a barrier.
make the bridge or tunnel to cross i-5.
current bridge is wobbly
gravel path
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)

PL.0123

PL.0124
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PL.0141

This would reduce walking on 52nd, which can be busy at times and a considerable detour for some, more direct
access to amenities at 45th and Vermont
The planned sidewalk improvement along Vermont forces peds and bikes up 52nd into the neighborhood and
Maplewood Elementary and is much steeper than ideal to encourage ped/bike usage. This route is much more
level a slope and connects to Nevada Ct which is a much more gradual slope and would better accommodate
residents with mobility issues (wheelchairs, walkers, and strollers) wanting to connect to the Southwest
Community Center and Gabriel Park. Doesn't necessarily need to be paved. But, definitely needs to be
"accessible".
This project would go from the west end of Plum Drive, down a stairway on vacant Lucille St., down a trail at the
bottom, and end on Maplecrest Drive. It would be a short trail, but requires a stairway. From there it's an easy
walk to Marshall Park. Ironically, right now, our neighborhood is the Marshall Park Neighborhood, but there is no
efficient way to walk to Marshall Park.
This unimproved roadway is very much in need of maintenance. Potholes have become dangerous over the last
couple years.
The street gets a lot of traffic and is unsafe to walk along the west side due to overgrown vegetation. A
continuation of the sidewalk along the east side of the street with safety upgrades where Palatine Hill Road
intersects with SW Comus are badly needed.
Gaps in the sidewalks along with the bike lane and a lot of traffic as well as overgrown vegetation male this
stretch of Terwilliger very unsafe. Kids walking to and from Wilson HS along with bikers need this area to be
upgraded.
There needs to be beyter enforcement of the no turn on red at the intersection of Barbur and Terwilliger. People
run that red light constantly.
Big need for access to Tryon Creek State Park
There are raised dots and very faded lines along the road, noting a path, but they are not visible to cars or in
lowlight which makes it extremely dangerous to walk. Unfortunately, this is the only public path along this street
and it leads to residential and business locations; it is also the easiest and closest way to get to the bus stops on
Macadam and Boundary.
SW Primrose between SW Terwilliger and SW Boones Ferry is a dangerous street to walk on with no sidewalks
and dodgy shoulders. A safe walking path is needed.

PL.0142

A walkway is needed along SW Palatine Hill Rd between SW Boones Ferry and the gate into Riverview
Cemetery, or possibly further. I personally walk this route now to go to visit my mother's grave. SW Palatine Hill
Rd has no good walkway on the side. Often I have to jump down into the ditch to let a car go past.
Route gets a lot of bike traffic as well as walkers and runners. A shared use path would be optimal but a sidewalk
would be good as well.
Paved connecting path from the Casey Eye Institute loading dock (which connects to paths/elevators on the
OHSU campus) and the corner of SW Terwilliger and SW Campus.

PL.0135

PL.0136

PL.0137

PL.0138

PL.0139

PL.0140

PL.0143

PL.0144

PL.0145

PL.0146

It would great if there were a paved and well lit trail/path between Barbur Blvd and OHSU's Marquam Hill campus.
With increased population density planned at in the South Waterfront area (including the Zidell Yards projects),
there really ought to be multiple options for getting between the top of the hill and the bottom, especially ways
that allow people to travel between points without having to rely on motor vehicles.,
There are lots of OHSU employees who would like to walk (and bike) from the Healy Height, Greenville, and
Southwest Hills neighborhoods. This connection road presently has no shoulder on either side and is extremely
dangerous for pedestrians and bikers.
There is one path northern sign of this rd Gibbs but it would be so nice if both sides where paved a lot of
pedestrians us the unpaved side. And the # 8 bus route goes right along there.
Trail 1 route and the street route for the 4T trail. not safe way to walk.
would be great to have mirror for vehicles pulling out from SW Dolph Ct onto SW Capitol Hwy; the intersection is
steep and has limited sightlines. Walking routes along this path are also narrow, heavily used, and require
walking in the roadway with fast moving vehicles. reduce vehicle speed to 20 MPH and build at least one walkway
OHSU Marquam Hill and South Waterfront campus should be connected with a safe walking path. The
Cliffhanger trail is a great start, but is dangerous in the dark. Crossing Naito Parkway is nerve wrecking and not
for the faint hearted.
This is especially important in the light of necessary Tram closures, such as the one planned for June. OHSU
employees would certainly take advantage.
Better access to Barbur Blvd and OHSU hill from transit stops on South Waterfront
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I second this comment wholeheartedly. IMMEDIATE IMPROVEMENT is needed in anticipation of the Tram
closure this summer, but also because we want to encourage OHSU employees to walk between campuses as a
healthy activity (so many more would do this if access was improved). Pedestrian crossing on Natio for sure.
My daughter will be attending Montessori Children's House near OHSU and the aerial tram, and making this area
walkable to the SW hills will have a big impact on getting around without a car.
Blind corner, people come around it so fast it feels unsafe to walk around the corner
There is a gap on Vesta where a stream crosses. A large beam provides a makeshift bridge which is pretty
chancy in bad weather.
On collector streets I would like to have a sidewalk on one side, on residential streets I would like to see
something like a painted walkway or other means to make it clear where pedestrians/kids are walking.
This is an existing designated walkway but needs to be hard surfaced to make it passible during the rainy season
when in becomes muddy and the dry season when vegetation growth (blackberry) can make passage difficult.
There is an existing 40 (+/-) year old wooden footbridge across a stream that should be examined for
maintenance or replacement needs. This scope of this project suggests that it could have a favorable costbenefit ratio. This improved pathway would provide dependable access for residents of the Bridlemile
neighborhood to businesses at SW Shattuck Rd. and Beaverton-Hillsdale Highway.
This is the path we walk to school each day
gravel path on existing right of way
This connects the west end of SW Brugger via un-improved ROW and TVWD property to SW Florence Ln. This
allows walking nearly to Washington Square.
Yes please.
Re-establishes a former path between Taylors Ferry and Orchid.
Connects a large street grid area in the Ashcreek neighborhood to the street grid around Multnomah Village via
unimproved ROW.
Stairs here on PPS property to replace steep mud path between George Smith School and SW 55th.
Sign illegal t-intersection parking at SW 44+47 (as at intersection of SW 45th). Provide crosswalk at SW 45th to
improve ped + bike safety. Remove parking on north side of SW 47th (between 44+43) to relieve congestion
along Hamilton Park, improve visability of the traffic circle at 43rd and allow ped+bike use of the residential street
(which is compromised during school dropoff/pickup and permitted park activities). Enforce 100's of daily illegal uturns along SW 47th at the t-intersections. Enforce illegally parked vehicles.
There needs to be a crosswalk at SW 44th and 47th.
Narrow Road, blind corners, high traffic due to school
The jog in the road on SW 51st is directly behind the Maplewood Elementary School field/ playground. It gets a
surprising amount of traffic at certain times of the day. If even just the 1 block jog in the road were improved that
would make it a much safer area. It is very dangerous for pedestrians and cars both. It gets used by a lot of dog
walkers going to a green space and looping through the neighborhood.
Narrow road, blind corners, people travel at high speeds, used as cuthrough
The curve and hill combination on SW 60th are in particular very dangerous. Pedestrians crossing SW 60th
from the east side (walking path ROW at the end of SW Miles) to the the west side of 60th (ROW stairs SW
Nevada Ct.) can be difficult to see because of the curve & hill combination on SW 60th. If the curve on the west
side of the road could be widened it would improve the visibility for pedestrians, cars, and bikers. This area leads
to 2 entrances to April Hill Park (one on the west side on SW Miles St. and one on north side of the park off SW
Miles Ct. Sporting events at the park and just daily usage make this area dangerous because of the combination
of hill, curve, narrow road, and vegetation. I believe improving the walking area on SW 60th between SW Nevada
St. and SW Miles St could be done by making better use of the shoulders of the road and making a designated
walking area. A sign reminding drivers that pedestrians are crossing at the pathways could be helpful too.
If there is a planned shared use path connection, PLEASE plan in a short connection that would allow access to
the entire neighborhood. Otherwise, it is a long way out of the way to access this path because of the geography.
I would suggest a staircase because of the grade change, however, I would also like to access this path via bike
as well.
The paved pathway on the west side of 405 is a great idea, for both bikes and pedestrians. This would connect
various neighborhoods that are geographically challenged.
I concur! I vote to fund Lower I-405 Multi-Use Path-TSP #90097 soon!
Neighborhood walking/biking path to OHSU.
Pave walkway along norht side of Wilson Parkin g lot, URban Trail 3.
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Trail in Keller Woods from Westwood to marquam Trail west of Terwilliger
grvcel path with steps, already on SWtrail 1 route. Develop a plan for improving segments as possible.
Route from SW BH Hwy to Robert Gray School through the Portland Christian Center. Sidewalk along Dosch
then gravel trail from end of parking lot across Hillsdale Park land and school property, around the north end of
playground fence to sidewalk going to Robert Gray. Safe Route to school and preferred way to walk for many
folks going to Hillsdale.
18th gets too much cut-through traffic and has no sidewalk or marked parking spaces. Consider one-way
restriction (and/or turn diverters) and/or consolidating parking onto one side to create a protected walking space
behind parked cars.
Add sidewalks on at least one side of 18th from BH Hwy to Sunset. Steep grades high speeds!
Much needed for safety of residents and students. Will only get busier as more traffic diverts to this shortcut route.
Safe route to Robert Gray School from Capitol Hwy to Robert gray along little traveled streets. Gravel or pave
path on 21st.
sidewalk along east side of street from DeWitt to Westwood. Very dangerous for childern walking and on bikes
as this is a steep grade. Urban Trail 6 and Bke greenway. Key route for children walking to Rieke, there is no
other place to walk.
This is a walking route so has heavy usage for pedestrians. However, the road is in such poor shape (many
potholes) that cars often veer all over.
Need to get from neighborhood near Greater Portland Bible Church to Gabriel Park on safe side streets.
Paved Path from 25th and Nevada Ct to Bertha, and from Nevada Ct to Barbur along SW 19th. Important
alternative routes to busy streets. Urban trail 3 and 6.

PL.0187

key connection for bikes and peds avoids safeway mess. From Capitol Hill Road wwest to 25th, then south on
25th to Multnomah. Put on city council approval lsit so we can build an inexpensive gravel tral to begin with.
This is a potential good way to get to Barbur with signal at 25th. Key connection in neighborhood of Multnomah
and Hillsdale.
Put on list for council approval. There is a ROW somewhere in this area connecting the two streets. Map is poor
so hard to place.
key connection for access to transit, safe walking to Wilson and Rieke. Wooden steps.
West side walkway added to provide safe pedestrian access to houses where walkers otherwise have to walk
inside curb of Terwilliger. Note that walkway already exists on east side where park is located
safe route to school
safe route to school and connection to Red Electric
important ped and bike connection route
key connection for city council approval
connection to Park list for cit;y council approval,access to park, neighborhood connectivity
access to park city council approval list
gravel walkway on city council list
neighborhood connection
neighborhood connector put on council approval list
Stairway
Urban trail 6i from 45th to Maplewood Rd safe route to school, across church property.,rest of route
neighborhood connection put on council list
Access to park put on council list
This is a busy walking corridor with narrow shoulders and poor visibility with cars turning onto SW 45th from SW
Hamilton - particularly those coming eastbound with the hedge at the corner there.

PL.0188

45th is a main connector street in this neighborhood. Often, cars on it drive too fast. A designated lane for
walking would improve safety. Sidewalk from BHH up to SW Julia St was supposed to be built as part of Fanno
Creek bridge project but was never completed. A walkway along part or all of 45th would be very appreciated!
Another vote for the walkway on 45th to Hamilton.
A sidewalk, or at least to walk, should be a top priority. This is a dangerous route taken daily by elementary
students and others. A sidewalk, or space to walk, should've happened a long time ago.
Paved walkway within unimproved Carson Street ROW from 4th to Terwilliger, to create connection from this part
of South Burlingame to the commercial node and transit route, instead of Taylor's Ferry which is very
uncomfortable to,walk or ride on
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A well built trail in the in-built rights of way. Currently it is of poor quality but still used.
This short segment serves as a connection for walkers from north 12th Ave to the 12th Ave (Flicker) Marquam Nat
ure Park Trailhead and to travel east along Gains Street. This trail was voted for and approved by the Homestead
Neighborhood Association.
Trail 1 anf 4T trail route from Terwilliger to Hooley Bridge along Whitaker
This is a neighborhood area and the only way to walk to the ELEMENTARY SCHOOL and PARK is to walk down
a high traffic road (Patton and Shattuck) that have no shoulders. Very dangerous.
It would allow me to get from friends to the grocery store to Sylvan, parks, and to the Jewish church.
What would be a daily 600 ft walk from my back gate at Hamilton and Shattuck to my kid's elementary school is
too dangerous to walk. They aren't allowed to walk or bike to school and must either take a school bus (which is
actually a farther walk away in the opposite direction of the school) or be driven.
Formation of an LID needed for right-of-way improvement to SW 7th Avenue between SW Terwilliger
Boulevard and SW Chestnut Street. The City of Portland PBOT owns the property at 7100 SW 7th Avenue. As a
property owner within an LID defined improvement area PBOT should take the lead in the formation of an LID for
the improvement of this street segment. With the recent construction of a new infill home at 6932 SW 7th Avenue
and the subsequent waiver of remonstrance to the formation of an LID by the builder, now more than 50% of the
frontage property along this segment of SW 7th Avenue are waived LID properties with PBOT's positive
participation in the LID improvements. SW 7th Avenue between SW Terwilliger Blvd. and SW Chestnut Street
desperately needs to brought up to City street standards due to the high traffic volume that SW 7th Avenue
experiences. As a right-of-way frontage property owner along this local street, I am requesting that PBOT take
the lead in the formation of an LID for the improvement of SW 7th Avenue between SW Terwilliger Blvd. and SW
Chestnut Street. As a local street this segment of SW 7th Avenue carries an undue burden of traffic and is in
desperate need of improvement. This segment of SW 7th Avenue is a walking route for many Wilson High
School students. Also as most of the properties along this segment of SW 7th Avenue between SW Terwilliger
Blvd. and SW Chestnut Street have waivers of remonstrance against the formation of an LID on their properties
and the fact that PBOT is an owner of a good portion of this street frontage, it is time that these SW 7th Avenue
property owners have their waivers exercised and SW 7th Avenue is improved to City of Portland Street
Standards with sidewalks, planting strips, curbs, storm water management and proper pavement along with the
speed bumps.
I walk this segment of SW 7th Avenue daily and fear for my safety due to the extremely poor condition of this local
street, the high volume and speed of the traffic and the fact this sub-standard street does not provide much
protection for the pedestrian.

PL.0192

PL.0193

PL.0194

If PBOT is not willing to form an LID as a participating property owner along with the majority of the frontage LID
waived properties, then what is the purpose of requiring properties to waive their rights to remonstrate against the
formation of an LID in the hopes of someday achieving a majority of properties necessary to form an LID to fund
local street improvements? IF NOT NOW, WHEN will SW 7th Avenue between SW Chestnut Street and SW
Terwilliger Boulevard get improved.
7th should be closed to uphill (northbound) traffic at Terwilliger. This is a steep hill with visibility problems at both
ends. Eliminating uphill traffic would cut 2 hazardous left turns across Terwilliger + Chestnut and save a lot of
money on building and maintaining only as much street, sidewalk, and drainage as necessary. Turning left onto
Chestnut from a very steep spot with low visibility, drivers have a difficult time getting traction even on dry
pavement. Much of the traffic bound for Wilson and Rieke should really go around via Bertha instead of driving
on the greenway, but even just turning left onto Chestnut from Terwilliger would be an improvement.
This portion of the paved pathway along the Terwilliger Parkway is separated from the roadway and depressed
below the road grade which makes this section of the pedestrian path very dark at night and very unsafe to use.
The addition of lighting to this section of the Terwilliger Parkway has been identified many times in the past and
was included in the listed needed improvements of the ordinance adopted Terwilliger Parkway Corridor Plan back
in 1983, yet there are still not street lights along this section of separated path. A recorded rape occurred along
this section of separated path back in the late 1980's yet there has still been no addition of lighting through this
dark separated portion of the path. The SWIM effort needs to address this safety concern along this heavily used
walking route.
A sidewalk on one or both sides of Troy would not only keep pedestrians safer, it would make the village more
accessible. Children, runners and dog-walkers use Troy despite the car traffic. I've just seen way too many close
calls on this street. A sidewalk would keep everyone safer and get more people to patronize businesses in the
village.
We would use a sidewalk here
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Voted on and approved by the Homestead Neigborhood Assoc, this would be a pedestrian path in the
undeveloped rights of way. It would connect the pedestrian path that leads up from Barbur Blvd/Naito Pkwy
through Condor Ave to Eagle Point and Terwilliger Parkway.
Voted on and approved by the Homestead Neighborhood Assoc. This would be a path that circles Eagle Point via
Lowell Lane. A good portion is in the undeveloped rights of way.
(No comment)
Voted on and approved by the Homestead Neighborhood Assoc. A pedestrian path linking Hamilton Terrace to
Terwilliger Blvd providing a more direct link to the path on the west side of Terwilliger and to the bus stop from the
neighborhood below. Does not have to be paved
yes. i agree.
Voted on and approved by the Homestead Neighborhood Assoc. This is a walking path that does not necessarily
have to be paved. It would link OHSU campus to Marquam Hill Road and the Marquam Trail. There are 4
segments within this proposal that are currently wholly unbuilt. A portion of this could be combined with the Curry
St alignment.
Voted on and approved by the Homestead Neighborhood Assoc. This is a walking path that does not necessarily
have to be paved. It would link OHSU campus to Marquam Hill Road and the Marquam Trail. There are 3
segments within this proposal that are currently wholly unbuilt. A portion of this could be combined with the
Whitaker St alignment.
This is a connecting trail through Nicolai Woods
This would be a good connector from Northwoods down to Terwilliger and the Marquam Park system.
A connector to Terwilliger would be a nice addition to the neighborhood. It does not need to be paved.
yes please.
This ideal path crosses through land that is being subdivided and a path has been suggested I think. It would be
great, if it's possible to have a foot/bike path that extends from Dewitt to Sunset, or into the backside of Hillsdale
downtown.
trail.
Warren's Way adjacent to 4473 to Greenhills Way. Greenhills Way adjacent to 4600 to Hewett. Hewett adjacent
to 4534 to Ormandy and Hillside Drive, Continue on to Patton?
existing trail.
Needs gravel replenished, handrail, grading
Old Orchard Trail: Yes, gravel & grading, doesn't need paving. SWTrails has agreed to help. SWHRL
Neighborhood Assn. has $225 to contribute.
trail
ROW between 2408 SW Sherwood Dr and 2340 SW Sherwood Dr. which continues into
Marquam Nature Park woods behind the homes
trail

PL.0207

ROW which continues beyond dead end of SW Edgewood Rd adjacent to 1831 and 1959 SW Edgewood
Agree
trail

PL.0208

Improve Marquam trails for winter use (like Wildwood). Work with friends of marquam park
Agree
trail

PL.0209

PL.0210

SW trail 7-improve trail to zoo from Patton, secure right of way. SW trails has background on this. Need to both
improve trail for heavy traffic and winter use, landslide area near US26 and to ensure ROW secured.
Gravel rather than paving to control the mud may be helpful.
stairs.
build stairs thru ROW. this would complete sw broadway "elevator" stairs to continue them via ROW to SW
chelmsford ave.
agreed
I agree
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complete trail thru SW 15th via ROW,complete trail via SW 15th ROW
agreed
connect trail via high st ROW (need to verify ROW)
complete steps from houses to SW Elizabeth.
ensure ROW between sw hoffman and cardinal drive.
agreed
Good idea.
trail.
this section of montgomery seems to have much higher traffic use. Complete sidewalk on one side of the street
(or at least enhanced shoulders)
Agreed
Safe passage across wide, fast, freeway access and egress streets.
Dangerous to walkers! Without improvement, it's hard to get to buses.
More efficient crossing of freeway bound streets.
This is the main walking/biking route between Multnomah Village and Gabriel Park and there are always people
walking down the middle of the road here. Seems like a great place for a walkway of some sort.,
The road is narrow with cars parked on both sides and has no shoulder. Pedestrians have to share the same
roadway with cars going both directions. This is a main walking route to Gabriel Park. Sidewalk or shoulder
needed on one side.
This is a public right-of-way that one neighbor has planted and fenced to prevent public passage. It would be a
convenient connector for people walking the neighborhood. Please work to ensure the fencing and some
vegetation is removed to allow safe public passage on public land. Thank you.
need to construct path thru ROW.
This would be an inexpensive project. No infrastructure required. Just reopen public access.
The unlawfully placed fencing and plantings make passage very difficult, steep, and slippery. This is a liability
that needs to be corrected.
stairway
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
Connects former RR grade to Oleson Rd
please make a path / stairs to be used by people walking and riding a bike.
trail, into park via ROW on spring,complete trail thru ROW for SW 15th
stairs. access to broadway via stanhope ct via ROW
trail
after sw trail #6 completed. add connecting route from trail to SW college and sw 16th
if shared use path, need connection from neighborhood to shared use path somewhere along montgomery/upper
via ROW/city land otherwise it's inaccessible.
Given park nearby where kids play, would be great to enhance safety in this area with off road walkways. Other
areas nearby have sidewalks, but those end surrounding park for some reason.
Complete sidewalks on Council Crest Dr and Patrick Pl near Healy Heights Park and the KOIN Tower
Fairmont loop: widen shoulder on outside. This is a low traffic route, but there are still blind corners where
pedestrians need to use the street.
Fairmount is widely used by neighbors. There are a lot of curves and when walking or driving, there are many
blind spots. When walking, sometimes it is hard to get off the pavement to let the cars go by. A survey of the
number of walkers using this route would give you an idea of how often it is used. Humphrey Blvd would be
another great route, but it is extremely dangerous to walk.
So heavily used by pedestrians and cyclists. The farrows are great, but not enough.
The Fairmount loop is a VERY popular 3.5 mile running, walking and biking loop. PLEASE add a wide pathway on
each side of the road around the ENTIRE loop, not just the short segment shown. There is also a lot of auto traffic
going to and from OHSU, lots of blind corners. It's a dangerous situation for everyone.
SW Fairmount Blvd needs the banked corners of the road to be raised to slow down car traffic. It needs a rumble
strip on the east side of this section. The road should be rebuilt to be narrow like SW Hewett Blvd.
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Turn Fairmount Blvd into a green loop. Fairmount Blvd is a popular walking/hiking/biking loop that encircles
council crest park and healy heights in SW portland. The flat 3.5 mile loop provides a scenic tour around the
highest point in Portland. Today pedestrians and bikers rival cars on the blvd which has no sidewalk, shoulder
and is littered with blind corners.Let's turn Fairmount Blvd into a green loop that alows for increased and safer
multi-modal transit by adding extended shoulders and consider making it one way and freeing a lane. Consider
holding a sunday parkway, 5k/10k road races and bike races around the loop. There is a PBOT TSP project to
turn Fairmount Blvd into a greenway (#90094). This project is not prioritized or funded.
A large number of bicyclists also use Fairmount.
OHSU is the largest employer in the area, yet there is no bus service to the University for nearby residents. Sure
we can catch the 51 for very limited hours, transfer downtown and catch a bus back up the hill. But some of us
would rather be able to bike or walk safely. It seems like the least that can be done for an area grossly
underserved by public transportation.
partner used to walk this road to work... no more! no walkway, blind curves, crazy drivers. btw - walkers, in low
visibility, please carry a light, or wear something besides a black jacket... especially when walking around a blind
curve, three abreast! you ladies know who you are.....
I would support either a sidewalk or much wider shared use shoulder throughout the Fairmont loop. Also, speed
limits should be enforced here.
Agree. nearly every time i use this route it has more peds or bikes than cars. this could be a new green loop
facility for the city. Refer to strava corps public data to see that this is one of the most heavily used routes in
portland. The city should respond by making this a facility that is safe and worthy for one of the most popular
routes in the city.
trail. connection into upper marquam hill trail.
trail along supposed ROW
trail connecting existing trail to new trail
add trail along ROW
Walking route to Elementary school
Walking and biking route to Elementary school
The shoulder on Taylor's Ferry is not adequate. Many people walk down it to access the transit center and shops
like Starbucks.
There is a lot of pedestrian traffic between Maplewood and Multnomah Village, and this will only increase further
with the opening of Little Big Burger, Blue Start Donuts, & Spielman's Bagels. Many of these pedestrians are
children. Walking along the shoulder of Multnomah Blvd is not safe, especially for kids. Adding a walkway on the
north side of Multnomah Blvd would motivate more Maplewood residents to walk and not drive into M. Village,
which is likely to become more congested with the new businesses and apartments.
Garden home has a ton of walkers, runners, bikers, dog walkers and kid who are having to walk in the roadway
because of the lack of sidewalks and dedicated bike lanes. The shoulders needed to be paved and widened to
accommodate and it would open up a huge Community to connect with multnomah village and Olsen road in a
safer manner
I want to be able to safely walk along Capitol Highway between Multnomah Village and Taylor's Ferry Road.
Many times cars park on the walkway making visibility difficult and forcing people to walk in the road where
visibility is already low for pedestrians and cyclists.
This is a main route for those walking from Barbur Transit Center towards Multnomah Village. It's particularly
dangerous at night with no lighting and slippery, unpaved walkways.
Capitol Highway should be one of the primary streets I walk in this neighborhood, but instead I avoid it like the
plague because such high traffic volumes and no pedestrian facilities in this stretch
I agree completely about the need for a wider shoulder or ideally a sidewalk on at least one side of Taylors Ferry
between Capitol Highway and 48th Ave or farther. There is a bus route along the road and many homes that
would benefit from a safer walkway to the transit options along Barbur.
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Intersection at SW Capitol and SW Taylor's Ferry by Walgreens needs a traffic light. Too many lanes of cars and
people seem to have a real hard time figuring out how to use a stop sign. Peds would benefit from a walk signal
there as well considering I've seen a few near misses as cars scramble through the stop.
(No comment)
Gravel path where existing mud path exists would be fine.
It is dangerous to walk this route due to lack of sidewalk
currently dangerous walking route duet lack of sidewalk
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This is a major bike and ped route, with a blind curve for cars and trucks, one lane, two way. It is a safety problem
for vehicles, bikes and peds. It needs drainage management - it drains into a tributary of Fanno Creek. Suggest
more aggressive agreements as a condition of development for future support of an LID.
Ped routes between including in the Multnomah County low tax zone should be developed and support required
for new development.
just one side walkway....fill in the water drainage area on one side of the street...pave edge and re-mark road, so
walkers/bikers can be safe.
Add safe walkway where there's no sidewalk on section of SW Montgomery below SW Patton, on the left (west?)
side going downhill towards Vista until the sidewalk starts.
(No comment)
(No comment)
It doesn't even have to be paved, but this is public right of way and a much safer, shorter route than getting to
Virginia Ave via that horrible stretch of Taylors Ferry.
I would like a path here for connecting my access from TriMet bus 55, to the nice path on SW 18th Drive to
Fairmount Blvd, and to SW Hamilton Court.
Important for safer way for children walking to Robert Gray and to Wilson, avoids Sunset.
staircase here and soon
Opening (re-opening) this segment would be so helpful for those of us needing to walk to Hillsdale for Hillsdale
activities and to catch a bus. Walking the curve at SW 26th area and SW Sunset is sometimes dangerous (I
even witnessed two young people narrowly missed by a car cutting the curve too close once.) Soon, yes, would
be nice.
Important connection for kids walking to Robert gray and Wilson, and for neighbors to catch bus and to get to
Hillsdale for shopping et al.
Make this one of the routes approved by city; council so a non profit can easily construct a low cost trail.
The neighboring property owners have intentionally blocked this connection between 25th and Seymour which
makes it needlessly difficult to make this needed connection.
This is a city unbuilt right of way providing a critical pedestrian (and bike) connection from the Hamilton area to
Robert Gray, Rieke and Wilson schools as well as Hillsdale Center. The alternative, Sunset is very dangerous.
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This area is an unimproved gravel road. Neighbors have dug a ditch to avoid flooding the houses nearby. It would
be nice to get support to close this unplanned, unimproved road and make it more passable by pedestrians.
Would prefer the walkway to be on the west side of the road connecting to a neighborhood forest path.
The Gibbs Street Tunnel is a hazard. ODOT is out constantly battling repeated vandalism (needles, trash, feces,
graffiti, suspicious individuals camping out) which leaves the greater neighborhood with no safe way to cross
Naito to access upper and lower neighborhoods. This tunnel should be eliminated, and an open walkway put in
it's place!
A stairway here would be a great connection from Barbur to the trail that goes underneath Barbur and the
Interstate. It would cut at least 2 miles off the next closest walking route.
The pedestrian tunnel smells bad and is sometimes occupied by campers. There is not a good way for
pedestrians to cross the ramp and Naito here.
When I lived in this neighborhood, I often avoided using the bus because the tunnel frightened me, and it was the
only way to get to the nearest bus routes. I would like to moved back to that neighborhood soon, but the lack of
access to public transportation is a HUGE drawback to living on Lair Hill.
Sidewalk on Nevada from Macadam to park entrance has been removed and needs to be rebuilt, and then a legal
rail crossing with signage needs to be built
(No comment)
No building necessary! Simply separate the bicycles (who can use the path already in place) from the pedestrians
on the RiverPlace Esplanade. Add a few signs. SIMPLE fix that would enhance the lives of thousands of people
who live and work near the Esplanade by creating a safe sidewalk. Right now, it is crowded with pedestrians but
bicycles speed through and expect the pedestrians to get out of their way. It is horrifying and dangerous.
Yes. Direct bikes around this block to the great bike path connection on Harbor Way. Bikers race and children,
elderly, dogs and tourists are pushed to the walls. Everyone gets sideswiped. It's dangerous and ruins the
community.
Don't make it a raceway. Simply direct bikes behind this block on Harbor Way.
A developer is proposing a housing development here. So where is the requirement to require a stairway? Tigard
required one by 99W. Why not here?
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city needs to stand up to developers who claim they 'can't accept the risk' of having public stairs on their property.
Would agree to add stairs via easement thru proposed development on SW broadway. Currently adding stairs to
reach Sam jackson would the only safe access to public transit and reduce SOV use. Would be a great benefit to
connect broadway to sam jackson for park and transit needs.
gravel connecting pathway
This is a narrow roadway that people use as a short cut. Cars are often parked in the roadway and pedestrians
have little to no place to step off the roadway to get out of traffic
(No comment)
This path is usable on dry, well-lit days. It gets scary at dark or when it's raining. I have fallen on the stairs and
hurt my knee.
A railing along the stairs as well as lights in a few areas would make falls less likely. It is also scary at when dark
because there are no lights and one never knows if someone may be lurking.
I'm not sure what should be done. Walking from trimet stop 3116 (SW Kelly Corbett) to The west entrance of the
pedestrian bridge (Kelly and Gibbs) is not marked well at all. The first time I tried getting off my bus and walking to
the pedestrian bridge, I didn't see any way but to cross many lanes of Ross Island bridge traffic.
The path I THINK is supposed to go down under the bridge approach/exit and back up to the pedestrian bridge.
It's weird and sketchy. An improvement would be really good signage, and probably more lighting/cleaning (?)
under the underpass.
I'm not even sure the path I drew here is the actual path.
A more direct path would be MUCH appreciated for those of us using bus 19 to get to work.
There is a pedestrian bridge here already but it could use some improvement
We need a street level crossing of naito to address accessibility and safety
This section of Patton Rd, starting at the Scholls Ferry corner in unincorporated Multco just outside the city line, is
treacherous now. Since Scholls Ferry Rd also has no sidewalks, this is the only ped connection for the homes in
Raleigh Ridge. If you connect this to Wilcox West it opens a safe ped route into the Bridlemile neighborhood.
(No comment)
(No comment)
Gravel trail will be a large improvement, put on council list
Please provide connection route to the neighborhood park.
Traffic calming on existing street to slow traffic to 15 mph. Urban Trail 3,
Trail Connection from Terwilliger to 6th Avenue along existing rights of way, saves 1/4 to 1/2 mile of commute
distance. Will require steps.
City Council approve for SWTrail route.
gravel path access to transit, shopping and neighborhood connectivity. put on council list
gravel, other line misplaced, ignor. Use this one instead. put on council list.
gravel path on OHSU master plan, good route to work from people living east of Barbur who can cross Barbur at
signal at 4900. Parks to do.
A sidewalk needs to be installed along the West side of SW Sunset Blvd. from SW DeWitt St to the existing
sidewalk on the West side. PBOT need to post this property owner to have them install the needs sidewalk so
pedestrians walking to the library from the commercial area can safely walk on a protected sidewalk to the
crosswalk and not in the street. This is a needed safety improvement that PBOT should make the adjacent
property owner install as it is their adjacent property right-of-way and their responsibility. Having the City
Engineer post this property owner to make this improvement is within the City's right due to the unsafe nature of
this area. A property owner can deduct said improvement from the US taxes as a needed ADA access
accommodation (have them consult a good tax accountant). PBOT needs to have this improvement made by the
property owner as they have been banking the cost of this property investment rather than making it and are
getting an unfair advantage over the other commercial property owners who have made the same required
improvement. With the library now being such a pedestrian draw along with DeWitt Park this pedestrian safety
improvement needs to be required of the commercial property owner; PBOT post this property owner already - get
this safety improvement made.
This would be a good connector route from Fairmount to Northwoods.
trail
clear trail thru ROW
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trail

PL.0296

recall there is a ROW here to build a trail access.
there is no ROW - private property.
Realistic project: limit drop boxes, prohibit parking congestion.
trail via ROW
Trails to connect areas
This is a very steep, muddy path down to the bus stop on BHH. A staircase is needed or perhaps a good project
for SW Trails like the one they did on 25th between Bertha and BHH.
This existing trail connects the west side of Hayhurst Neighborhood to the bus stop on Vermont and the west side
of the Maplewood Neighborhood. With the potential route changes to local bus service in the area, improving this
connection could have a significant impact on mobility.
This route needs yearly gravel because there are springs which make the path a creek.
(No comment)
Please add some stairs here. It is a ridiculously long detour to use the ramp.
There is a new sidewalk in front of the new pump station, but Parks and sometimes Water Bureau trucks park in
the "no parking" zone and often block the sidewalk, too. Parking there blocks views between trail users and
vehicles and forces cyclists to head into oncoming car traffic because both are trying to avoid the illegally parked
trucks.
Parks added a new pylon that blocks views between cyclists and walkers who are exiting park, and those who are
entering. Solution is to move bollard to the other side of the entrance. Had to choose an arbitrary selection
above to submit this.

PL.0297

Walkways would facilitate more students and families walking to Capitol Hill - especially on Carson, as the school
encourages it as the route for walkers to/from schools. In addition, signage to support CH's traffic plan would
greatly improve safety and efficiency (i.e., during school hours treat 17th Ave as one way southbound between
Hume and Spring Garden; cars circle around 14th to Hume for drop off and pick up).

PL.0284
PL.0285
PL.0287
PL.0288
PL.0289

PL.0290
PL.0291
PL.0293
PL.0294

PL.0295

PL.0298

PL.0299

This route is taken by many neighborhood families to walk to Gabriel Park, to avoid much busier (and dangerous)
Capitol Highway & 45th Ave.
Currently 41st Ave is treacherous and causes many pedestrian falls due to no sidewalk and terrible condition of
road. Many seniors & children walk this route, please provide a safe way for them to get to the park.
41st is unimproved by the city and there is no stormwater drainage...the road is potholed and dangerous to walk
on, especially at night. A sidewalk is needed. Can the stormwater drainage also be provided so that whatever
sidewalk is put in is not undermined by Carson Street's stormwater, which was rerouted onto 41st avenue when
Carson was paved. This additional stormwater on 41st, continually washes away whatever "street' and "walkway"
there is. Thanks.
Most of this area is used by kids getting to and from school and parks. There is no sidewalk and often no safe
shoulder to walk on.
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Community Requested Pedestrian Crossings
Flashing Light Enhanced Crossing
Basic Crosswalk Markings
Pedestrian Crossing Signal with Red light
City Streets
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Comments

SW TAYLORS FERRY RD This whole intersection needs a total redesign, it is extremely dangerous for both cars and
AND SW CAPITOL HWY pedestrians.
Traffic demand has far exceeded the warrants for a signal here. Need better traffic flow for all
modes of transportation.
Completely agree. In the short term, increased lighting would help. It's pretty dark at night.
The intersection needs a complete overhaul. Although even small improvements might make it
feel safer for pedestrians. The intersection is high-use in terms of pedestrian crossings, and I
have experienced several close calls with moving vehicles while using the intersection.

SW 46TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD

what would help pedestrians here is a light. I have seen too many times when a car just GOES
because they think it is there turn -regardless if someone is walking or not. This intersection is
like an attack -everyone just wants to stop and proceed and nobody gives right of way to the car
that entered the intersection first or heaven-forbid, the poor pedestrian. And because there is no
where to add comments about the Barbur/Capitol Hwy intersection - FOR THE LOVE ALL
THAT IS GOOD IN THE WORLD --- PUT IN A TURN SIGNAL FOR THOSE GOING ONTO
THE I-5 ramp from Capitol Hwy. I literally have to wait until the signal turns red before I can ever
attempt to turn onto the highway. It's terrible and needs a turn light badly!
Agree! Dangerous intersection
If sidewalks are built on both sides of TFR, as they should be, this crosswalk would not be
necessary. As it currently stands however, to walk to the store and transit, everyone who lives
on the non-sidewalked side of the TFR needs to cross here to continue their walk safely.
Because of the hill making it hard to see very far ahead and the busyness of the road, this is a
very dangerous place to cross, a crossing often made by our primarily elderly and mobilitychallenged residents.
Ideally, there should be a sidewalk along Taylor's Ferry that meets the needs of pedestrians. A
crosswalk would also be extremely valuable. Right now, it is rather dangerous, in some
sections, to cross Taylor's Ferry or travel to Capital highway.

SW 46TH AVE AND SW
GARDEN HOME RD

There is a preschool on the corner of sw 46th and garden home rd where many young children
are crossing garden home rd with no protection from speeding cars on garden home rd.
Have Police patrol the area and ticket those who speed through.
This is a very heavily used crossing from Westwood Drive across Terwilliger to meet the
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD walking/biking path. The cars DO NOT SLOW DOWN for walkers trying to cross Terwilliger.
AND SW WESTWOOD DR Westwood serves as a funnel for bikers and walkers at this point.
My family regularly uses this intersection via bike and foot. Please improve safety. It is even
difficult to navigate while in a car!
This is a very dangerous intersection for both cars and pedestrians. Cars headed east on
garden home rd come flying up the hill and around the turn and can't see anyone trying to turn
SW 47TH AVE AND SW onto garden home or cross garden home rd. There is a bus stop at this corner which means
pedestrians frequently need to cross at this intersection.
GARDEN HOME RD
Please consider a crosswalk at this intersection. Church and preschool present here, small
children walking.
Im surprised that this has not been addressed as it comes up in many local meetings. There is
SW 1ST AVE AND SW no crosswalk across Naito at Gibbs street yet many people are running across 4 lanes of traffic
GROVER ST
daily.
SW NAITO PKWY FRONTAGE Does this line up wit the trail from OHSU? Whitaker has stairs fon Naito yet no crosswalk
RD AND SW WHITAKER ST markings.
I agree that a crossing at Naito and Whitaker would be a valuable way to enhance our
neighborhood's safety and accessibility. A timed crosswalk could provide access for both
pedestrians and drivers on Naito.
Naito needs crosswalks to reconnect the neighborhood and historic grid
SW NAITO PKWY AND cars drive like Naito is a freeway though several streets, stairs and sidewalk connect. Reduced
SW GIBBS ST
auto speed is a must as well as a real crosswalk.
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A crossing at Gibbs and Naito was promised long ago. Please deliver!
SW CAPITOL HWY AND Carson is a main route from 45th/48th and the pedestrian path on Capitol is on the east side of
SW CARSON ST
the street
There are 2 bus stops at this location, and no light or markings or crossing, making it
treacherous to cross to meet bus.
5200 BLOCK SW DOSCH
RD
(No comment)
SW BOUNDARY ST AND
SW SHATTUCK RD
Pedestrian stop light
Pedestrian stop light along with some speed bumps to slow people down
SW MACADAM AVE AND It is not acceptable to have half a mile between crossings on a busy city street with constant
SW CALIFORNIA ST
traffic.
Yes! A hearty second to this!
SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW VERMONT ST
It is dangerous to cross Macadam here and the signalized crossings are unacceptably far apart.
SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW CAROLINA ST
It is much too far between safe crossings of Macadam Ave in this neighborhood.
I second other comments. It is much too far between safe crossing in Johns Landing.
SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW RICHARDSON ST

This is a heavily used connection from the riverfront to Corbett and should have a protected
crossing.
yes please !

SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW UNNAMED RD Bike friendly as well would be good
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW UNNAMED RD (No comment)
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW 4TH AVE
(No comment)
There is a bus stop on the north side of the street and most of the users are high school kids
SW 60TH AVE AND SW that live on the south side of the street, they should have more protection when crossing the
VERMONT ST
street to catch the bus
The entire intersection has many people running across it because there's limited sidewalks that
are on one side with almost no crosswalks for .3 miles in one direction and mlre than .5 miles in
the other
A crossing is needed here, note that due to traffic patterns and lights there is never signal break
SW VERMONT ST AND
in traffic here and people wait for gaps in cars which can be hard to predict due to the curve of
capital highway and timing of lights at 36th and 30th
SW CAPITOL HWY
There is already a light here for cars but there also needs to be a safe way for pedestrians to
cross from the south side of SW Capital Hwy to the north side.
Very important to me
SW 30TH AVE AND SW There should be some sort of crossing mechanism for pedestrians here. This intersection is
CAPITOL HWY
unusual and confusing to many motorists.
At intersection with Capitol And 30th on Vermont, we cross street to MJCC side to avoid it, walk
a block and cross back over to continue walking from Hillsdale to Gabriel Park. WALKERS
LIGHT Aat that intersection would be helpful.
I believe this is the SW Trail 3 crossing of SW 4th. This certainly needs Yellow pedestrian
7500 BLOCK SW 45TH crossing signs with arrow pointing to a cross walk. I do not believe this rises to the level of
AVE
needing any electrical infrastructure.
On previous comment is should be SW 45th
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This is greatly needed to access Gabriel Park and TriMet bus service.
Yes, please add the signal.
Yes, a safe crossing is needed here.
Please eliminate this car-centric highway curve in the middle of a neighborhood and make a
normal intersection where people can cross on the same side of the street they are walking on
safely and comfortably.

SW 35TH AVE AND SW
FALCON ST
SW 42ND AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE This is a very popular exit from the bus. The majority of the people that exit the bus here have
HWY
to play frogger to try and cross BH Hwy. It is very dangerous at night.
Please include any improvements that are available for safety for peds here. Very important!
SW 60TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST

Crosswalk from Illinois to dairy with flashing light for pedestrians
This is a popular place to cross for families. Especially school children on the way to Hayhurst
I saw a blind woman nearly get hit crossing here today! Cars coming down 45th are way too fast
and don't look!
Cars come down this hill extremely fast and it is blind hill so it is very hard to see kids crossing
to get to school.
Agreed

SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW 62ND AVE
There is a lot of pedestrian traffic at this intersection.
In addition, this intersection should be four way stop controlled. There are frequent accidents
here due to high speeds and the difficulty of turning onto Taylor's Ferry from 62nd southbound.
Flashing light crosswalk would he better as this is a main crossing point with a bus stop.
SW MACADAM AVE AND Make the railroad tracks crossable by bike without having to get off.
SW NEVADA ST
Don't need markings, but this form required me to check at least one box above.

4500 BLOCK SW
MARIGOLD ST

This trail route called the Marigold Trail and connecting Marigold on the West to Marigold on the
East was constructed by Parks in circa 2015 and was supposed to have some pedestrian down
arrow marking. The job was submitted but never completed by PBOT. There are good sight
lines at this crossing per PBOT engineers but adding crossing markings or signs will really
improve safety. This route as currently the only non ditch walking route out of the neighborhood
has experienced significant growth in use and need the safety enhancements soon.
A basic marking is needed here with a sign? It provides fantastic access to the Barbur transit
center and Barbur World Foods so where is the marked crossing?
This is an extremely dangerous intersection and gets particularly busy during rush hour. Cars do
not stop for peds here. There are a number of condominiums and apartments along the section
of Spring Garden St. between SW 26th and SW Barbur Blvd. Crossing the street at this
intersection is the best route for these people to get to the newly improved Spring Garden Park
(our closest park), so this intersection is particularly in need of improvement.

SW 26TH WAY AND SW
DOLPH CT
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY
Why is PBOT delaying the construction of this planned rapid flash crosswalk ?
SW MULTNOMAH BLVD I want this crosswalk to get to friends at the nearby assisted living facility. There are very few
AND SW UNNAMED RD "visible" crosswalk on Multnomah Blvd.

Many people have died along SW Multnomah Blvd. The bike lane by the Old Market Pub often
has driving cut all the way over the bike lane. I'm very concerned about the proposed
roundabout design for this intersection because of the possible addition of cut-through car traffic
SW MULTNOMAH BLVD on side streets. This roundabout needs to be world-class. Ashcreek's Smith School has been
AND SW 69TH AVE
closed since 2005 and it is a blessing to have a nearby grocery store.
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7500 BLOCK SW GARDEN I love walking and riding the Fanno Creek Trail to get to and from work but there are no painted
HOME RD
crossings to the west of SW Oleson Road. Paint it now.
I enjoy walking and biking on SW Oleson Road but there aren't enough visible crossings. My
friends live on the eastside of Oleson but few car drivers stop at the nearby vegetated
7200 BLOCK SW ALOMA crossings. More housing is being built and TriMet plans to reroute buses 1, 45, and 92 by
WAY
Garden Home / Oleson.
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD This would provide access to the proposed staircase from Terwilliger Blvd to Terwilliger Place to
AND SW TERWILLIGER Burlingame Place. This needs to be expedited as it would provide more access to the main
PL
"greenway" of SW Portland which is Terwilliger Blvd.
A marked crosswalk and signs for both directions of Terwilliger alerting to a pedestrian crossing.
Vehicles coming around the curves at the speed limit have barely enough time to slow down
and stop.
Boones Ferry goes downhill in both directions toward Arnold, leading to speeding, plus traffic is
SW ARNOLD ST AND SW heavy and visibility poor due to vegetation. People on Arnold have to cross Boones to get to bus
38 into town.
BOONES FERRY RD
Will the a ever put in bike / walk features here? Lake Oswego made a makeshift bike lane on
Boones by their high school.
please make it.
Stop delaying the Boones Ferry culvert replacement. It will be a huge boon for SW people to
get out of their cars! Thanks!
SW FLORIDA ST AND SW Highway 43 needs the ivy-covered medians to be removed, lower speed limits, and Strong
MACADAM AVE
Towns rebuild. It is a barrier to the river.
Crossing 35th is a huge safety issue, esp. for children and older folks. The hill blocks the view
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
of speeding traffic and if you are slow you have a good chance of getting hit. Plus a crossing
COMUS ST
with flashing light could improve speeding problem in general.
This is a passageway between an elementary school
SW 55TH DR AND SW There is a nice, exisiting, approved trail from SW Idaho to Vermont and it needs the marking for
UNNAMED RD
2018's repave project.
Yes! Access to Vermont from Idaho near 55th Dr would be very helpful
SW DICKINSON ST AND
SW CAPITOL HWY
This intersection separates a busy neighborhood and the neighborhood library and park.
This is such a poorly marked and confusing school zone. What can be done to create clarity:
better marking at the end of the school zone on both sides of of SW Capitol? Flashing school
zone lights on the traffic lights at the Markham crosswalks? It's a heavily trafficked area
because off access to I-5 or PCC, and the safety of school kids ought to be a priority b
There's no crosswalk markings between the Hillsdale Library and DeWitt Park! The No Parking
signs in front of the park frequently go ignored and the corridor is both a hazard to pedestrians,
SW DEWITT ST AND SW cyclists, and motorists...but the passage is too narrow for the Fire Truck from Station #5 to pass
SUNSET BLVD
through. We desperately need a crosswalk and new No Parking signs here!
More and more toddlers play in this park as density increases.
There are stairs on Nato that lead down to the neighborhood and allow access to the Ross
Island Grocery and S Waterfront from the Lair Hill neighborhood, but no safe way to cross Nato.
SW PENNOYER ST AND The Gibbs St tunnel is frequently filled with needles, feces, trash, suspicious individuals...NOT
SW NAITO PKWY
SAFE! We absolutely need a crosswalk across Naito! Anything to help slow traffic would be an
FRONTAGE RD
added boon.
Is it possible to put bright lighting in the tunnel to deter camping and make it safer for
pedestrians? Were not detered from walking there when we need to go downtown, but it would
help perhaps.
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST
Lots of crossings to Hayhurst school and bus stop, hard to see due to hill and cars speed!
Short grade schoolers cross here twice daily and a crosswalk light is desperately needed.
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD This crossing is near impossible to get traffic to stop and the turning traffic also has drivers
AND SW PRIMROSE ST passing on the right.
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Primrose is a major thoroughfare for walkers and cyclists alike. A crosswalk and some form of
signal light is desperately needed at this intersection. Traffic will not stop for pedestrians.
yes. make it now.
SW 49TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
50 BLOCK ORIOLE LN

Routes to schools and parks
High travel crossing for walkers to connect to path on Lake Oswego side of Stephenson.
I agree. And adding sidewalks along Stephenson and 35th would make a huge difference.

SW 27TH AVE AND SW
STEPHENSON ST

4500 BLOCK SW
MARIGOLD ST

SW VERMONT ST AND
SW CAPITOL HWY

SW NAITO PKWY
FRONTAGE RD AND SW
NAITO PKWY-NAITO
PKWY FRONTAGE RD
RAMP
9900 BLOCK SW
TERWILLIGER BLVD
SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW UNNAMED RD
SW 26TH WAY AND SW
DOLPH CT
SW NAITO PKWY
FRONTAGE RD AND SW
WHITAKER ST
SW DICKINSON CT AND
SW STEPHENSON ST

We desperately need sidewalks from Stephenson to Jackson. The road is narrow and unsafe.
The current crosswalk is regularly ignored by drivers. Lots of children and neighbors cross at all
hours of the day light/dark conditions and it is rare that cars stop for walks. This is very
dangerous as a major crossing by Stephenson School.
Cars never stop for me in this crosswalk. Making it more visible would be very helpful. I can't
imagine how hard it must be for kids to cross to get to school.
This crosswalk has crossing guards from Stephenson Elementary, and is not generally a
problem during school-use times. I do not think a traffic signal will serve the neighborhood well
here.
I echo the comment already left about the need for this crossing. I can imagine it is not the
highest priority, but is a nice to have if I am ever to let my kids go to that park on their own.
This is a super dangerous intersection, with cars going both ways and no way to cross. Yet
people need to cross there - from SW Capital Hwy to Vermont heading West and going back
too - all the time because it is a main walking route to get from Hillsdale Village/Stephens Creek
Crossing/the JCC and the synagogues there/Wilson HS/etc to the neighborhoods/Multnomah
Village/Gabriel Park and must scurry across and take their lives in their hands. There is no
obvious safe time to cross. Also, a sidewalk along SW Capital Hwy Cider Mill/Hoot Owl/Fryer
Tuck parking lot is needed.
Such a shit show of an intersection. This spot cuts the Village off from Hillsdale in such a real
way. When running this spot, over all others, scares me.
It is very dangerous to cross at this location and the only other option is to cross in the
pedestrian tunnel which is dirty and unsafe. I would also love to see the curb cut along Naito to
be removed and replaced with curb since it brings a lot of fast commuter traffic into a quiet
residential area
Yes please!
Signage and crosswalk would help me get across the street up to the village to take the bus to
and from work
Cars at this intersection don't yield to pedestrians crossing 26th Way. Conditions are especially
hazardous during PM rush hour when the intersection is busy from every direction. Cars turning
left from 28th Ave onto 26th Way are the most dangerous.

Crossing Naito would be helpful and continues the Gibbs alignment pedestrian network.

This is a school bus stop for many middle schoolers plus a great intersection or area to add a
crosswalk for the many pedestrians & elementary school kids who walk to school.
This is a deadly crossing from behind a bush into 40 mph traffic with no signage or markings,
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD and it's the only way to get from one side of Macadam to the other here. Needs markings,
AND SW MILES ST
signage, lighting and enforcement.
Parks installed a new rock pylon that totally blocks views of people entering the new crosswalk-SW BEAVER AVE AND
move the pylon or just get rid of it. Markings are already there but can't submit this unless I ask
SW NEBRASKA ST
for markings above.
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The "third" (curb) lane southbound should be taken out and the island expanded into it. This
would reduce the crossing length, and also allow cars heading down Taylors Ferry and turning
SW MACADAM AVE AND right onto southbound Macadam to be able to turn more freely, thus reducing the jams up
SW MILES ST
Taylors Ferry. The crosswalk markings themselves are fine.
SW 30TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW 55TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD

This site needs a crosswalk and walk signal. It is EXTREMELY dangerous to cross at this
intersection
I agree
Dickerson Park is on 55th and lots of people cross here to access it. It's a lot busier now.

SW MARIGOLD ST AND
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD (No comment)
SW BOUNDARY ST AND Crossing Shattuck at Martha is extremely dangerous. We need pedestrian activated flashing
SW MARTHA ST
lights. Thank you.
Totally agree, it's a blind corner for cars and very dangerous. Also, Shattuck sidewalk ends
there.
This corner is in an area that definitely needs sidewalks for people walking to/from Jackson and
SW 35TH AVE AND SW Stephenson. It does not need a traffic light - it's basically a right turn with rarely cars coming
STEPHENSON ST
from a third side street.

SW SHERMAN ST AND
SW 6TH AVE

This corner does not need a traffic signal or red light. Much higher priorities in other areas.
the curved angle of the road makes people drive faster. make it level.
No traffic light needed but area needs walking improvements for school kids walking or bicycling
to Jackson from Stephenson area
Traffic blocks this intersection. Road striping crosses over the East side intersection of Sherman
Street. Cars should not be blocking access to the side streets.
Commuter cars block intersections. Need more controls (signs and traffic law enforcement) to
make it possible to use buses, walk, and for local car traffic.

Signal changes are needed at this intersection. There is a stoplight/cross walk here but cars
heading to the HWY 26W entrance speed through the yellow and red lights while pedestrians
SW BROADWAY AND SW have the walk signal. It would be best if the stop light turned RED quicker so that less cars
6TH AVE
would drive through the intersection that often has pedestrians crossing it.
This intersection is so dark in the evening and at night, and there is so much foot traffic here. I
SW 35TH AVE AND SW have had many near misses with cars, even in light colored clothing and walking with the
HUBER ST
pedestrian signal.
SW NEBRASKA ST AND There are no good cross walks for getting from the Terwilliger path to Wilson HS, this is where I
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD typically cross, but it could should be safer because there is poor visibility
A flashing signal and a marked crosswalk would work best here.
Marked crosswalk and bicycle corsssing. Red electric Trail and Urban Trail 3. Fast traffic
SW 49TH DR AND SW
50TH AVE

SW 30TH AVE AND SW
CAPITOL HWY

There are well used bus stops here on both sides of the street, but it is not safe to cross.
make it better
On the corner of 50th, you can't see far enough down the east side of the road to cross safely
and the sidewalk ends before you can reach the crosswalk on Shattuck.
(No comment)

SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW RICHARDSON ST SW Richardson is a key crossing, fast traffic and difficult median.
build here
SW 25TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
important connection leading to Robert Gray MS and Hillsdale Park, bus west.
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Many people cross here and there is a blind spot because of the corner. It is very unsafe
SW BARBUR BLVD AND Full stop all 4 lanes of Barbur for bkes and ped to cross and continue south on Barbur Bridge to
SW SLAVIN RD
Red Electric going west up hill, or continue south on Barbur.
agreed
Poor idea. Is not and should not be a pedestrian crossing without substantial improvements to
Hwy 99 traffic lanes and adding sidewalks
SW 35TH AVE AND SW This is a blind corner with 3 streets coming together. Difficult to cross in a way that cars from all
STEPHENSON ST
directions see.
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
Absolutely agree with this.
ARNOLD ST
SW 11TH AVE AND SW
SPRING GARDEN ST
9700 BLOCK SW
MACADAM AVE

There needs to be some kind of safety provided to pedestrians who want to cross at 11th &
Spring Garden. Motorists often run through the stop sign on TF and they don't see you crossing.

yes please.

SW DAVENPORT CT AND
SW DAVENPORT ST
many children wait for a school bus at this blind intersection.
this intersection needs a traffic- and pedestrian-actuated light to cross davenport safely.
Agree.
would a stop sign suffice?
I second this request- a flashing light enhancement crossing that can be seen LONG before this
curve (it is totally blind on both sides of it) and right as you approach it on both sides.
Agree - a flashing light for this blind corner. Very busy collector street.
SW PATTON RD AND SW Hundreds of children cross here to go to St Thomas More School, in the winter is is very dark
TALBOT RD
and dangerous
Agree! This is a dangerous intersection!
SW NEBRASKA ST AND If there is enough visibility here, a crosswalk across SW Capital Hwy is needed to join Nebraska
SW CAPITOL HWY
with the side of SW Capital where Highway where there is a sidewalk.
Important place to cross road to access one-sided sidewalk on route to Hillsdale shopping area.
Cars never stop here although it is an interesection.
SW BEAVERTON
This crosswalk was just painted. But it's really scary because fast traffic from Beaverton
HILLSDALE HWY AND SW Hillsdale Hwy does not like to stop or slow down enough here. It's also a very chaotic
21ST AVE
intersection. So, there needs to be a pedestrian crosswalk light.
SW 19TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD
Important crossing for Urban Trail 6, new paved trail just installed.
Need a safer crossing here with all the pedestrian traffic to the Multnomah Arts Center,
SW 31ST AVE AND SW ESPECIALLY now with the two huge new big residential developments that have been built and
32ND AVE
are going to be built here.
These intersections were safer before PBOT reconfigured them. A flashing signal would be
blind to those approaching on Capitol Hwy southbound. Real traffic lights would be better,
particularly considering those who blow the stop sign on 31st.
SW 30TH AVE AND SW
CAPITOL HWY
(No comment)
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
PENDLETON ST
Improve crossing across SW 45th Ave, especially for children who walk/bike to school.
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
Provide crossing for pedestrians to get across Vermont.
SW 45TH AVE AND SW Indicator needs to be placed uphill from this crossing as drivers cannot see as heading over the
ILLINOIS ST
hill, going fast.
Uphill blinking lights desperately needed here for grade school kids crossing!
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
(No comment)
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SW CORONADO ST AND
SW BOONES FERRY RD (No comment)
SW TAYLORS FERRY CT
AND SW TAYLORS
Heavily used trimet buss stop and school bus stop. On blind heavy used turn from taylors ferry
FERRY RD
rd to Taylors ferry ct, needs crosswalks and lane marking to stop cutting the corner

SW 17TH AVE AND SW
SPRING GARDEN ST

SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW RICHARDSON CT
SW TEXAS ST AND SW
CAPITOL HWY
SW 3RD AVE AND SW
BARBUR BLVD

SW 17TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD

SW 25TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW CAPITOL HWY AND
SW IDAHO ST
SW BEAVERTON
HILLSDALE HWY AND SW
21ST AVE
SW BERTHA BLVD AND
SW CAPITOL HWY
SW 30TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST

Strongly agree with this, this turn feeds a fairly large neighborhood and a lot of kids get dropped
off here and due to speed on the main road and angle of the cross street, near misses are s
daily accurance. Lane markers on cross street and flashing light crosswalk wouls be a huge
safety improvement. also inforcing proper set backs for the hedges on corner lots
While there is a red light crossing here already, its use confuses golks and during school drop
off and pick up, the area is highly congested, the intersection is regulalry blocked for ling
periods of time and kids are nearly hit on a regilar basis. This needs to be ipgraded to a full
fledged 4 way light. The poles and two of 4 lights are alreay there. Fix this dangerous
intersection that is between two big busy schools!!
I completely agree that this should either be a four-way stop or a four-way traffic light to remove
ambiguity. the uncertainty about right of way here is dangerous for all of the pedestrians and
bikers.

Busy and nobody pays attention turning here.
Crossing from sidewalk to access the Hydropark.
I'm always running across the highway here to catch the bus in the morning. So dangerous. We
need another crosswalk.
There is already a cross walk here? Just no flashing lights so I think this is low priority
Something to improve the setup. maybe adding a walk signal from the SW piece of this
awkward intersection. I routinely use the walk signal to cross diagonally. But from the SW I
have to get to the NW corner to activate the walk signal. Dangerous on an intersection this
complicated.
Diagonal crosswalk to the bus stop from the median could always have a walk cycle (rather than
being in conflict with traffic coming from Miles -> Barbur.) A diagonal from the northwest corner
to the southeast would be very long, but that's where people are on the walking route (and they
are currently left to cross the wide mouth of 3rd on their own to reach the crosswalk.) A
crosswalk straight across Barbur from the northwest corner would also be helpful.
Attempting to cross Taylors Ferry in this general area is very dangerous because of curves
coming from both directions and cars speeding but it is the only way to get to Marshall Park
from South Burlingame neighborhood.
This is a heavy traffic street. People use it to cut through to get to I5 and Barbour . Sidewalks
and curve needed as well as crosswalks on Taylor's ferry. There are also 2 schools on this
street. Very dangerous for kids walking to school.
Need crosswalks to get to marshal park
Many families cross at this point to go to school and other services. Many accidents happen
here.
Those taking Trimet routes 44 and 45 would benefit from having a marked crosswalk across
Capitol Hwy, particularly since it's difficult to cross during peak traffic

(No comment)
(No comment)

(No comment)
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This corner is a complete mess during high volume times (seemingly more frequently) it's
downright dangerous. There are tons of walkers about especially with the 4-T trailhead coming
out out of the ravine on Patton to the north. A roundabout probably would work best given the
SW PATTON RD AND SW weird angles that the 5 streets intersect with at the church and gas station but not sure there is
TALBOT RD
adequate a space.
Agree. This is a very dangerous intersection!
Agreed, but should be a sensitive light where if no traffic coming, it allows turns with blinking
yellow or straight ahead with green.
SW MONTGOMERY DR
I see folks running across this blind corner all the time because sidewalk ends. Someone is
AND SW VISTA AVE
going to get hit.
Totally agree. A way to cross over Vista ( at or near Montgomery Drive) to get to the side of
Vista with the sidewalk.
SW VISTA AVE AND SW
PEDESTRIAN TRL

100+kids cross here every day and commuters are not adequately warned. Child crossing
guards or parent volunteers should not be be responsible for traffic calming.
Much more attention needed here! Cars don't want to stop for anyone, especially if school is
not in session. Stopping for a pedestrian is seen as an option not a requirement
as a parent who has done crossing-guard duty, i can say this crossing needs a light! many cars
just keep whizzing by as you try to step into street with your little red flag... they do the same
when it is just children trying to cross.
suggest enhanced pedestrian markings and flashing pedestrian signal. At min need flags that
can remain on either side and carried across while crossing.

SW GEORGIAN PL AND
SW PATTON RD
Roundabout. Plenty of room.
+1 We need better markings here
traffic often backed-up. consider a roundabout to improve flow and pedestrian crossings.
Roundabout also serve as a focal piece for the neighborhood with art, etc..
SW OLD ORCHARD RD Lots of crossers on the weekends with activities in the park and limited parking forcing folks up
AND SW PATTON RD
side streets.
Yes please! Let's not overlook the basics before we delve into more involved projects.
This is a major crossing point for Hayhurst Elementary students and neighbor hood walkers.
SW 45TH AVE AND SW 45th has a blind hill to the north so some sort of flashing cue that pedestrians are crossing might
ILLINOIS ST
make sense.
30th is not at all well marked (the speed limit is 25 and posted only at the bottom of the hill
where it is missed and often occluded by vegetation) and the intersection at Bertha is not
perpendicular. There are many people walking this route to and from Hillsdale, Robert Gray,
SW 30TH AVE AND SW and Wilson High school. Luckily the Hayhurst bus stop was moved from this intersection as it
was too dangerous.
BERTHA BLVD

SW 7TH AVE AND SW
CALDEW DR

I don't think a light here is a good idea. It's not a big problem to walk down to the corner of
Barbur and Terwilliger and cross there. There's also a crossing at Chestnut farther up terwilliger.
A light here will mess with traffic flow and I'm not sure how it could be completely safe with the
turn lanes and vehicles exiting from parking lots. If you actually want to make things safer for
pedestrians, put a divider in the middle of terwilliger between the entrances to those parking lots
to keep cars from blindly turning left into the A-Boy and strip mall parking lots without looking for
pedestrians on the sidewalk.
I agree adding another light here is not going to help much. Better to have pedestrians cross at
1 or 2 other locations in this area instead of adding cross walks and lights every few hundred
feet. Crossings at Terwilliger and Chestnut should be enough.

The leading pedestrian signal is helpful, but it is still very stressful and dangerous crossing here
SW SUNSET BLVD AND with all the cars (especially left-turners) dying to get through the intersection and pressuring you
SW CAPITOL HWY
as you cross a very large distance in a short period of time.
SW STEPHENSON ST High priority! Red light needed. This is the neighborhood's only bus stop. Impossible for elderly,
AND SW BOONES FERRY children, vision, mobility and developmentally impaired persons to cross. Currently, only the
RD
quick and brave or foolish attempt crossing Boones Ferry to catch the bus at this intersection.
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SW 13TH CT AND SW
BOONES FERRY RD
(No comment)
SW CURRY ST AND SW
NAITO PKWY FRONTAGE It is very dangerous to cross SW Naito, yet it is the only way to get out of our neighborhood. We
RD
need a crossing signal with a red light and enforcement from red light cameras.
The Fulton community is an island as it is cut off from the neighborhoods to the East and West.
SW NEVADA ST AND SW Creating a connection across Barbur is really the only feasible way to break this isolation as
BARBUR BLVD
crossing the freeway is much more expensive.
SW ALICE ST AND SW Crossing Terwilliger to reach the bus stop here is very dangerous and often requires northbound
TERWILLIGER BLVD
cars to stop on this high speed Blvd.
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW LOBELIA ST
make it
SW 11TH AVE AND SW
SPRING GARDEN ST
(No comment)
SW BOONES FERRY RD
AND SW TERWILLIGER
BLVD
(No comment)

I've nearly been struck by cars here more than 20 times.
Drivers can't see pedestrians past the A-pillar of their cars.
Peds need a head start (5-10 seconds) to be out of the way of cars.
Also, would it kill the city engineers to shorten the time you wait for a crosswalk signal?!
You press the beg button to cross 43, the light crossing Nebraska does three full cycles of
SW MACADAM AVE AND "walk/don't walk" before the traffic light changes and you can safely cross to Willamette park.
SW NEBRASKA ST
Help us out, here!
5700 BLOCK SW
PENDLETON ST
This is a very dangerous blind corner for families and those visiting Dairy

SW CAMERON RD AND
SW SHATTUCK RD
SW HAMILTON ST AND
SW 54TH PL
SW HAMILTON ST AND
SW UNNAMED RD
SW LOWELL CT AND SW
LOWELL ST
SW LOWELL CT AND SW
LOWELL ST
SW 44TH AVE AND SW
PATTON RD
SW RAVENSVIEW DR
AND SW TALBOT PL
SW 42ND AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY

Many people need safe crossing to access West Hills covenant church since it has a Preschool
and Music Together Classes daily.
Cameron Road and SW Shattuck needs a walkway along the street. There should also be a
marked crosswalk at the intersection of Shattuck and Cameron.
There is a sidewalk on Shattuck to SW Cameron.
Hamilton is forgotten by the city. please change that.
Hamilton st. is disregarded by the city. please change that.
both sides of the north and south edges of Lowell need crosswalks. like vermont st at idaho
drive.
both sides of the north and south edges of Lowell need crosswalks. like vermont st at idaho
drive.
the westside of patton is forgotten. why?
too many limited crosswalks. a swale and curb bump would help with a design to help bicycle
riding.

Well-marked pedestrian crossing is needed here.
There is an existing crosswalk to access the Atlas School, but vehicles still prefer to speed
up/down the hill despite pedestrians waiting at the crosswalk. Improved visibility may be
needed.

SW 37TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW NEVADA ST AND SW
VIRGINIA AVE
Crosswalk marking on Nevada. And flashing on Virginia. For cutting thru traffic off of macadam
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Car cutting through neighborhood at high speeds and try to short cut up to Nevada speeding
and ignoring bikers on street!
Slow traffic down with marked crosswalk and strips or speed humps
Bus drop off on North side of road and nearest crosswalk half a mile away.
This is extremely overlooked! In order to walk from the bus stop on the North side of Barbur you
need to walk down the extremely dangerous SW Spring Garden Street (no sidewalks, cars
parked on both sides of the road, potholes etc...) and then you need to cross under Barbur and I5. A crosswalk here is critical as there is no other way to safely cross barbur without a major
detour.

SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW 9TH AVE
(No comment)
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW 9TH AVE
(No comment)
SW 17TH AVE AND SW
SPRING GARDEN ST

(No comment)

SW 35TH DR AND SW I5
FWY-35TH DR RAMP
(No comment)
1800 BLOCK SW
PRIMROSE ST

(No comment)

There is three way traffic intersection and had no crosswalk. There is a school on the corner
4100 BLOCK SW MOODY with lots of little kids every morning running across the street after parent drop off. Just a basic
AVE
cross walk will do, cars come off Bancroft quickly and hard to get someone to stop for you
At the end of SW 26th Place there is a curb cut with a corresponding curb cut across
Stephenson. The yellow paint on the Stephenson side is all but worn off. Many drivers on
Stephenson do not stop even though it is supposed to function as an unmarked crosswalk. I am
VERY concerned about safety. Many times people don't stop in the mornings to let students
cross, instead speed by. As it is a school zone drivers should already be observing the lower
speed limit but many don't.
Some drivers use the end of SW 26th Place to perform quick U-turns so that they don't have to
wait in the drop off line at school. The driving antics in the mornings at school at times are
unbelievable. In the interest of the safety of our school children I would think that it would be a
simple and quick fix to replace the paint that has worn off over time and mark a crosswalk as
SW 26TH PL AND SW
intended at that point on SW Stephenson Street. Thanks for your care and concern for our
STEPHENSON ST
community.
SW DAKOTA ST AND SW This is a very blind corner, and it would be very helpful if this was updated to an all way stop
37TH AVE
intersection.
SW IDAHO DR AND SW Flashing lights would very much help this intersection as cars drive very fast & do not always
VERMONT ST
stop or see people.
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW 62ND AVE
SW NAITO PKWY
FRONTAGE RD AND SW
GIBBS ST
SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW UNNAMED RD

as Portland has gotten busier, this is a real intersection. drivers are going to fast and I see
pedestrians trying to cross safely.

Natural route connecting to Corbett & Gibbs St Overpass

Access point to river path from Macadam.
This is a small thing, but there's a stairway here that ends in SW Broadway Drive. I cross here
SW BROADWAY DR AND to get to the Marquam Nature Park path on the other side, and it's a crossing with blind corners
SW PEDESTRIAN TRL and fast drivers.
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street striping and 'ped xing' signs at a minimum. it would also help if nearby bushes were
trimmed out of right-of-way.
Need crosswalk marking at tend of Marquam trail to staircase on N side of Broadway. Also
really need a sidewalk to connect from Sherwood Dr to Davenport. This is a frequently used
route for people in the neighborhood and those using different entry/exit points to/from the
Marquam trail system.
Agreed.
Cars drive too fast along through here, and there are not clear markings of pedestrians, bus
stops, and cars pulling into traffic on SW Cameron.
Need sidewalks and cross walks to make it a true safe route to school.
Dangerous due to lack of visibility. Crossing necessary to access Beaverton Hillsday HW,
including bus stop.
We need safe pedestrian crossing at this point. Hayhurst residents cross here to walk to the bus
stop on BHH and to the grocery store.
Often need to cross at 35th and Vermont. See others needing to cross here as well. Crosswalk
down the street at 34th rarely gets used.
This is a dangerous intersection - three roads merge into this corner and there is no safe
sidewalk, shoulder, or crosswalk for pedestrians or cyclists.

(No comment)

SW 25TH AVE AND SW
I work right here and I have seen at least 20 bikers get hit over the past 4 years. It is also
VERMONT ST
dangerous for pedestrians to cross over there.
SW NEVADA ST AND SW
12TH AVE
(No comment)
Walking along Vermont along the Hoot Owl triangle (near 30th), there is a bottleneck about 20"
wide. A minor misstep or car going out of lane would kill a pedestrian. I walk this daily and have
SW VERMONT ST AND often had close calls. This bottleneck could be widened for much less cost than realigning this
SW CAPITOL HWY
difficult intersection.
SW 55TH DR AND SW There is an access trail here to get to the Hayhurst neighborhood. It should be well marked and
UNNAMED RD
safe to cross the road
I agree that the access trail to Hayhurst neighborhood should be well marked and safer. Yikes.
This stretch of SW Vermont is currently a very scary place for a pedestrian to walk.
11000 BLOCK SW
BOONES FERRY RD
(No comment)
SW BEAVERTON
HILLSDALE HWY AND SW
This intersection has been upgraded but is still difficult to cross.
SHATTUCK RD
There is no safe place to cross Beaverton HIllsdale Highway between Dosch and 39th.
Although the route has heavy TriMet traffic and may pedestrians trying to cross as well as
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
several local Middle School and High School students using these streets to walk to and from
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE school. After dark the lighting is terrible and no designated crossings except at Dosch and 39th
HWY
Dr.
There are also apartment buildings on this road and without a stoplight or a clearly marked left
turn lane, it is dangerous to turn into the area at night, particularly on rainy nights when it's
difficult to see the lines on Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy already.
SW 14TH AVE AND SW
Lots of pedestrians with kids and dogs crossing to access the park a few blocks away. Speed is
SPRING GARDEN ST
25 but many cars go much faster.
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It is very hazardous to cross Patton road at dosch. I travel through the intersection many times a
day and often see children dashing across the street unsafely to either the school or the 51 bus
stop because they cannot accurately judge how quickly frustrated drivers will accelerate out of
the Humphrey-Patton intersection. Perhaps speed bumps
On west bound Patton between Humphrey and green leaf would help this safety concern. Cars
SW GREENLEAF DR AND really step on it sometimes once thy have been waiting for many minutes heading westbound on
SW PATTON RD
Patton.

7600 BLOCK SW 45TH
AVE

SW I5 FWY-BARBUR
BLVD RAMP AND SW
BERTHA BLVD-I5 FWY
RAMP

SW 26TH WAY AND SW
BARBUR CT
SW 26TH WAY AND SW
BARBUR CT
SW 26TH WAY AND SW
DOLPH CT
SW VERMONT ST AND
SW CAPITOL HWY

This would connect the path from the Presbyterian Church to the path in the woods at Gabriel
Park. At the very minimum a more visible sign placement to give drivers a heads up that there
are paths on each side of the road and pedestrians that cross there.
There is already a light here but the signal isn't coordinated correctly. Right now, it signals for
the pedestrian to cross at the same time the right hand turn lane has a green light. Drivers
turning right onto Bertha never check for pedestrians both because of the tall grass on the curb
at Barbur and Bertha, plus the fact that they have a separate green light which indicates it's safe
for them to turn. I've almost been hit a few times. Just keep that light red while pedestrians are
given the signal to cross.
Also, put a barrier in median so pedestrians actually walk to the crosswalks instead of crossing
the highway between them.
(No comment)
(No comment)
Blind corner due to curve in road - HAWK beacon needed.
For the love of god, just make this a standard 4-way intersection!! It'll be infinitely safer for
cyclists and pedestrians, and reduce auto crashes!
Agree!!
this crossing spot would benefit from curb extensions so southbound traffic on 35th can't blast
straight onto walking woods. Something like they did where capitol hwy meets sw vermont near
MJCC.

SW 35TH AVE AND SW
STEPHENSON ST
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE There are buses here and teenagers crossing. A pedestrian bridge should be a priority at this
HWY
location.
SW 17TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD
Bus stop, with curves nearby; hard to cross safely.
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW TERWILLIGER
PL

SW 53RD AVE AND SW
SHATTUCK RD

(No comment)

Crosswalk markings and signs alerting drivers.
A crosswalk where SW Trails #1 crosses Shattuck Rd is badly needed. This route is used by
many in the neighborhood to access the school, transit, and services (grocery and pharmacy).
This should be done in tandem with speed bumps to slow the fast moving traffic.
Agreed!!!
This is such a dangerous crossing with no visibility around the curve. Crosswalk and signage
needed. Also a very dangerous way for folks to walk along Shattuck. A walkway would greatly
improve safety along this narrow strip of Shattuck.
A crosswalk is desperately needed for pedestrian safety on this VERY busy stretch of road.
Additionally, there is a well respected Montessori preschool at this intersection with parents and
small children. My children attend, I live in the neighborhood and the school needs a SCHOOL
ZONE. Traffic is extremely fast on Shattuck. Please consider. Flashing lights would be an easy
and much needed addition. Thank you.
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This is where SW Trails #1 crosses SW 45th Ave, a crosswalk here would be very helpful to
enhance safety for folks using this trail.
I also support a crosswalk at SW 45th at SW trails #1

SW FLORIDA ST AND SW
CAPITOL HWY
I see a lot of people crossing into the neighborhood from the bus stop
A marked crosswalk here would be really helpful - I often cross at this point while going on
walks in the evenings and on weekends when there's not as much traffic, and even then, it's a
tough spot to cross.
SW NAITO PKWY AND Impt crossing path for cummuters trying to get from Barbur to the Southwest Waterfront
SW GIBBS ST
pedestrian bridge. High speed area, dangerous to cross currently.
SW 19TH AVE AND SW
Safe place to cross curvy road.
TAYLORS FERRY RD
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW MAPLECREST
DR
(No comment)
SW 8TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD
no one ever stops at this crosswalk, markings would at least make it clear they should be.
SW BARBUR BLVD AND
SW LANE ST
Transit stop and direct pedestrian route to OHSU. Multiple threats to both cars and people
Very needed. Also a more direct pedestrian path across the median
SW PATTON RD AND SW
SCHOLLS FERRY RD
SW RALEIGHWOOD LN
AND SW SCHOLLS
FERRY RD
6500 BLOCK SW SANTA
MONICA CT

why does the traffic light crosswalk here not have a crosswalk on the south side to go east and
west?

long overdue
make it

SW SCHOLLS FERRY RD
AND SW GABLE PKWY make it
SW HEWETT BLVD AND
SW HUMPHREY BLVD make it
SW HEWETT BLVD AND
SW PATTON RD
make it
SW 39TH DR AND SW
HAMILTON ST
make it
Please provide crosswalk markings. There is heavy pedestrian traffic and many children
navigating to/from Bridlemile school.
Crosswalk very much needed, thank you! I live in the neighborhood and have small children.
SW 43RD AVE AND SW
LEE ST
SW 50TH AVE AND SW
MITCHELL ST
SW CAMERON RD AND
SW 54TH AVE
SW PENDLETON ST AND
SW SHATTUCK RD
SW FAIRVALE CT AND
SW PENDLETON CT
SW 55TH DR AND SW
UNNAMED RD
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY

make it easier for walk
gravel trail here in bad shape
make it

make it
make it
make it

now and today
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2600 BLOCK SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY
want to get to bus stop, park, friends
SW 7TH AVE AND SW
CALDEW DR
now
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW CHESTNUT ST

now
This is a strange intersection that needs people to slow down. Lights would be helpful here.

SW 6TH AVE AND SW
TERWILLIGER BLVD

1000 BLOCK SW BERTHA
BLVD
1500 BLOCK SW HUME
ST
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW 3RD AVE
SW BOONES FERRY RD
AND SW LOBELIA ST
SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW IOWA ST
SW BEAVERTON
HILLSDALE HWY AND SW
30TH AVE
SW 32ND AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW BARBUR BLVD
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
BARBUR BLVD
SW 18TH AVE AND SW
BOONES FERRY RD
SW 19TH AVE AND SW
CLARA LN

now
Terwilliger needs speed enforcement, not flashing beacons.
Can this be marked as a school zone crossing? Or designate 1 or 2 of the other 'crossings' in
this area as the main place to cross. It would be better to have 1 safe place to cross than just
multiple cross-walks.
here
make the protected path on multnomah to have quick trips to safeway and friends on capitol hill
rd. protected from 25th to here. southside.
now

here
i use it as i enjoy the commute from the iowa trail under I-5.

what is the delay with this non-crosswalk project ?
i want this

(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
an ignored street is boones ferry

SW BOONES FERRY RD
AND BOONES FERRY RD it is dangerous to cross boones ferry.
SW CORONADO ST AND
SW BOONES FERRY RD

it is needed now more than ever
Yes cross walk is needed

We urgently need a pedestrian crossing signal at the blind corner were people cross Terwilliger
to ascend the long staircase up to the VA. I can't tell you how many times I have ran for my life
3000 BLOCK SW 4TH AVE as cars appear at high speed around the blind corner on both sides.
SW 46TH AVE AND SW
GARDEN HOME RD
SW BRIER PL AND SW
CUSTER ST

This is a very unsafe crosswalk and there is a preschool in the area as well as a church. A safe,
designated crosswalk would be a great safety enhancement to this community.
Traffic speeds down from Barbur and races up the hill from the right hand turning traffic.
marked crossing
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SW Front is used as a high speed conduit for commuters but crossing at continuation of SW
Montgomery is critical.
Any school kids who want to get to Hayhurst from east of SW 45th are crossing at Illinois.
There's a hill and it's dangerous. There's also a #1 bus stop on the west side that is used
extensively by HS students.
The entire intersection should be redesigned for 21st Century traffic and safety needs. Very
dangerous for pedestrians, bikers and motor vehicles alike. Might be a good candidate for a
traffic circle with a ramped bridge for a ped xing.

6600 BLOCK SW
HAMILTON ST

There needs to be a way to cross Scholls Ferry above BHH.
Even though there is a pedestrian crossing sign with a red light as a major arterial, it impedes
traffic especially during rush hour. With little parking in on the south side, the demands for
pedestrian crossing will continue to increase. For the efficiency of both pedestrian and
6300 BLOCK SW CAPITOL vehicular traffic a pedestrian bridge, albeit expensive, is really needed here. P.S. I only picked
HWY
the selection above because you don't offer "other."
Prioritize neighborhood and pedestrian traffic. Push commuter traffic to 26, where it belongs.
Reconsider light rail here despite short sighted neighborhood nimby association objections.
SW CAMPUS DR AND SW
TERWILLIGER BLVD
SW NAITO PKWY AND
SW GIBBS ST
SW KELLY AVE AND SW
KELLY AVE-ROSS ISLAND
BRG RAMP
4100 BLOCK SE
MCLOUGHLIN BLVD
SW SAM JACKSON PARK
RD AND SW MARQUAM
ST
4500 BLOCK SW
MARIGOLD ST

SW HOOD AVE AND SW
LANE ST

(No comment)
There should be a crosswalk at this intersection for those trying to walk up the hill from down at
the waterfront.
This might need a light. Walking from pedestrian bridge to trimet stop 4964 requires crossing
traffic that is approaching the Ross Island bridge.
Staff and patients at a health center near here frequently use an unmarked crosswalk here and
would benefit from the added safety of crosswalk markings. (crossing Division street at 40th
avenue)
This is a great way up to the OHSU campus through trails, but there's no crosswalk to get
across busy Sam Jackson.
I love going down to this park and would feel much safer if there was some kind of crossing
signage/lighting.
This is a very dangerous intersection to cross currently. The only sidewalk is on the East side
of SW Hood Ave., but cars travel 40mph down SW Hood Ave. with no markings of a crosswalk.
A Flashing Light Enhance Crossing would be the minimum improvement I'd recommend, but a
Crossing Signal would be best.

Stop grid lock evening rush hour by turning Kelly ave one way south bound for only one block
north of curry street. Two to three hours of cars idle at standstill dumps exhuast on our streets,
lowering air quality to where we cant be out side or have our windows open. Traffic cutting
through our neighborhood to circumvent back up for Ross Island eastbound. Two years now.
Intolerable. Can't walk on the side walk with my child or dog because of car exhaust.
This intersection across SW Natio Parkway needs a Flashing Crossing Light. It is a dangerous
SW BARBUR BLVD AND intersection and I've seen several car accidents as cars stop to allow pedestrians cross, and the
SW LANE ST
cars behind don't stop in time.
The corner of sw market st dr and vista is a common crossing spot for folks as the crosswalk
SW MARKET STREET DR ends on the bridge to go up the hill you have to cross vista. It is very busy and cars speed both
AND SW VISTA AVE
up and down the bridge
Just up from this intersections long with cross street markings? , there is a dirt path adjacent to
a newly constructed modern home. Could this path be restored/ improved with stairs or better
graded path? Also would be helpful to have cross-street markings.
SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW VISTA AVE

To cross from vista over Montgomery and back onto vista is very dangerous as cars are going 4
ways. Kids cannot walk to Ainsworth from below this point as the crossing is treacherous.
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SW JACKSON ST AND
SW VISTA AVE

To cross anywhere on vista you must walk up to the school on elm. It's too far
i agree.
SW SAM JACKSON PARK I walk across Sam Jackson every night to catch the bus across the street and I have close calls
RD AND SW PAVILION with cars heading down at least once a month. The lighting is very minimal for cars coming from
LOOP
the underpass to see pedestrians on the crosswalk
This crossing is so dangerous: there is a cross walk, but people coming from the mosques often
SW ALFRED ST AND SW are in all black, and at night it is impossible to see them. A flashing light to indicate that
CAPITOL HWY
someone is in the cross walk would be helpful.
A flashing light at this crossing would be so helpful. Even during the day, drivers don't seem to
see pedestrians and don't stop as often as they should.
Concur with commenter. There needs to be flashing lights with walkers able to stop traffic to
cross. Otherwise, very dangerous as is...I'm surprised someone hasn't been seriously injured or
killed at this crosswalk!
SW 53RD AVE AND SW
CAPITOL HWY
(No comment)
SW POMONA ST AND SW 3 way intersection, busy and one direction of cars doesn't even stop, no sidewalks or safe place
53RD AVE
to even jump out of the way
Agree with previous comment; there is no safe way to walk through this intersection
SW BARBUR BLVD
X marking from SW Brier to former Fulton Community Center.
FRONTAGE RD AND SW
School zone speed signage from Barbur to Brier Pl. and speed zone on SW Custer to Brier
2ND AVE
A signal with pedestrian crossing would make this intersection much safer for cars and people.
A safe crossing here along with pedestrian and bicycle improvements on SW Hamilton St would
6500 BLOCK SW SANTA make a fantastic connection between the neighborhoods on either side of Scholls Ferry Rd. It
MONICA CT
would also help enable TriMet's plan to add bus service to SW Schools Ferry.
Only a matter of time before something tragic happens at this intersection. In dire need of a
traffic signal and crosswalk. COP needs to work with Wash. Co. to make this happen.
I want to 2nd this motion! We walk across this corner often and it is scary. Also if we had a
walking path on Hamilton, my kids could walk/bike to school.
SW 44TH AVE AND SW
47TH DR
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
47TH DR
SW HAMILTON ST AND
SW 53RD AVE
SW LABER RD AND SW
SCHOLLS FERRY RD
SW SCHOLLS FERRY RD
AND SW THOMAS ST
SW 55TH DR AND SW
PATTON RD
SW 55TH AVE AND SW
PATTON RD
SW PATTON RD AND SW
HILLSIDE DR
SW FAIRMOUNT BLVD
AND SW TALBOT RD
SW WINDSOR CT AND
SW 58TH DR

(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)

A forgotten part of government planning

(No comment)
soon
(No comment)
(No comment)
the entire intersection has too much asphalt. make it narrow.
why does this SWIM map not show the trail here? the official map online shows it.
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(No comment)

SW TERWILLIGER BLVD Pedestrian improvements were made here a few years ago, but the Terwilliger crosswalk is in
AND SW CHESTNUT ST an awkward location and many pedestrians don't use it.
This crossing is super-dangerous for pedestrians, with the enormous crossing distance and the
SW CAPITOL HWY AND I5 cars/trucks who are way out in the intersection when their light is turning red and racing to get
FWY NB
out of the way of other cars and trucks whose light has turned green.
Yes, please make this intersection more people friendly so people can actually cross at the
"Crossroads."
Where Patton Rd meets Patton court we need a yield light for pedestrians and vehicles leaving
Patton Court.
The Bus Stop DIRECTLY across the street is unsafe to cross to with traffic at varying speeds
coming around blind corners at all times. (the popularity of Patton road as a short cut has made
2700 BLOCK SW OLD
it even more difficult to cross as a pedestrian)
ORCHARD RD
It is unsafe for people walking and vehicles.
Need traffic calming measures along SW Patton between Humphrey and vista, especially near
Portland heights park
It is not safe for pedestrians or vehicles leaving Patton Court at this intersection.
There is a TriMet stop directly across the street that is during busy times unsafe to cross to with
no crosswalks or signs for vehicles to yield to persons.
Patton Roads popularity as a short cut for non residents has vehicles turning these corners at
unsafe speeds.
SW PATTON CT AND SW A simple blinking yield light would make it more safe for students and residents who use this
PATTON RD
bus stop DAILY.
1900 BLOCK SW
There are so many cars here moving fast and looking for their opportunity to turn left that they
CAROLINA ST
might not notice a pedestrian crossing from the rt or the left.
SW BERTHA BLVD AND
SW CAPITOL HWY
(No comment)
SW BEAVERTON
HILLSDALE HWY AND SW It's awkward here - pedestrians are basically standing in the middle of the busy road waiting to
BERTHA CT
cross with no raised curb for protection, and no real official way to cross.
SW BOUNDARY ST AND
SW MARTHA ST
Shattuck sidewalk ends here and there is a blind curve for cars, very dangerous place to cross

SW 25TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
7500 BLOCK SW 45TH
AVE

A timed signal that harmonizes with the one by MJCC is necessary here. Lots of pedestrian
families and bicyclists, lots of frustrated drivers who aren't careful. Having regular ped crossing
regardless of button also necessary for Saturday traffic given the demographics
Would connect trails in Gabriel park to the church which has paths that the neighborhood uses.
Would make walking access to Maplewood Elementary much safer.

SW 52ND AVE AND SW
PEDESTRIAN TRL
For school accessibility to the sidewalk ramp (which is usually blocked by a parked car).
SW CUSTER ST AND SW
MAPLEWOOD RD
Card don't always stop at this sign and it is scary to cross as a pedestrian.
To supplement the sidewalks planned for this road, there should be a crosswalk where Trail #3
intersects Capital Hill Road. A lot of people take Trail #3 to and from the frisbee golf course at
SW CAPITOL HILL RD
PDX church, and having a marked crosswalk would help cars remember to slow down and look
AND SW NEVADA CT
for pedestrians.
While there's a stop sign and stop line for vehicles coming down Capitol Hill Road, there's not a
crosswalk and cars often pull up far enough that it's not safe to cross in front of them like is
normally done at crosswalks. Since a lot of people cross the end of Capitol Hill Road while
SW BERTHA BLVD AND
walking along Bertha to/from Freddy's, worship services, and the Hillsdale businesses, a
SW CAPITOL HILL RD
crosswalk would help designate a safe walking area.
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Prohibit left turns to/from Bertha at Capitol Hill Rd. The southbound right turn lane may or may
not help calm the crosswalk -- feeling like an offramp vs drivers feeling rushed to turn off of
Bertha (a protected bike lane there would have a traffic calming effect.)
SW BARBUR BLVD AND
SW GIBBS ST
SW NAITO PKWY AND
SW NAITO PKWY-NAITO
PKWY FRONTAGE RD
RAMP
SW ZOO RD-SUNSET
HWY RAMP AND SW
SUNSET HWY-ZOO RD
RAMP
6200 BLOCK SW
BURLINGAME AVE
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST

SW 7TH AVE AND SW
CALDEW DR

It's important to connect the OHSU area to the South Waterfront using the existing pedestrian
bridge that crosses over I-5.

It's important to connect the OHSU area to the South Waterfront using the existing pedestrian
bridge that crosses over I-5.

This crossing would allow the Southwest Hills neighborhood and others to access the Zoo light
rail line easily. Currently there is a muddy trail.
Safe route to school and Urban trail 3 crossing to enter Wilson HS parking lot and trail along
north boundary
This is a difficult crossing due to poor visibility of cars driving south on 45th.
This crossing is used by school children heading to Hayhurst and by the neighbors heading to
Gabriel Park. Cars are moving quickly through this area because there are no stops between
Vermont and Cameron. The hill also makes visibility difficult and there is no sidewalk on one
side so pedestrians coming from Illinois must cross.
(No comment)

SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW CHESTNUT ST marked crosswalk
SW NEBRASKA ST AND
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
SW BOUNDARY ST AND
SW SUNSET BLVD
SW MARTHA ST AND SW
SUNSET BLVD
1900 BLOCK SW MARTHA
ST
SW BARBUR BLVD AND
SW CAPITOL HWY

(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)

see ODOT safety plan full stop all lanes ties in with plans for Red Electric.

Just seconding the previous comment. I would really, really like a crosswalk marking here! I live
on Bertha and take Trail 3 to Multnomah Village all the time. I would feel a little safer if there
was a crosswalk here, as Capitol Hill Rd is really dangerous for pedestrians.
This is a good place to cross to walk towards Gabriel Park and Community Center. There is
currently no crosswalk
Exiting the bus on the north side requires either running across barbur blvd or a terrifying walk
SW BARBUR CT AND SW down SW Spring Garden to cross under I-5 and Barbur in order to acess Markham / Marshall
BARBUR BLVD
Park. Both are currently super dangerous.
SW 19TH AVE AND SW
CAPITOL HILL RD
(No comment)
SW CAPITOL HILL RD
AND SW NEVADA CT
SW FLORIDA ST AND SW
CAPITOL HWY

SW 13TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW BARBUR BLVD AND
SW SLAVIN RD

key crossing for school and for trails 3 and 6 the Hillsdale to Lake Oswego Regional Pedestrian
Trail.

see red Electric discussion, this is needed now.
i agree
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SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST

SW 60TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST
SW 25TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW 24TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW 46TH AVE AND SW
45TH DR

SW 1ST AVE AND SW
GROVER ST

SW 35TH AVE AND SW
POMONA ST
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Difficult to see traffic coming due to the hill. High traffic area for school children and residents.
Flashing light is needed further up (perhaps in addition) drivers fly down and can't see the
pedestrians. Would want that light to be able to be activated so drivers don't learn to ignore it.
This is a very difficult corner to cross due to the 3 roads converging. Cars are always traveling
quickly and there is a blind corner from Illinois to Shattuck.
Very dangerous crossing area with cars coming from many directions.
(No comment)
To cross from the neighborhood to the trailhead at Woods Memorial Park, it's currently very
treacherous with the cars speeding down the hill.
Right where the road splits is risky when you don't know which side cars are headed at the split
and I'm trying to cross to walk the tunnel under the bridge to work. I often see kids waiting
around the same area, unsure of when to cross. I think a cross walk would really help.
This is such a dangerous place to cross the street and so close to a school. A designated
pedestrian is critically needed and cars heading south on first need to be slowed. Perhaps a
stop sign on the NW corner of SW 1st at Grover would help to slow southbound traffic.
Improve the visibility of the crossing and enforce the stop sigh for drivers on Pomona
approaching 35th.

Due to the hill and high speeds, drivers have limited visibility of the crosswalk. At night,
especially with rain, it's nearly impossible for drivers to see pedestrians in the crosswalk
especially with approaching headlights. Also, cars have difficulty turning onto Capitol Hwy and
aren't watching for pedestrians in the crosswalk. **There are two people (twins) who use
SW ALFRED ST AND SW mobility chairs and use this crosswalk. This is a 4-lane highway and generally, a driver will go
CAPITOL HWY
around when one car is stopped for a pedestrian. It's quite heart-stopping to watch.
SW BURLINGAME TER
AND SW BURLINGAME
only way to access George Himes Park from Wilson High - and it's on a corner and a hill with no
sidewalks on the west side. Crazy unsafe.
AVE
First, drivers ignore the 'no turn on red' sign. I frequently use this crosswalk. Drivers are eager
to turn from Capitol Hwy onto Huber to access the i-5 ramp and often aren't watching the
crosswalk. Can you fix the left turn from Capitol Hwy south onto eastbound Huber - especially
SW HUBER ST AND SW
dangerous because drivers are only looking at oncoming traffic before gunning the left turn. It's
CAPITOL HWY
terrifying. Try it, a few times.
This intersection is especially worrisome to me because there are a number of High School
students (my daughter included) that use the bus stop in front of Black Rock to get to school in
the mornings.
6600 BLOCK SW
HAMILTON ST
SW RALEIGHWOOD LN
AND SW SCHOLLS
FERRY RD
SW 26TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD

SW 53RD AVE AND SW
SHATTUCK RD
SW HAMILTON ST AND
SW SHATTUCK RD

(No comment)

(No comment)
(No comment)
There is a SW trails walking path right at this point. It is right by a montessori school and it is a
walking path to MANY Bridlemile families. People speed along Shattuck every day and it is not
safe to cross here... but it easily could be! It is also not safe to cross at shattuck and hamilton
because shattuck and hamilton are so unsafe to walk along. A crosswalk would be so helpful at
53rd and shattuck!
This intersection needs clear crosswalks and increased visibility. Two of the four stops at the
intersection are blind, which is very dangerous.
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SW 19TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD
SW BARBUR BLVD AND
SW LANE ST

SW 45TH AVE AND SW
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Now that there is a sidewalk along the new street and SW Trail #6 directs pedestrians this way
to access Marshall Park & Tryon Creek (post Boones Ferry culvert replacement) you will see A
LOT more pedestrians using this route that is already quite popular. With ROW vegetation
trimming compliance from abutting neighbors a cross walk is MUCH needed here. Thanks!
Please reduce the speeds and make the crossing safer for peds and less confident people on
bikes.
This is a key access point to Bridlemile for young kids. Cars traveling west on SW Hamilton
crest a hill right before this and are often going too fast. A flashing light here would help. There
are no crossing guards from the school here, but many kids use this as access to the school including parents that drop their kids off at SW 45th and Hamilton. Increased safety at this
intersection would be very helpful and help avoid what seem to be the inevitable.
A sidewalk or at least space to walk along Hamilton would improve safety dramatically.
Many kids use this as access to the school. Need sidewalks. At the moment 45/Hamilton is a
very dangerous walk. School allows kids over 3rd grade to walk alone, but we always walk ours
to school because of lack of sidewalk and treacherous intersection.

SW VERMONT ST AND
SW CAPITOL HWY
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
CALIFORNIA ST
SW 65TH AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY

Hoot Owl Corner has a traffic signal but lacks adequate crosswalk markings at the bottom of the
slip lane.
The intersection of SW California at SW 45th needs a crosswalk to provide a safer crossing
from Gabriel Park to the new sidewalks to St. Luke's.

Yes! Crosswalk Needed
Anyone (including myself) getting on or off from the north-bound bus line 38 stop here and
needing to walk along Arnold (itself an unsafe road) must cross Boones Ferry Road here. At
this location, Boones Ferrey is at a low point in both directions and the road bends around a
corner nearby; this contributes to poor visibility for pedestrians and cars, which is especially
SW ARNOLD ST AND SW dangerous given that cars are frequently traveling more than five miles over the speed limit at
BOONES FERRY RD
this interesection.
SW DAVENPORT ST AND traffic calming needed to slow traffic on davenport. City study showed avg and top speed much
SW 16TH AVE
greater than posted speed (recall top speed was nearly 50mph).
speed bumps?
SW DAVENPORT CT AND
SW DAVENPORT ST
enhance waiting area for school kids for greater visibility and safety.
SW MONTGOMERY DR
other - need traffic calming measures along montgomery from patton to vista. Especially during
AND SW ELM ST
school drop-off/pick-up used as cut over from vista.
agreed
SW PATTON RD AND SW
TALBOT RD
traffic often backed-up. consider a roundabout to improve flow and pedestrian crossing.
SW GREENLEAF DR AND traffic often backed-up from dosch to patton. consider a roundabout to improve flow and
SW PATTON RD
pedestrian crossing.
poor ability to cross currently.
traffic often backed-up. Especially confusing for eastbound traffic whether westbound traffic
going straight or turning onto greenway ave. consider a roundabout to improve flow and
SW AUDREY LN AND SW pedestrian crossing. would eliminate cars going westbound that are turning (usually don't signal)
from cutting across traffic at stop sign.
PATTON RD
SW GRANT ST AND SW
difficult to cross to reach stairs
BROADWAY DR
SW DOSCH RD AND SW
DOSCHDALE DR
(No comment)
SW 5TH AVE-I405 FWY
RAMP AND SW 4TH AVE

(No comment)
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SW 50TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
4500 BLOCK SW
MARIGOLD ST
SW FAIRVALE CT AND
SW PENDLETON CT
SW 60TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
UNNAMED RD
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It would be great to allow kids to walk to school but Vermont is not safe for them to cross.
a basic pedestrian crossing sign up on either side of hill, along with a well-marked crosswalk
would be great!
We need to protect the safety of people crossing Shattuck on the Red Electric Trail.
This is crossing of the Vermont Street Greenway. Pedestrians and bikes need to cross safely.
SW Illinois Street intersection with 45th. Needs a light for bikes and peds to cross and use
Greenway.
As a resident who drives this route daily, we need enhanced lighting to alerts drivers when
someone is crossing or would like to cross. With the school on one side of the street, and the
daily walkers, lights would be amazing. Thanks for listening! :)

SW BURLINGAME AVE
AND SW BURLINGAME PL (No comment)
SW BURLINGAME AVE
AND SW BURLINGAME PL (No comment)
4700 BLOCK SW
SHATTUCK RD
SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW PATTON RD
SW AUDREY LN AND SW
PATTON RD
SW SPRING ST AND SW
VISTA AVE

SW 49TH AVE AND SW
VACUNA ST
10600 BLOCK SW
CAPITOL HWY
SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW VISTA AVE

I would like to be able to walk to beaverton hillsdale from Hamilton so I could cross Scholls
Ferry and Beaverton Hillsdale.
this crossing needs a greenway diverter to prevent cut-thru car and motorcycle traffic going
north
this crossing needs a greenway diverter to prevent cut-thru car and motorcycle traffic going
north
the notices to not cross here at Vista need to be removed.
regardless of signs to not cross people cross here rather than go down to light and should be
safer
Drivers commuting to and from Lake Oswego take the hill between 45 and 55mph. Kids are
taking their lives in their hands trying to cross the street to catch the bus.
There needs to be a crossing at the Markham library/Holly Farm park. Parents and children
have trouble safely crossing the street due to speeding drivers heading up the hill to Lake
Oswego.
for crossing vista across montgomery. Also need safe crossing from bus stop on opposite
(west) side of vista across to (east) side with sidewalk.

SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW 62ND AVE
62nd and Taylor's Ferry is a nightmare to cross. People have died here.
Speeding cars never stop for peds. Impatient drivers do not obey pedestrian laws and turn
within a few feet of peds with infants in strollers. Speeding cars on Taylor's Ferry cause drivers
entering from 62nd to make unsafe decisions for fear of never being able to proceed through
intersection. Traffic needs to be called. Traffic visibility is limited due to hill.
SW 55TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
PENDLETON ST
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST
6500 BLOCK SW SANTA
MONICA CT
SW 50TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST

Crossing Taylor's Ferry to access Dickinson Park is unnerving. Traffic is often traveling at
highway speeds and pedestrians are ignored.
(No comment)

For kids, cars really should stop here and allow time to cross
(No comment)
The driveways at the Montessori school should be switched (in/out) before the sidewalks are
added. As is currently, vehicles turning in tie up traffic at the intersection which makes for
unsafe ped crossing and limited visibility.
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SW BOUNDARY ST AND
SW MARTHA ST
Dangerous crossing due to hill and curve. Limited visibility.
no crosswalk marking and crossing confusing. many cars come over hill with limited visibility to
SW HAWTHORNE TER pedestrians. sidewalk on SW corner of intersection is too steep and not safe (was redone
AND SW 16TH AVE
seemingly incorrectly and not to code by city a few years back)
traffic speeds often thru straight stretch on davenport and down 16th via cut over traffic. Need
traffic calming and speed bumps along SW davenport between broadway and 16th, between
SW DAVENPORT ST AND 16th and stanhope ct and to slow traffic coming over hill approaching intersection of hawthorne
SW 16TH AVE
ter and 16th (difficult to see pedestrians crossing to sw hawthorne ter or sw davenport)
SW MARIGOLD ST AND
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
SW IDAHO DR AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW 50TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
PENDLETON ST
SW 48TH AVE AND SW
CAMERON RD
SW CAMERON RD AND
SW 54TH AVE
4500 BLOCK SW
MARIGOLD ST

Possibly with speed bumps on either side.
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
Please add a crosswalk here. Cars travel very fast, and many young people and older people
use this everyday to walk along Marigold trail. Many of us use this daily. Thank you

SW 41ST AVE AND SW
CAPITOL HWY
Very dangerous due to blind corners, high vehicle speeds and overgrown vegetation
7200 BLOCK SW GARDEN
HOME RD
(No comment)
SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW 69TH AVE
3000 BLOCK SW FLOWER
TER
3900 BLOCK SW
CONDOR AVE
7200 BLOCK SW GARDEN
HOME RD

(No comment)
To provide access to bus stop for people living around 33rd place and for future access to Red
Electric Trail.
Cars often do not stop at this intersection although there is a stop sign, making it dangerous for
pedestrians and motorists
This existing crosswalk needs to be upgraded and improved with a flashing light.

SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW 69TH AVE
This intersection needs a full traffic signal; or a round-a-bout with marked crosswalks.
SW 35TH AVE AND SW SW Vermont at SW 35th needs and improved crossing to support access to the transit stop VERMONT ST
line 45.
The intersection of Capitol Hwy and Garden Home Road needs an enhanced crossing, with a
SW CAPITOL HWY AND
flashing light, to allow safer access to the walkway on the east side of the viaduct over Mult.
SW GARDEN HOME RD
Blvd.
SW DICKINSON ST AND Capitol Hwy at Dickenson needs an enhanced crossing to provide safer access to the library
SW CAPITOL HWY
and Holly Farm Park.
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
FALCON ST
Other traffic calming like speed bumps and/or community art in traffic triangle.

SW VIEW POINT TER
AND SW BARBUR BLVD

There current marked sidewalk is unsafe due to volume of traffic and speeds at which cars are
traveling. This crossing and crossing on Barbur need advanced warning system. As a motorist I
have narrowly missed being rear ended stopping for cyclists and peds
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4500 BLOCK SW
MARIGOLD ST

SW 8TH AVE AND SW
CHESTNUT ST
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
ARNOLD ST
SW 27TH AVE AND SW
STEPHENSON ST
SW CORONADO ST AND
SW BOONES FERRY RD
SW STEPHENSON ST
AND SW BOONES FERRY
RD
SW 19TH AVE AND SW
CLARA LN
SW ARNOLD ST AND SW
LANCASTER RD
SW 41ST AVE AND SW
CAPITOL HWY
SW 18TH PL AND SW
COLLINS CT
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(No comment)
This doesn't need to be a marked crosswalk, but something needs to be done to keep drivers
from cutting too close to the retaining wall through the curve. There is no sidewalk on the
southwest corner here and no visibility around the wall. There is a painted buffer which is
constantly driven through. Kids trying to cross have to lean forward to peek around the corner.
(No comment)
(No comment)

(No comment)

(No comment)
(No comment)
Make it a 4 way stop. This would also calm traffic which is needed on Arnold.
(No comment)
A proper marked crossing for walkers connecting to Marshall Park to Collins Ct that leads to the
Foley Balmer Natural Area path. Visible speed limit signs on 18th Pl would also help.

SW 35TH AVE AND SW
TROY ST

Improved traffic control, drivers don't see people across Troy St. or 35th Ave.
This intersection needs a flashing light to deal with the multiple threat of northbound vehicles in
the center lane failing to yield to bikes and peds crossing from east to west. Also, engineering
SW BARBUR BLVD AND design changes are needed to prevent southbound vehicles on Barbur Blvd making illegal U SW LANE ST
Turns on to northbound Naito Parkway.

SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW BARBUR BLVD
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW MAPLECREST
DR

The crosswalk at the top of the Multnomah Blvd slip lane needs enhancement to slow down
vehicles exiting Barbur at full speed. Also design changes are needed to prevent northbound
vehicles on Barbur Blvd making illegal U - Turns on to the westbound Multnomah slip lane.

(No comment)
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Comments
I think the flashing lights plus biker awareness that they must make sure they can safely use the lane ie
no car blindly speeding toward them in the right lane(or else get up onto the sidewalk). I commute on this
route many days a week and have found most cars will move over if they see you there , otherwise I can
wait for a clearing and wave my arm for visibility. Would be great to have the flashing lights reliably work
or get replaced sooner when they dont work
Riding on the bridges in the vehicle lane with cars zooming by is pretty terrifying. I think this is one of the
main areas that deters more cyclists from using Barbur to travel to/from downtown.
Lack of bike lanes on the Barbur bridges is the major barrier to bike access between downtown and SW
Portland. Please do whatever you can do get ODOT to remedy the drastically unsafe design that the
insist upon.
Again, we need to fill this gap. This is very dangerous and we need a relatively flat route to making
bicycling to downtown more accessible to SW. Our only other alternatives are Terwilliger or up/down the
cemetery.
We have enough room for protected bikeways on the bridges if we eliminate one southbound lane (as
recommended by the RSA) without any additional pavement width. This stretch is constrained by signals
at both ends, so the extra lanes are ineffective through the woods.
Northbound on First Ave: the two motor vehicle lanes are unnecessary for the volume of traffic. Convert
one lane to a buffered bike lane for better safety and connectivity.
i thought the sw corridor transit will make new bridges here..
Lack of bike lanes on the Barbur bridges is the major barrier to bike access between downtown and SW
Portland. Please do whatever you can do get ODOT to remedy the drastically unsafe design that the
insist upon.
Traffic on Barbur is higher speed. Autos routinely exceed the posted speed limits by 15-20 mph - freeway
speeds are not uncommon, making biking suicidal. Separate lanes are a must.
Separated would be best, but any bike lanes would be good. This is extremely dangerous - and we need
this relatively flat route to make bicycling to the city more accessible to most of the SW.

PBP.8010
PBP.WC
TSP.90001
TSP.90008.1
TSP.90011
TSP.90012
TSP.90013
TSP.90029

TSP.90031.2

The bridge sidewalk is too narrow, but that's where ODOT currently directs bikes here. Perhaps if it were
widened and had a guardrail/barriers to keep people on bikes safe from passing traffic.
(No comment)
most of these roads are too narrow for one traffic and one parked lane, let alone an added bike lane,
painted to otherwise! sharrows would be fine, however.
many cars parked on bike lanes around sw. paint will not stop it. separated for uphill.
(No comment)
However, the road would likely need to be widened in order to do so. This is a very steep, curving area
with lots of blind spots. It's not the best road for walkers or cyclists.
it needs a 7 foot shared sidewalk to go "uphill" on the east side.
There are two major hazards to cyclists if a bike lane is added to Arnold:
Buffered bike lane going east and separated bike lane going west.
current bike lanes, particularly E of Terwilliger too narrow.
SW Portland has FEW arteries for bike traffic to get into Portland. Barber is a joke - especially those
super narrow bridges where bikes get to share the road with highway traffic.
Cars park in the current bike lanes and debris is always in the bike lanes (maintenance is an issue). The
difference in speed on the uphill portion is pretty large and the blind curves combined with adding an auto
lane creates an environment where cars like to accelerate quickly. Also buses quite frequently park just
west of the intersection of Terwilleger and Capitol Hwy when they are ahead of schedule creating conflict
with bikes trying to go uphill which is extremely dangerous as the cyclists then have to enter traffic to
pass. On the downhill portion bikes can keep up with traffic but weaving them in and out of traffic with the
road design is creating conflict where none should exist.
Only need bike lane on uphill direction.
sharing an uphill sidewalk. SW has precious little bike routes. please make an uphill sidewalk.
make shared sidewalk for uphill travel
most churches & schools are on east part.
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Uphill bike lane needs to have at least intermittent barriers to act as traffic-calming such as on curves
and blind corners. Downhill sharrows would be fine if car speeds were kept below 20mph.
Based on the nature of the blind curves on this road, some form of separation, at least on sections, are
important. There are currently no forms of bike lane in this road, an incredibly unsafe prospect. Any
seperation for a bike lane is essential. The entire ash creek neighborhood is isolated by garden home not
being bicycle accessible.
A mix of lanes, Painted lanes on the straight bits and separated lanes around the curves near 50th

TSP.90034.1

TSP.90038

TSP.90043

TSP.90047
TSP.90049.3
TSP.90050

TSP.90052

TSP.90054.1
TSP.90055

TSP.90059.1

This project would be best served by following the advice of Bridlemile Neighborhood Association and
adding wide shoulders that can be used for both cyclists and pedestrians. The cost of building out
sidewalks and bike lanes would prevent a safe alternative from being constructed in our lifetimes. Also
focus first near the school so kids are able to safely walk to and from Bridlemile Elementary.
Bike lanes and no shared bike/ped lanes
I am a bike commuter and very much support painted bike lanes on a Shattuck for not only adult bike
commuters, but also children that ride their bikes to Bridlemile school and Hamilton Park. Thank you, I
live in the neighborhood.
sharing a new sidewalk on the south side
No shared bike/ped lanes
Probably the easiest improvement to this road would be maintaining the pavement.
Lancaster is a great way to get around. Not much traffic either. Would be great to have a shoulder or
even bike lanes.
The further up (south) I go the more respectful the cars seem to other modes, perhaps it's just less
traffic? Slower traffic (20 enforced) in place of separate lanes could be a compromise?
I'm in favor of all manner of road diets for SW Macadam. It's a great example of an "orphaned highway"
in an urban area. Nowhere near as deadly as SE Powell, but still unpleasant to live near.
The road needs to be widened, considerably, to make room for bike lanes.
uphill and sharing a new sidewalk
Need room to ride uphill at slow speed here.
The need is uphill only. Bikes descend at speed
Going downhill bike lanes might not be necessary as you can go the speed of traffic, however uphill the
difference in speed is large and having painted (or buffered, which is just extra paint) bike lanes still
exposes cyclists to added safety risks and cars tend to park in bike lanes so that could become a
problem without proper separation.
make a bike and walk occupied sidewalk.
The short section between 13th and Fairmount is a critical bike and ped need. A new bike and ped
roadway should be cut through city land parallel and to the South, or the street should be widened to
create a shared ped and bike climbing lane on the North side of the street along with prohibiting vehicle
parking.
please create walking and cycling access on this road, many people use it outside of cars.
need uphill climbing lane and enhanced shoulder for downhill.
Please consider using Terwilliger & Lobelia as the access point to Terwilliger. The grade and speed of
traffic at Terwilliger & Primrose make it a really dangerous intersection.
We need a paved path connecting the River View entrance at the Sellwood Bridge to Palatine Hill Road
and/or Lewis & Clark College. A path similar to the one along Terwilliger near Tryon Creek would create
a safe alternative to the private road through the cemetery... which could be closed at any time by the
cemetery owners.
What is needed is a climbing lane in the west bound lane from the park to Humphrey.
Painted should be fine, as long as there are also sidewalks.
There is a lot of elevation change on this route plus it is the only way to and from the Alpenrose
Velodrome which is a massive draw for cyclists. This should be one of the highest priorities given the
propensity for people to speed, the number of cyclists (even strong and fearless) and dangerous current
conditions.
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The pin location on this map is too far East. That aside, the crossing of SW Spring Garden is a major
issue with limited sightlines, speeding traffic and a good amount of pedestrian needs for safe crossing
including access to schools (Capitol Hill & St. Clare), transit and parks (Burlingame Park)
This would be great connection to have to Taylors Ferry (as long as the bike lanes on Taylors Ferry are
separated lanes). It would make the route from the river to Barbur safe and, therefore, usable. Anything
less than separated bike lanes is unacceptable.
Proximity to the freeway means everyone drives too fast here. They need to be fenced in, and narrow
the lanes with barriers or bollards at crosswalks by the school.
Connect the bike lanes so it is contiguous.
Painted bike lanes and no shared bike/ped lanes.
This is a dangerous road to take. If it was safer it would be used more frequently
Riding on Taylors Ferry is a great way to get around but it has no shoulder. Bikers must use the car lane
and there are a few who will NOT share the road. Curves add to the visibility challenge for all.

TSP.90067.1

TSP.90072

TSP.90089
TSP.90008.2
TSP.90054.2

TSP.90067.2

TSP.90100
TSP.90059.3
TSP.90008.4

I ride this route a lot and cars pass too close and drive aggressively if they cannot pass immediately.
Eastbound bike lane is helpful but we need the westbound connection from Dosch to 36th.
I don't know what a separated bike lane is but it would be good to connect the bike lane here.
Please add a 3' strip of pavement on the west bound lane for bike traffic and stripe accordingly.
Sharrows or green painted lane at 30th st and vermont headed west merge across right turn lane onto
30th
Important connection for elementary school children on bikes.
Prioritize bike lanes going northbound (uphill) as the downhill direction is less of a death trap
Most of Lesser road and 62nd lacks street lights. construct the separated bike lanes.
Jersey barriers and perhaps a sound wall please to protect people biking from the noise/fumes/wind of
cars.
Let's be real, this street needs to be widened first. But this is an important connection that should be
taken care soon.
Too many turns for regular bike lanes to do any good.
sharing a sidewalk when it goes uphill. "taking the lane" when it is downhill on a bike. construction now.
No shared bike/ped lanes
i prefer riding patton versus barbur. make it soon for the one east-trek bike direction. just a shared
sidewalk.
I never ride on Patton now because it is a sure death trap. But adding bike lanes would provide so many
new ways to get around. Also, I have a friend who lives off of Patton who wants to ride more but she is
stuck because she has no good way of getting out of her neighborhood.
Traffic flows very fast and typically above speed limit on Vermont.
Not sure where people are supposed to go with this project. This path doesn't link with any other existing
lanes to the west.
This road is narrow and not really well maintained but also heavily used by pedestrians , cars and the
occasional cyclist. I think there should be an all-way stop or at least speedbump at 30th and spring
garden or dolph- so many near accidents. If there were a bike lane it could go through carson and 33rd to
avoid some car traffic
Great idea! Shattuck is cut off from anything but cars right now.
Good connector but not without safe bike lanes
anything to make this street safer for pedestrians and bikes would be great!
45th is a great connecting road but not for biking... No shoulder, hilly and curvy. Not safe!
Separate uphill, combined downhill, like Capitol highway north of mult village. With speed control
humps.
Anything that will allow us to bike safely of 45th will be much appreciated.
Not sure, but I think a separated multi-use path might be the best option.
Auto traffic is often speeding on this section.
People can go down this road both ways at high speeds and can swerve towards the shoulders. When i
ride my bike along here, i always ride in the center of the lane to prevent people from doing this.
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This hill is steep, so bicycles and cars move at dramatically different speeds. Putting a physical barrier
between the lanes would be ideal
a painted line is insufficient.
Gabriel Park is one of the largest parks in Portland. People near SW 45th at Multnomah Blvd can't safely
access the park less than a block from the park entrance.
(No comment)
Bike lanes would help make this a safe route for many. Eliminating parked cars would improve visibility
Buffered or separated bike lanes especially where steep and no shared bike/ped lanes.
Shoulders need to be widened
road has underutilized space by bertha? make it separated for uphill travel.
Uphill bikeway could be parking-protected, but needs to be wide enough to zig-zag as this is very steep.
Most people could probably ride BHH to Capitol Hwy in the same amount of time as climbing 30th.

TSP.90006
TSP.90007
TSP.90023
TSP.90034.3
TSP.90064.2

TSP.90065.1

TSP.90065.2

TSP.90066.2
TSP.90049.2
TSP.90031.3

This is one of the few north/south connector streets and a lot of people use it to access Multnomah
Village. Lots of infill in this area make it a critical safety need for walking and biking in SW Portland.
Wide road, 35mph speed limit, fairly light traffic.
This section of road is terrifying to ride.
Traffic also needs to be slowed down.
Taylors Ferry Road is a key east-west connector between Washington County and Portland. It
desperately needs sidewalks and bike lanes.
Speeding on this road is out of control. Sidewalks and a separated/protected bike lane are imperative
ASAP. Many families walk and bike this area with pets and small children, and it is beyond dangerous. It
is also a major walking/biking route to Barbur transit center. I make this walk myself and have almost
been hit several times. In addition, when driving, I am constantly tailgated and have horns blown at when
when slowing to turn into my street that often has children playing on it. Please do something about the
dangerous walking/biking conditions as well as speed limit enforcement. Thank you.
Especially where Taylors Ferry is steep, it would be much safer to have a buffered or separated bike
lane. No shared bike lanes with peds here either as the 2 don't mix well.
Only the most bold and semi suicidal cyclists would utilize bicycle infrastructure on this stretch of Taylors
Ferry. Pedestrian infrastructure should be of higher importance.
Although separated bike lanes would be preferred, the financial burden of widening SW Taylors Ferry
Road makes painted bike lanes a more realistic plan. One of the two uphill traffic lanes should be
eliminated, creating ample room for a bike lane on either side of Taylors Ferry Road. This should have
been done long ago since the only cost here is painting the lines! One of these days, probably without
warning, River View Cemetery will stop allowing bicycles to ride on their private roadways, making the
addition of bike lanes on Taylors Ferry Road imperative. Please get this done. It's just paint for
goodness sake!
Separated/protected bike lanes on this stretch are very important -- too dangerous otherwise.
It would be simple to take out one car lane and build a nice separated multiuse path. There is no need for
a drag strip for cars who will only get stopped at the stoplight at the top of the hill.
The proposed lanes would need to be designed to keep road debris from accumulating. Normal, at-grade
bike lanes are usually filled with debris, pushed off the road by cars, e.g. glass shards, gravel, metal bits,
leaves.
Again, this project is necessary to allow for safe bike travel. Speeds and driver behavior on Taylors Ferry
mandate separate bike lanes. Anything less is unaccpetable.
It's very narrow here and winding and dangerous...I go on higher or lower side streets to avoid this part if
possible but its a hassle
Adding bike lane? There's plenty of shoulder. The problem is the shoulder is overgrown with plants and
moss right up to the white line. Why not just try just clearing it out first? Oh yeah.. ODOT.
This high-speed road needs a lower speed limit of 30 mph. It needs separated bike lanes.
make a bike and walk occupied sidewalk to fairmount blvd.
Buffered or separated bike lanes especially where steep and no shared Bike/ped lanes.
Speeding cars make it a dangerous venture for uphill cycling
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I advocate a physical barrier between cars and bikes for safety. There is already a huge problem with
cars passing other cars, over the double yellow lines, on Dosch Rd. Just a matter of time before a cyclist
is hit
Prioritize bike lanes for uphill direction. Improve sight distance for cars attempting to turn onto Dosch
from side streets (i.e. Dosch Ct & Bridlemile)
What is needed here is a climbing lane in the North bound direction.
Buffered lanes where steep and no shared bike/ped lanes
a wide sidewalk in place of a car lane. make the westside boardwalk and supports. this needs a street,
not a roadway.
Need to slow down traffic significantly in both directions, get rid of passing, and provide cyclists an
opportunity to use this road without the feeling of imminent death.
PLEASE direct TriMet install a bus line on this section of Scholls Ferry! This has to be the busiest road in
Portland that has absolutely zero bus service, this causes a MAJOR gap in the transit system.
Make a shared sidewalk on the eastside to replace the second car lane. A regular plan will cost too much
money and get delayed because of it. Current routes from Bridlemile require going to 78th or 25th ave
from beaverton-hillsdale hwy so I can ride to the Tualatin mountain and sylvan.
Replace the second car lane to insert the wide sidewalk. I want to ride a bike and walk on it. Ravine side
by Laber Road with the boardwalk solution in place of sidewalk. Add bus service.
take one car lane & give it to mixed sidewalk.

TSP.90091
TSP.90033
TSP.90095.1

TSP.90073
TSP.90002
TSP.90066.1
TSP.90026
TSP.90006
TSP.90072
TSP.20049
PBP.8216

PBP.8115
PBP.8020
PBP.8299

Many people get scared even driving on SW Scholls Ferry Road. Cars use the second uphill lane to
pass other cars already traveling at 35 mph speed limit. A center left turn lane is only needed near
Patton Road to facilitate access to that neighborhood, and a second uphill lane is only needed near
Humphrey Blvd where cars can get backed up due to traffic congestion at Sylvan. The rest of the second
uphill lane should be replaced by long overdue bike lanes and sidewalks to connect BHH to Sylvan. The
added sidewalks will also improve the safety for pedestrians and thus allow TriMet to reroute a bus line to
Scholls Ferry. The rebuilt road will give people a choice to take public transportation to connect Tualatin,
Washington Parks, downtown Portland, and beyond.
make combo of path and boardwalk on side road by sweetbriar ct. then go insert wide bicycle and walk
occupied sidewalk.
Jersey-barrier protected uphill travel (people drive 45-55mph, weaving and merging). Budget allowing,
it'd be a hoot to see a NASCAR-style catch fence.
The hill will have some people on bikes at 25mph, but car traffic speeds 35+ down this hill (and brakes
hard on the curve.) A separated bikeway would need to be wide, kept separate from the sidewalk (and
many dog walkers, joggers), clear of debris, etc. Drainage is also a problem with a low spot which
currently makes a mudhole in the sidewalk.
(No comment)
On vista cars buses travel into existing painted bike lanes on the curves. Makes it dangerous for cyclists
This area is basically a stretched out crossing / intersection and not bike path per se. Perhaps rider/
ped activated crossing signals? One good spot for signal switch might be where the cars park in front of
the no parking signs. Except without the cars.
make it soon.
eliminating parked cars where they interfere with the passage of cars, ped, bikes and visibility
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
Prioritize bike lanes in the uphill direction.
I ride up this on my evening commute. It needs widening, for an uphill bike lane.
make car park - protected lanes.
(No comment)
Buffered bike lanes should be the minimum desired outcome for any long term project of this nature.
Closing this gap is vitally important given how cyclists are abandoned trying to get into SW from
Downtown.
Make a wider sidewalk on north side for sharing. 30 mph is too high.
(No comment)
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Library (and parking) traffic make this an unpleasant climb. Traffic calming Sunset to make it a less
appealing cut-through would help.
Yes please! This would make it much easier to get Lewis & Clark students, faculty, and staff to try a bike
commute!
less traffic on this road, but a good section of Huber is quite narrow. At least painted lanes and lights at
the crosswalk on SW 40th for pedestrians and bikers using the pedestrian bridge from I-5 to reach Huber
st.
The volume of traffic in this intersection with no bike lanes makes it impossible to bike here. It is a death
trap!
Separation needed at corners. Like sw 13th heading south by I-405. Otherwise it becomes just another
lane.
make road less wide. make it great bike way.
lots of car traffic here and Gibbs street bridge connections to SW Portland poor.
Uphill travel should be above grade, with the sidewalk, similar to Tilikum crossing.
This is a fairly narrow road and cars tend to drive fast. Somehow adding in protection to bike and
pedestrian lanes with improved lighting.
however it will fit best to add a bike & pedestrian route on this street, i want both!
This project is a key connection both from the local neighborhoods and from Washington County eastwest between Portland and Washington Square. A lot of brave bicyclists bike it but there is no room,
especially westbound west of SW Capitol Highway. With the uphill bicyclers and very high traffic
volumes and speeds, this is an extreme safety hazard. Fixing this section would be a game-changer in
terms of encouraging more people to walk and bike to and from West Portland Crossroads and is
extremely high priority for the neighbors.
Speeding on this road is out of control. Sidewalks and a separated/protected bike lane are imperative
ASAP. Many families walk and bike this area with pets and small children, and it is beyond dangerous. It
is also a major walking/biking route to Barbur transit center. I make this walk myself and have almost
been hit several times. In addition, when driving, I am constantly tailgated and have horns blown at when
when slowing to turn into my street that often has children playing on it. Please do something about the
dangerous walking/biking conditions as well as speed limit enforcement. Thank you.
Include restoration of stream crossing and wooded area/green space
There are so few routes for bike traffic to get in and out of SW Portland
really only a handful. There routes have major sections without sidewalks or even bike lanes. Really
feels like all of SW is cut off to bikes.
Get rid of the easy right and put all the traffic through the light. Develop Hoot Owl and Fryer Tuck.

SIS.5013
SIS.3069

SWC.9053
SWC.9053
TSP.90033

TSP.90034.1

Lower to speed limit, it's 35 on Barbur Blvd and 30 on Naito after the merge with Kelly Ave. It's absurd
that cars are expected to speed up in this corridor where there are no bike facilities. Also a connection to
the bike lane from Kelly Ave needs to be created that doesn't leave cyclists literally on an island.
Fix the road. There are more potholes than road and it's unsafe to drive, bike or walk here. Parked cars
make it difficult to navigate and very narrow as they often use the street.
There needs to be an uphill bike lane to connect Barbur to PCC Sylvania campus via SW 60th and SW
Lesser. Today there is a downhill bike lane built by developers years ago, but the bike lane is really
needed uphill to get to and from campus.
(No comment)
Garden Home Rd is a heavily traveled road with no shoulder for peds or bikers. Very few bikers venture
onto this unsafe road.
No bike lanes at all. The will just fill with debris and will not be used. Note: I am a bike rider!
Lowering the speed limit to 25 MPH caused a false sense of security on Garden Home. Zero sidewalks
or bike lanes still forces dog walkers and cyclists into the road.
This project would be best served by following the advice of Bridlemile Neighborhood Association and
adding wide shoulders that can be used for both cyclists and pedestrians. The cost of building out
sidewalks and bike lanes would prevent a safe alternative from being constructed in our lifetimes. Also
focus first near SW 53rd and Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy so kids can walk to school and residents can get
to the bus stops and grocery store.
desperately needed, also for pedestrians. VERY dangerous section. Needs water quality too- ditches
lead directly to Fanno Creek.
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This heavily traveled road needs bike/walking path for safety. Residents/bikers are constantly in the
travel lane of cars -- its dangerous.
A shared lane for bikes and pedestrians would be ideal, in lieu of adding actual sidewalks.

TSP.90091

Hamilton is heavy trafficked due to school buses and cars heading to/from Bridlemile , Robert Gray and
West sylvan busses. In the early morning the sun is directly in drivers eyes heading toward Bridlemile
Elementary School coming down Hamilton from Scholls Ferry, blinding drivers to pedestrians and bikers.
Keep our children safe and alliw then an opportunity to bike or walk to school!
A world-class or platinum design wouldn't even consider painted or buffered lanes but this really isn't
about rankings or designations. Buffered bike lanes should be the bare minimum for any new installation
and separation should be the desired outcome.
Separated bike lanes are always preferred but might not be possible due to space constraints.
Given that Terwilliger is a curved road on a hill, I think it is important that whatever bike lanes are placed
provide cyclists with the most protection possible. People traveling that road are often coming/going from
the hospital campuses and their minds are preoccupied with their own needs, not necessarily with the
cyclists around them. I also believe strongly that more accessibility between South Waterfront and
Marquam Hill should be available so that people can find alternative ways to getting between the two
points without needing to use motor vehicles.
make a bike and walk occupied sidewalk.
Terwilliger is the new PIR raceway. Go forth and remove some car parking to make a wiggled and widing
street, and make a shared sidewalk with painted signage here. car tires wipes away the painted bike
lanes.
Terwilliger Blvd and Sam Jackson Park Rd are very windy, steep roads, bicycles travel very slowly uphill,
and the current painted bike lanes are narrow and do not offer bicyclists adequate protection when
traveling uphill. Separated bike lanes would provide cyclists the most safety and align most closely with
Vision Zero standards. At the very least, buffered bike lanes would be an improvement.

TSP.90091

RE.1, RE.2

TSP.90073

TSP.90109
TSP.90110

TSP.20049
TSP.90095.2

Must expand road prism to accommodate bike facility, and where bike lanes are added need to also add
pedestrian walkways. NO designated bike lanes unless pedestrian walkway also provided.
Making it separated gives cause to bring sunday parkways back here.
Terrain keeps the road from widening, but a separated bikeway could perhaps be built on top of the
retaining wall. People biking here easily hit 20mph as the curve starts to turn North. A sidewalk on the
west side is needed. Jersey barriers on both sides would calm Terwilliger traffic. Southbound bikes
could use some curb+post protection (even intermittent) on the uphill to Burlingame Terrace. People
have a hard time keeping cars between the lines on the curves (even blind ones.)
impatient cut across cars require curbs to be moved and swales built here for bike and sewer partnership
here.
With the Spring Garden Park remodel, sidewalks and storm water management the whole street should
be connected with the same infrastructure contiguous to the Capitol Highway improvements. Many cars
drive way to fast on this straight away street so don't forget the traffic calming to make this a safe street
for everyone including all the school bus stops!
I live on Dolph Ct 2 houses from the Garden Home Park and watch extreme speeding down this 10
block straight shot cut through paralleling Barbur/I5. Even a police car was barreling down the road
Sunday with no lights or sirens. Must have been going 50+mph. The speed posted is 25mph. If we
could just get people to obey the speed limit we may save lives of children, peds and bikers!
when will it go to bertha ?
make it more narrow
Need to make safe crossing at 30th. High auto speeds going downhill
I ride here, but the wide road gives it as Portland International Racewy. Very bumpy. repave it with
parking-protected lane.
When will this occur ? I hope soon. The sidewalks if any are dangerous.
I ride this everytime from burnside. where is a easement to English Ln. to patton rd?
This is a bike and ped route. The section to the South with no sidewalk needs traffic calming - from 2435
SW Montgomery Drive to Patton.
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This is so needed. Include bike figures on pavement. Post 20 mph signs along SW Montgomery. Too
many cars cut Vista and speed down SW Montgomery endangering cyclists
a diverter is needed where Montgomery meets Patton.
roundabout
yes and put an Mt Bike path next to the other path
(No comment)
Sharrows or a bike lane going up the hill.
what to do about speeders?
physical slowing of auto traffic, speed bumps, etc.
There need to be barriers preventing cars from parking in the bike lanes. This is a significant and serious
problem with this route.
This has far too many cars to be a greenway, also it has bike lanes and centerlines except east of
wilson.
people drive dover fast. remove curb to pave a separated path.
what will cullen speed limit be for cars?
(No comment)
carolina ave is too wide here to help with traffic calming. make it narrow.
Pedestrian improvements are definitely needed on Primrose, but please consider using Terwilliger &
Lobelia as the designated bike crossing - it would be so much safer than Terwilliger & Primrose.
Please re-pave this section of road. It's in poor condition and full of potholes.
Repaving it would be a start...
a winding street curb draws eyes to current and tomorrows red electric and odot's mtb trail.
cutting speed cars give need for narrowed streetscape.
Why will it not continue to SW Fairvale Court to Red Electric? I enjoy Boundary and Martha. beaverton /
hillsdale hwy is gross.
nice, but people often cut over on virginia on cummute hours. make barriers to it.

PBP.8047

I live on this street and during rush hour, you can't get out of your own driveway or cross the street.
Through-traveling commuters use SW Virginia to get around Macadam, sometimes driving 30-40mph.
Chestnut Drive is over a dozen feet too wide. people drive too fast here and it is a barrier.
This is very wide for a greenway and wide enough for a parking-protected bikeway on the uphill
(northbound) direction to give more space between cars and climbing bikes.
Too much traffic. Chestnut and Burlingame need motor traffic diversion and/or one-way restrictions to
make them less useful as cut-through routes for commuters escaping I-5.
I will help with this any way I can!!
There needs to be decent biking and walking improvements made to garden home rd and Taylor's ferry.
Also, access to this route is difficult in the neighborhood itself. There are several unused easements
which could utilized as footpaths and bike only cross connectors.
a greenway here would be pretty cool!
make a street meander to slow speeders.
1st needs more narrowed street for traffic calming.
Bike lanes, not a neighborhood greenway, are needed here.
Sounds safe and accessible
Bike Portland bike stations should be placed through the atea
1st to barbur southbound is a great bike route. I usually take hooker to barbur from first and cross at the
pedestrian light since the connection from 1st to barbur is so weird.
what good will this greenway be if pbot keeps rolling through will "connected" roads for cars. see the
planned development on 25th to the southwest of sw inverness court.
tunnel with brighter lights, please.
This road makes absolutely no sense as a greenway, as the topography does not allow cyclists to easily
ride to and from this road. Money for this project would be better allocated to Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy
and/or Hamilton St.
make width of road less wide.
Boundary Road needs improvement, perhaps resurfacing.
cameron's got many speeders. what will be done?

PBP.8217

what good is pendleton bike with the city making a car road to 48th with current development by 48th?

PBP.8027

PBP.8316
PBP.8277

PBP.8131
PBP.8113

PBP.8118
PBP.8113

PBP.8127
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Crossing from neighborhood streets coming from North to get to South Side of Barbur is problematic.
(No comment)
Of concern is the section of SW Troy St which spans between SW Capitol Hill (a neighborhood collector
that leads to SW Barbur) on the east and on the west, a short section of SW Canby which intersects with
SW Capitol Hwy. SW Troy St and SW Canby Crt is a sensical bike/walk greenway route in that it is a
linear, level (relatively for SW hills) and efficient path that connects SW Barbur Blvd and Multnomah
Village and its corridor. It also parallels the arterial SW Multnomah Blvd, but is more utilized by bikers
and walkers due to the extreme traffic volume on SW Multnomah. SW Troy/Canby has been included in
Sunday Parkways. Many families of all ages use SW Troy/Canby as a biking and walking route. It is also
a route with easy access to transit on both ends. Several years ago, speed bumps were installed on this
section of SW Troy to curtail some of the traffic speed, but did nothing to address the traffic volume. In
2014, traffic volume on SW Troy St was recorded by PDOT as having just under 1400 cars per day. The
volume, without a doubt, is much higher now, where on a typical day, much of the time I hear the sound
of cars passing more than silence and the acceleration from car engines passing over the speed bumps
is audible inside my home. My neighbors and myself find it difficult to experience peace and tranquility in
our gardens. Drivers treat this street as a cut through, impatiently tailgating and even passing cars that
are going the speed limit. I for one, as a bicyclist, have had to look over my shoulder for the many cars
busily speeding by and as a walker, I have literally jumped out of the path of cars that would not give safe
space due to traffic volume coming from the other direction. Tight "s" curves on SW Canby Crt also
exacerbate the danger for bikes and walkers while the demographics make placement of sidewalks and
bike lanes difficult. It is undeniably a safety and livability issue for residents as well and the cause of
elevated noise and air pollution. It appears that this unusual volume of traffic is due to drivers using this
section as a cut through from other neighborhoods and regions to reach SW Barbur Blvd to travel to
other regions. When using this section of SW Troy and Canby as a cut through, drivers become less
cognizant of residents' needs and physiologically feel that local residents, walkers and bicylists should
accommodate them rather than the other way around, resulting in more aggressive, disrespectful driving.
Drivers seem to only use SW Troy/Canby as oppose to other nearby local service streets due to its
continuity between the two arterials. Ironically, a faster, shorter and safer route to SW Barbur from SW
Capitol Hwy using arterial streets exists by traveling from SW Capitol Hwy to SW 31st to SW Multnomah
(both arterials) and then to SW 25th and SW Hume St fronted by commercial and R1 zones to a traffic
light at SW Barbur.
(No comment)
(No comment)
people wont slow until it gets more narrow here. plant trees in middle of corbett slab separate lanes.
This, in conjunction with the other improvements on this route from SW Taylors Ferry to Barbur would be
a great, safe addition to River to Barbur connections.
install curbs to prevent drivers cutting to ross island brdg.
This would be a great addition to this neighborhood
(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
SW 41st from Carson south to Capitol is unpaved and full of ruts and potholes.
This is a lovely route to connect South Burlingame to transit and services on Barbur - but not a lot of
people know about it b/c the streets are disorienting here. Signage and neighborhood greenway
improvments would be lovely.
This would be another great connection option to enhance River to Barbur connections.
Remove parking on the south side of Miles, fix the pavement, and/or stop cut-through traffic from using
this route as extra capacity for the freeway.
Neighborhood greenways need to be more than a few blocks. Wasting money on signage and traffic
calming when cyclists are going to be expected to go on Vermont with no lane or protection is only
managing to ignore a problem. PBOT should not be using greenways in SW the way they do in other
parts of the city - it just doesn't work.
The best use of a side walk on Vermont would be to make it complete...from SW 45th to SW Olseson.
This would connect the neighborhood to shopping/grocery/medical and more.
why is this proposal necessary? does it suggest closing SW Florida?
Test Submission
Paved Path
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SIS.9053
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(No comment)
SW 60th is a good/safe alternative to biking SW Lesser

SWC.1A
TSP.90086
TSP.90114

Haines street is a dead-end street for cars between 56th and lesser road. It already is a greenway.
Have walking path along haines and lesser
Provide improved roadway and sidewalks where feasible
Also improve ped/bike connection where SW 55th tees into G Street --> pave path from H to G street,
widen fence opening, curb cuts on G St
Parts of 53rd are just gravel. How will this be built and maintained if not by the city?
(No comment)
Too much high school traffic races through here (and 12th) for it to be a greenway. It needs chicanes or
some severe width reduction/restrictions with some separation for vulnerable users, maybe turn diverters
up 12th.
(No comment)
This should be a Neighborhood Greenway,hewett is very narrow

TSP.90094

make 15 mph speed limit, clear away blackberry,some turns are too steep for skateboard. make it flat,
no banked street.,Hewett has too steep angled turns, people drive in oncoming lanes there: make it flat
with tight turns, 17 miles-per-hour limit,Make Hewett the primary biking route from Sylvan to Patton Rd.
Down grade the Humphrey route because of its significantly heavier car traffic.,Yes, please do this!!!
Fairmount should be divided into sections. Marquam Hill Rd to Talbot is the first priority for a striped bike
ped lane on the outside. That is the climbing direction. That section is a major commuter route for OHSU,
is narrow and has a large amount of traffic.

TSP.90002

Lots of blind corners. Widening this road, especially on the inside lane, would really improve the safety.
Turn Fairmount Blvd into a green loop. Fairmount Blvd is a popular walking/hiking/biking loop that
encircles council crest park and healy heights in SW portland. The flat 3.5 mile loop provides a scenic
tour around the highest point in Portland. Today pedestrians and bikers rival cars on the blvd which has
no sidewalk, shoulder and is littered with blind corners.Let's turn Fairmount Blvd into a green loop that
alows for increased and safer multi-modal transit by adding extended shoulders and consider making it
one way and freeing a lane. Consider holding a sunday parkway, 5k/10k road races and bike races
around the loop.
This is a quiet road that really needs sidewalks and bike lanes. I regularly walk and bike this street and
see other people that do the same.

SIS.6013

SWC.1F

TSP.90095.2
TSP.90100
TSP.90113
TSP.90113
TSP.90002
TSP.90002
PBP.8217

PBP.8310
PBP.8270
PBP.8295

Cutting-through here in a car needs to be impossible and/or less useful, both to Troy and Barbur/19th.
i love riding on montgomery drive. please make the road more winding.
Need signage calling out shared route with cyclists from SW Vista bridge.
(No comment)
parking protected lanes for biking to cafe.
Too many cars on street during rush and need a safer crossing and more time as bikers
(No comment)
(No comment)
will it have winding curves to slow speeders?
wider shoulders and reduced auto speeds
Get ride of the double yellow stripe center lane! It only promotes high speed
Sharrows needed
it has lots of gray water to the creeks. will it become more narrow to help creeks and speeders?
Chesapeake needs one-way street when right by Fairmount.
The pavement on Chesapeake is hazardous to bikes. No bike lane striping is necessary - it's too narrow.
Chesapeake is also a major ped route. Chesapeake needs a redesign, including a study of making it one
way for autos. It is a safety problem for bikes and peds as well as cars and trucks, mede worse by the
GPS cut through problem.
This is an important connection, but car and truck traffic needs to be better managed immediately,
without waiting for eventual bike/ped improvements. Delivery trucks and other large vehicles should be
banned, they just don't fit on Chesapeak. Chesapeak should be designated 'no through traffic' and
removed from Google Maps and Waze as a shortcut.
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Keep chesapeak surface in rough condition. Do not asphalt or otherwise smooth to help keep this less
desirable for commuter cars, delivery and Lyft/uber.
(No comment)
make it now.
Please lower speeds, prevent passing on Fairmount. Its a highway at rush hour with dangerous
conditions for vulnerable road users.
it needs car parking protected on by the homes on the east.
Critical area to improve
Rieke/Wilson traffic cuts-through here to get across Barbur at Miles. Diversion on the west side of
Terwilliger to send school motor traffic down Bertha would solve most of it.
(No comment)
expansive street
make car park protected bike lane.
Get rid of street parking. Cars move too fast and before/after school there is too much traffic and way too
many parked cars for this to be safe for bicyclists. Also need a solution for the significant weekend traffic
at Hamilton Park that causes the roadway to be squeezed by cars illegally u-turning and parked
everywhere possible.
i want the trail on tunnelwood to 43rd using today's trail which ought to be replaced.
my grandma lives on sw hamilton street and i prefer riding on hamilton compared to the highway. i visit
her but this crossing doesnt detect steel bicycles.
To created anything shared the first step will be to slow down the cars and trucks on this wide, winding
road. This route really isn't preferred going toward Hamilton given the high traffic and elevation change.
I ride a bike here but there's many speeders. make a winding road to slow it.
will it be less wide to slow traffic ?
This is only really useful if the Miles, Custer and Red Electric projects are also completed.
Too much cut-through traffic. Downhill, cars generally pass without enough space and then block the
way. Uphill, emissions are bad. This needs diversion to prevent cut-through freeway traffic.
why has it not been built ?
The paper street trails in this neighborhood need to be connected because of the lack of sidewalks and
bike lanes. Please connect them to and across the main streets and avenues.
i like laview but it is bumpy. make it less wide.
Long route, but this, in conjunction with the rest of the connection along this line would provide access to
Barbur and points west.
(No comment)
(No comment)
Step #1: Get rid of the double-yellow striping on such roadways. There are many other examples in SW
Portland where removing the double yellow lines would slow traffic and be more inviting to active
transportation. Along SW 18th there are MANY pedestrians who are accessing Marshall Park. The
roadway in it's current configuration is unnecessarily intimidating.
This road currently does not have sidewalks nor road striping. I would not be in support of changing this
road.
This project is low priority because it connects to Washington Square Estates, not any destination. Fix
Taylors Ferry instead.
make a car park-protected bike lane. make less wide streetscape.
(No comment)
(No comment)
This roadway is used by a lot of cyclists between Hamilton and Beaverton-Hillsdale Hwy already. As
much of the road is lacking sidewalks and curbs there is a lot of conflict between bikes, pedestrians,
moving cars, and parked cars. There also needs to be improved crossings for pedestrians around Julia
St. as there are marked trails that cross 45th there. Any design needs to encourage slower speeds as
many cars go in excess of 40 MPH between speed bumps.
This would be cool. the connection to seymour and 25th might require switchbacks or a lot of
grading,The Seymour St right of way to 25th Ave needs to be completed with a ped and bike stair. The
25th Ave to Hamilton Ct needs a paved bike path and a separate ped path.
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(No comment)
(No comment)
(No comment)
This is a great way to get from the Terwilliger path to Lancaster Rd but no one knows about it. Of course,
it is pretty steep but with motorized bikes an option for many more. Signage or street route markings
would make it available to more bikers.
The scariest part is the blind turn at the bottom of Maplecrest about halfway between Lancaster and
Boones ferry/ terwilliger. Visibility and/or warning?
(No comment)
(No comment)
Most of Vacuna has rough pavement so please repave it and make swales on 45th ave
Coronado isn't maintained by the city, so how will this be built and maintained?
It is now 20 mph like other streets, make the intersection streets more narrow to slow traffic
Neither Waze nor Apple Maps currently suggest this route between Stephenson and Boones Ferry,
which is great for the cyclists who use it.
35th road is a mass of storm water drainage issues and potholes. The road bed must be very bad as the
minute some potholes are fixed twice as many are there the next day. Dangerous to ride or walk on this
road.
I'm afraid that you are going to make this like the multnomah blvd project. that is, your going to make a
whole bunch of up and down off of the pavement and on semi elevated concrete paths with the result
that it doesn't really work for the daily bikers because they just want a lane on the pavement. The
multnomah blvd project didn't really matter because so few people use it, but still it was a waste of tax
payer money, let's hope Capital Hwy can a better experience for riders and safer because the bikers
aren't wanting to ride in the car lanes.
(No comment)
expansive greenway ave with little number of drivers stopping for people using trail. make it less wide.
make less space for cars at top of park.
what if taylor ferry receives not a sidewalk? make both and i could ride from sellwood.
Paved Path
This should be a top priority.
Bike lane on w bound t ferry up to this point! This would be a great alternative to get to top of hill. What
is access path for trail users to Sellwood bridge / macadam businesses from here?
a stormwater / simple trail would be nice
why has it not been built ?
This would provide a connection around a difficult place to navigate due to high traffic speeds.
i would like this path.
This is another area that I completely avoid for safety reasons. A multi use path would be the ideal
solution.
clear trees and uneven ground
Please make path, and prevent camping on it. All paths in Portland likely need a fenced green space
buffer to prevent camping. This area now is full of junkies and needles.
This project has many partners including Goose Hollow, Downtown, PSU and is called out in the SW
quadrant plan. This would be used by all of portland and tourists alike. It is a key connection between
NW and sw 18th bike greenway and the green loop/south waterfront.
make it soon.
will shattuck have a crossing?
Look at traffic issues on fanno Crk trail by sewage plant. 90 degree corners can be scary on multi use
paths. Maintain vegetation to ensure sight lines / visibility. Beware of tree root issues under asphalt.
This would remove a huge gap in the network.
Portland Parks owns property by the freeway. when will the mountain bike path go by the ravine?
Washington park has broken rail road line
please remove it to and make a shared path.
i would love it. i would avoid regular odot stroads to ride here, instead.
This would be a huge improvement over climbing through the zoo to get from downtown to Beaverton.
there is a public, gravel path here at 60th to get to haines street and pcc. it allows me to avoid leser road
(which needs separated bike lanes).
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Very much need a pedestrian/bike route over I5 other than the Capital Highway crossing.
when will the city pave it? i would ride this to visit friends on bertha.
i want to get to friends on a bike ride by crossing I-5 from multnomah blvd here to get to canby street.
call it tom mccall bike bridge.
why is it it not here now ?
Very important to improve this unsafe area
lets keep a natural surface path here for biking and walking please
Would love to have a way to traverse both neighborhoods.
(No comment)
This is a great start!
(No comment)
What is this and why is it needed?
Safe access to the Tigard bus terminal is important. Again, there are very few arteries through sw.
Sidewalks in NOPO get yellow plastic wheelchair ramps and we get washed out gravel rain gutters gravel if we're lucky.
There already is a paved path here. This area needs a trail to connect SW Stephenson at 51st to
connect to PCC. More nearby trails are needed here.
replace the rails with a path. now.
Safe connections to the Greenway Trail are vital.
There is already a path here, but it could be widened and striped. Would be a great way to connect the
neighborhood and reduce daily conflicts between people walking and biking.
The current path is narrow. replace it with smooth gravel to keep cost down.
Good idea
Having a paved or at least distinctly marked path for this location would be amazing! Separate areas for
bicyclists and walkers, or at least sign designation.
there is a public, gravel path here at 60th to get to haines street and pcc. it allows me to avoid leser road
(which needs separated bike lanes).
This is an extremely important project for both pedestrians and bicyclists to access Markham
Elementary, Capitol Hill Library and Jackson Middle School, as well as transit service and other
destinations nearby.
too much asphalt and frontage road is where people are driving too fast here.
Hoping that this bridge can be bike accessible.
(No comment)
make it now of smooth gravel.
Decide if it is ok for the motorcycle that regularly uses this trail to use this path or not. The current loose
gravel west of W Christian seems designed to discourage bicycle use. The no trespassing signs from
century link look like they refer to this ROW. Make sure the path can continue to co exist with adjacent
resident and WS Christian.
30th has public right-of-way to make a bridge over I-5. make it here. there is a big detour to cross I-5 in
this area.
Reasonable walking & biking access to the #35 from the Lewis & Clark campus would be a big
improvement in the transit accessibility of the college.
This seems like a very steep and relatively straight path, as drawn, so I'd expect downhill bikers to pick
up a lot of speed. On the other hand, a more windy path will increase risk of bike crashes due to tree
debris. To be safe, it will need separate bike/ped lanes or very wide curves with clear sight lines around
corners.
Lets keep it natural surface, gravel etc, to allow a wide range of experiences. Natural surfaces drain
better, and are better for fish, the watershed, etc
THis is a poor street. Improve the street so bikes can use it.
30th has public right-of-way to make a bridge over I-5. make it here. there is a big detour to cross I-5 in
this area.
This is a completed shared use road, not path. Now that it is done though the crossing of Taylors Ferry
from SW 19th (where pedestrians are directed on SW Trails) is extremely unsafe. The need for
adequate pedestrian crossing here is pertinent as the path leads directly to Marshall Park and soon will
extend into Tryon Creek State Park.
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Comments
add curbs in area by capitol. i want this greenway to ride to my friend's house.
Burlingame gets used by cut-through traffic heading to Sunset. It needs diversion and restrictions to reduce car
traffic volume and speeds. This should already qualify as a 15mph shared street.
18th is a school route, has no curbs or sidewalks, lots of cut-through commute traffic, and many cars parked on
both sides. Some diversion or other restriction for motorized traffic would make this much nicer as a bike
connection.
Cars drive very fast on Vermont Ave and there is limited room on road as there is no shoulder on the north side
of Vermont between 30th Ave & 35th Ave
We need a good safe East - West route from / to Multnomah Village.
It seems very Portland to create new bike lanes on a road and then just have them disappear because that's
where the funding ended. Building out bike lanes on Vermont which allow cyclists to reach Washington County
and Oleson Rd. should be at the very least a future project on this list.
Biking is common on this street and it needs bike lanes
Agree. gaps on vermont are unacceptable. Plenty of shoulder btw 30th and 34th. why no bike lane?
Bike lanes on both sides of the road to connect to Olson and beyond!
Work with Beaverton/Washington Co. to provide bike lanes between Oleson and 63rd. This connection would
provide a connection between the neighborhoods south of Vermont with the Oleson bike lanes.
Vermont is a feeder to Gabriel Park, but we can't get there because of the horrible problem of biking/walking on
Vermont.
Walking and biking on Vermont is very dangerous, yet is it a major route connecting local businesses with
residents.
Garden Home is a death trap- cars go way too fast and there is no place to walk or ride on the shoulder at
several points without being in significant danger.
This is a very hazardous crossing for cyclists with autos traveling East and making unsignaled rright turns to
continue on Garden Home. This needs to be drastically improved or a bike lane needs to be put on Garden
Home as an alternative to Multnomah.
Continue the protected bike lane the full length of Multnomah and onto Garden Home.
Very dangerous riding Multnomah Blvd between SW 45th and Oleson Rd. Too many distracted drivers, high
speed limit. Need separation between walkers, bikers and the cars.
As a fair weather bike rider, I think bike paths on GHR would be a waste of money. Most riders (myself included)
don't ride in them, since they are full of gravel, glass, tree debris, and the like. The city/county will not keep them
swept, so they will just be wasted space. The speed limit is low enough that I can ride in traffic at the speed limit,
especially on the hills.
It isn't easy to ride a bike to church or to Friday dinners. there is available, current row on 57th to connect to 58th
immediately south of multnomah blvd, give the permits soon to make the staircase. 52nd is a cut-through in
maplewood so go make the path on r-o-w and a bridge to cross vermont creek to get to the churches,
laundromat, and food at 45th at vermont.
Also IMPERATIVE would be a true bike path connecting Fanno Creek Trail through the neighborhood area
(Canby, green space (?), other neighborhood streets) to connect it to both Gabriel Park & the Village. The trail is
a perfect way to travel through Beaverton, it would be fabulous to connect it through Southwest.
I visit friends at The Watershed building on SW Bertha Court and also friends and classes at PCC, but the city
doesnt recognize the need for safe paper street bike trails such as 51st ave by pcc where it would go to holly
farm park and over to huber st and to taylors ferry rd. Metro and ODOT and the city need a bridge over I-5 at
30th ave so many people will enjoy the bike rides and neighbors. the slip turn lane on bertha blvd needs to be
axed and replaced with a sidewalk-swale like capitol highway in the hillsdale town center by pizzacato. taylors
ferry needs shared sidewalks on both sides.
Several years ago, PBOT did initial planning for a new Neighborhood Greenway from the Barbur Transit Center
to Jackson Middle School them on to Markham Elementary and Library, with a new enhance crossing aof Capitol
Hwy at Dickenson. Please restart and fund this project!
Access to Vacuna from G street via a curb cut at the path to 55th.
every paper street trail in this neighborhood needs to be built or rebuilt. make them bicycle-friendly.
G street need bike and wheelchair access ramps to and from pcc
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The recent redesign at this location to turn onto SW 24th has been less safe for bikers. My many experiences
recently has been that cars are now trying to cut bikers off to make the turn. The previous street design allowed
for cars to at least get over to the right turn lane behind cyclist.
This public r-o-w gravel trail gives people a safer path to the businesses of Terwilliger at Taylors Ferry. It would
be a greenway.
Getting to Capitol Hill Elementary by bike is not pleasant. I ride this route on a regular basis with my son bout
don't think I'd ever allow him to ride to school on his own. SW 30th Ave needs a bike facility (really it should be
more than a bike lane). Crossing I-5 on SW 19th is the worst part. No bike lane, narrow sidewalks on the bridge,
on ADA ramp to access the sidewalk on the west side of the bridge, and lots of vehicle traffic. Also, there are
multiple access points that you need to cross in a short distance and you have to be very careful that drivers see
you. If you live on the north side of Barbur Blvd, gettign to Capitol Hill Elementary by bike or foot is a challenge.
Spring Garden provides a good low traffic route between Multnomah Village and Taylors Ferry.
This also has good tie to the park here that has had large investments in last 6 months. With low traffic good as
is but with park could see this getting busier.
jamieson in beaverton is a good bike route, but that city doesnt want to recognize the need for the trail of sw
vermont street to the west of oleson road even if it is busy. i want to ride safely on vermont to 37th ave. vermont
needs a car parking protected bike lane from 45th to 30th for riding to the east. there is available r-o-w on 37th
from vermont to capitol highway. go make it. 35th is not good for riding with my nehpew.
Primary bike path from Healy Heights neighborhood. Need better bike paths on SW Capital Highway through the
Hillsdale Shopping Center.
I once enjoyed the side streets on a bike but people are flooding those streets now in a race. I need these
streets to get to ohsu to visit friends and my doctor for epilepsy. there needs to be a bike-specific path in the
hillsdale shopping center because there isnt a path from Sunset blvd to 18th drive where 18th meets beavertonhillsdale. the gravel path on 18th drive to fairmount is crumbling.
The gravel in the gravel path is a bit local history (community labor, bucket brigade) isn't it? I would like to see it
preserved in in any case. It could do with a few less lumps, perhaps a tad wider but would prefer the history
compared to just another asphalt path.
I once enjoyed the side streets on a bike but people are flooding those streets now in a race. I need these
streets to get to ohsu to visit friends and my doctor for epilepsy. there needs to be a bike-specific path in the
hillsdale shopping center because there isnt a path from Sunset blvd to 18th drive where 18th meets beavertonhillsdale. the gravel path on 18th drive to fairmount is crumbling.
The gravel in the gravel path is a bit local history (community labor, bucket brigade) isn't it? I would like to see it
preserved in in any case. It could do with a few less lumps, perhaps a tad wider but would prefer the history
compared to just another asphalt path.
(No comment)
Great low traffic side street to bypass SW Patton Rd and connect to SW Montgomery.
Broadway Drive is a vital link for those living in the Council Crest/Healy Heights neighborhoods. Many would-be
bike and pedestrian commuters are deterred by the narrow, winding road with no cycling or pedestrian
accommodations.
need both bike and pedestrian enhancements to SW broadway. This is a key and critical connection. Would
suffice for sidewalks on south side with enhanced shoulder for downhill bikers and uphill climbing bike lane on
north side along with traffic calming measures including modified speed bumps (to allow for emergency vehicles)
I once enjoyed the side streets on a bike but people are flooding those streets now in a race. I need these
streets to get to ohsu to visit friends and my doctor for epilepsy. there needs to be a bike-specific path in the
hillsdale shopping center because there isnt a path from Sunset blvd to 18th drive where 18th meets beavertonhillsdale. the gravel path on 18th drive to fairmount is crumbling.
The gravel in the gravel path is a bit local history (community labor, bucket brigade) isn't it? I would like to see it
preserved in in any case. It could do with a few less lumps, perhaps a tad wider but would prefer the history
compared to just another asphalt path.
Getting down from Council Crest safely and efficiently is imperative if the City wants to make cycling a viable
commute option. Many would like to bike to work, errands, etc, but the poor infrastructure is prohibitive.
I once enjoyed the side streets on a bike but people are flooding those streets now in a race. I need these
streets to get to ohsu to visit friends and my doctor for epilepsy. there needs to be a bike-specific path in the
hillsdale shopping center because there isnt a path from Sunset blvd to 18th drive where 18th meets beavertonhillsdale. the gravel path on 18th drive to fairmount is crumbling.
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The gravel in the gravel path is a bit local history (community labor, bucket brigade) isn't it? I would like to see it
preserved in in any case. It could do with a few less lumps, perhaps a tad wider but would prefer the history
compared to just another asphalt path.
Needed to connect the Fairmount Loop with Terwilliger.
Too much auto traffic and congestion. The current bike lanes and bike boxes are not enough. The area between
Dunaway Park and over the freeway traveling north needs separated bike lanes.
there are only two options biking off of Marquam Hill toward N/NW area. You are either dropped onto SW 6th
Ave or SW 4th Ave. Both options start with bike lanes for a short distance as you cross I-5 bridge, but then you
merge into a lane that becomes a middle lane with traffic coming in from the right creating a new lane and the
existing left hand lane. Neither have bike lanes nor options to safely transition to left or right hand lanes to turn
onto another street. These areas are also high volume traffic streets with a lot of merging and cars changing
lanes. This is a very unsafe situation. When the tram is closed (as it is often for extended days/weeks) this is the
only cycling option to get off the hill.
Improve the Terwilliger portal into the Central City.
Agreed. This area could be much safer for cyclists. The disappearing bike lane on northbound sixth is rough,
especially with motorists accelerating through the intersection.
Yes! Starting at the intersection of Terwilliger and Sam Jackson where cyclists abruptly lose the bike lane then
gain it again after the turn, we have a series of obstacles to contend with to get safely downtown. High traffic on
Terwilliger means we are often contending with vehicles partially blocking the lane, and I regularly have to
navigate onto sidewalks to avoid the danger. I ride the sidewalk on Sheridan to 4th. There's a narrow bike lane
on 4th over I-5, but it's usually filled with debris and I end up having to take the lane with 35mph traffic. Most of
the infrastructure is there, and it seems like filling these gaps would be a huge win in terms of safety.

BL.0024

BL.0025

This missing bike lane between SW 6th Avenue and SW 7th Avenue has been listed on many, many historical
project lists yet never seems to get completed even when work is done in the adjacent area (eg. swale at SW
7th, SW Caldew and SW Terwilliger). Get this small missing bike link completed NOW, not in the next decade
as the use is here today and there need to be a safe place to ride as the bike use continue to increase.
There is a missing curb on the east side of the street. This road improvement to add the bike lane between SW
6th Avenue and SW 7th Avenue also needs to complete the street along SW Terwilliger Boulevard to add the
curb to direct the storm water to the storm drains rather than have it flow across the planting strip, across and
down the sidewalk and drain into the drain at the duplex's central parking/driveway area. The ditch and drain
needs to be replaced with a concrete curb and storm drain through this area (7132 SW Terwilliger Blvd and 72067208 SW Terwilliger Blvd.)
Broadway Drive is a vital link for those living in the Council Crest/Healy Heights neighborhoods. Many would-be
bike and pedestrian commuters are deterred by the narrow, winding road with no cycling or pedestrian
accommodations.
I bike commute down SW Broadway, and I stay in the path of traffic as my speed going down matches traffic.
However, there is little to no shoulder, and the shoulder that exists is full of cracks and very dirty, so it would be
dangerous for a biker to use. Scheduling routine street cleaning of shoulders would make walking and biking in
much of SW Portland safer.
And, there are numerous pedestrians walking down Broadway and little room or protection for them. Its
dangerous.

BL.0028

need both bike and pedestrian enhancements to SW broadway. This is a key and critical connection. Would
suffice for sidewalks on south side with enhanced shoulder for downhill bikers and uphill climbing bike lane on
north side along with traffic calming measures including modified speed bumps (to allow for emergency vehicles)
(No comment)
the current public r-o-w needs to be shared with the public. please make a simple trail. tigard is making them so
why not portland ?
I want to be able to enjoy a possibly great gravel path at the Greater Portland Bible church and then use a
higher, raised boardwalk at the Stephens Creek natural area (gets flooded as it is too low) and ride to get
groceries and food at the Food Front grocery store.

BL.0029

This is a key bicycling route connecting the OHSU Marquam Hill campus to Tilikum Crossing. Bicycle lanes from
Sheridan to the turn on 1st would offer a measure of protection on streets with heavy vehicle traffic.

BL.0026
BL.0027
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BL.0035

Generally I want safe, separated bike lanes out to Hillsboro and Beaverton area from downtown area. I could
compromise for at least continuous bike lanes. The bike lanes have gaps between where the only way across is
in the right lane of a busy four lane road. I had two events where I felt very unsafe on a bicycle, both of which
happened on the 10 just east of Scholl's Ferry road. Once someone passed very quickly and close to me on the
left, if I stuck my arm out they would have hit it. I understood their frustration, as a bicycle didn't really belong on
that road, it could really use at least a bike lane, or ideally a paved path going the same direction but separated a
ways from the 10. Another time, in order to turn left at a light on a four lane road, I merged into the left lane in
anticipation of getting into the turn lane, and someone who was way behind me almost rear ended me because
they looked down from the road for a moment, and looked up to see I had merged into their lane, so they
slammed on the brakes. They didn't expect me to merge in because there are so few bikes out there because it
is unsafe. Luckily, no harm done. Left turn boxes to go with the bike lanes would be nice, or again a separate,
paved path.
Northbound on First Ave: the two motor vehicle lanes are unnecessary for the volume of traffic. Convert one lane
to a buffered bike lane for better safety and connectivity.
High volume of bicycle commuters. Terrain and curves in road exacerbate conflict. Rush hour and evening crazy
speeds threaten pedestrians and bicyclists. Cut through traffic increases when freeways are too slow moving or
impacted by crashes.
Planned route along north edge of park is not appropriate due to terraine and trees. Develop a multiuse path for
bikes to share.
A bike route should be established through Maricara park to connect the Lancaster neighborhoods with 35th and
Jackson School because the alternative routes are bike hostile and inappropriate for all but the most
experienced riders.
Part of this route already is a designated greenway (along 60th), but the road surface is breaking up and there
are NO shoulders.
Nevada Ct is good biking route but in dire need of repaving. We try to avoid Vermont and 60th to Nevada to
maplewood is good alternative
Good route for a bike connection, avoids Barbur.

BL.0036

Custer west of bollards is great when coming up from macadam or Corbett. It would be great if this led to being
able to get to Bertha (Freddie's) to north and that postage stamp park with the sad tennis courts to south. .
This bikeway is riddled with potholes. Improved paved path would help.

BL.0030
BL.0031

BL.0032
BL.0033

BL.0034

BL.0037

BL.0038

BL.0039

BL.0040

Agree with the original comment on this, the roadway is not in good shape which makes it dangerous for cyclists.
I think this street needs to be repaved as the potholes make this dangerous riding. It would be nice to have
green lines on the street to suggest to cars that they need to share the road with bikes as some folks think bikes
are a nuisance and race around me on a very narrow street.
Paving these streets would provide a MUCH safer alternative for cyclists southbound on Terwillger to get into
Collins View as compare to the very dangerous left turn at Primrose
Hear hear! I have heard of multiple serious bike crashes at Terwilliger & Primrose. It is a major barrier to bike
access to Riverview Cemetery & Lewis & Clark College.
I heartily endorse and prioritze the creation of a bike lane on SW terwilliger to continue the one that is outside the
Portland City boundary to the south.
agreed
This missing bike lane between SW 6th Avenue and SW 7th Avenue has been listed on many, many historical
project lists yet never seems to get completed even when work is done in the adjacent area (eg. swale at SW
7th, SW Caldew and SW Terwilliger). Get this small missing bike link completed NOW, not in the next decade
as the use is here today and there need to be a safe place to ride as the bike use continue to increase.
There is a missing curb on the east side of the street. This road improvement to add the bike lane between SW
6th Avenue and SW 7th Avenue also needs to complete the street along SW Terwilliger Boulevard to add the
curb to direct the storm water to the storm drains rather than have it flow across the planting strip, across and
down the sidewalk and drain into the drain at the duplex's central parking/driveway area. The ditch and drain
needs to be replaced with a concrete curb and storm drain through this area (7132 SW Terwilliger Blvd and 72067208 SW Terwilliger Blvd.)
The bike lanes need to be widened, but, even more importantly, the lighting on SW Terwilliger is extremely poor
and needs to be improved for people walking and biking at night.
I agree
too many overgrown weeds, people rarely use the car spots, protected bike lanes are past due.
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The southbound lane gets overrun with thorny blackberry vines and other vegetation. It is too narrow while the
car lane is too wide. Uphill (northbound) here is scary on the separated bike lane which is not wide enough for
15mph+ and needs some barrier protection from cars coming around in the too-wide car lane. Bikes falling off
the curb is a risk since the concrete is not banked into the turn.
Terwilliger SB bike lane has much overgrown vegetation which blocks view and makes portions of the bike lane
unusable. Vegetation needs to be kept cut back and bike lanes need to be kept clear of related debris!

BL.0041

This missing bike lane between SW 6th Avenue and SW 7th Avenue has been listed on many, many historical
project lists yet never seems to get completed even when work is done in the adjacent area (eg. swale at SW
7th, SW Caldew and SW Terwilliger). Get this small missing bike link completed NOW, not in the next decade
as the use is here today and there need to be a safe place to ride as the bike use continue to increase.
There is a missing curb on the east side of the street. This road improvement to add the bike lane between SW
6th Avenue and SW 7th Avenue also needs to complete the street along SW Terwilliger Boulevard to add the
curb to direct the storm water to the storm drains rather than have it flow across the planting strip, across and
down the sidewalk and drain into the drain at the duplex's central parking/driveway area. The ditch and drain
needs to be replaced with a concrete curb and storm drain through this area (7132 SW Terwilliger Blvd and 72067208 SW Terwilliger Blvd.)
The bike lanes need to be widened, but, even more importantly, the lighting on SW Terwilliger is extremely poor
and needs to be improved for people walking and biking at night.

BL.0042

This section always has overgrown vegetation with invasive blackberries and other branches that overhang into
the bike lane, making it incredibly dangerous for cyclist to bike. The only way to get around the overgrowth at
times is to bike in the roadway and be forced into traffic. Parks department should perform regular pruning and
maintenance. Otherwise, PBOT should at least widen the bike lanes.
During major rain events, the roadway is severely flood and bikes must get as far left onto the oncoming traffic
lane to pass. Improved drainage here for bike lane and road is needed.
Traffic is heavy during commute and there is almost no room for bikes.
The bike lane in this section is constantly used by vehicle traffic to pass on the right making this section of road
unnecessarily dangerous.
This section of bike lane has constant vehicle traffic uses the bike lane as a second vehicle lane to pass stopped
traffic.
Completely agree
I echo the previous comments.
This bikeway is riddled with potholes. Improved paved path would help.

BL.0043

Agree with the original comment on this, the roadway is not in good shape which makes it dangerous for cyclists.
I think this street needs to be repaved as the potholes make this dangerous riding. It would be nice to have
green lines on the street to suggest to cars that they need to share the road with bikes as some folks think bikes
are a nuisance and race around me on a very narrow street.
Cars trying to reach BHH drive very fast on Bertha Blvd. Improved safety or lighting would help significantly in
this section.

BL.0044

BL.0045

BL.0046

Jersey Barriers for bikeway protection / traffic calming. Most of the left-turn lane is too wide or not needed.
Improving lighting and visibility in this area would help cyclist.
Generally I don't think there needs to be bike lane heading downhill into Multnomah village, however the merge
from having a bike lane uphill to Texas to not having a bike lane is very abrupt with poor visibility at the top of the
hill when cyclist are still trevelling fairly slowly from climbing
With the Neighborhood Center in Multnomah VIllage, all roads within the planned high density growth area
should be bike and ped friendly especially along Capitol Hwy where the zoning allows for no parking in the high
rise buildings.
Cars taking a right tend to make this turn tight and often cut very close to cyclist on the turn.
I agree with this comment. Drivers almost always cut this corner too sharp and drive into the bike lane. Its
unnerving to be on a bike and have a driver cut into your lane and get very close to you through this corner.
Cars heading northbound on Terwiliger taking a left often SW Campus Drive often drift wide (right) into the bike
lane before making the left turn. Having some candle stick barriers (like on Naito in the summer) would help
improve bike safety.
make protected now.
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BL.0052

BL.0053
BL.0054
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I experience this regularly as well. That curve is dangerous.
Great idea!
Cars heading northbound on Terwiliger taking a left often SW United States Veterans Hospital Rd often drift wide
(right) into the bike lane before making the left turn. Having some candle stick barriers (like on Naito in the
summer) would help improve bike safety.
make it protected.
I prefer riding in the hills compared to barbur. make it soon.
prefer to make it very soon.
Connecting Barbur the core of downtown requires riding in traffic lanes and over many rail hazards. Safe bike
lanes would be much better than riding in traffic lanes.
This is a pretty bad right hook potential with motorists, especially trucks, turning right. I recently witnessed a semitruck catch a bike's rear wheel between the curb and the trailer tires. Luckily the cyclist was ok with some
damage to the bike. The outcome could have been much worse with a less mobile cyclist. If trucks regular take
this turn the curb radius should be widened, or there should be a sidewalk merge to get the cyclist in a more
visible location.
I drive this route every day, and every day I witness cars cutting into or sometimes outright driving in the bike
lanes. Cyclists need a lane with some sort of barrier through this wild series of intersections.
where is pressure on pbot and odot to make barbur world-class? great views on barbur but fumes are bad. make
separated bike lanes.
Could we put some singletrack in here?
Not Paved
make a mtb path.
Could we get single track off road facilities?
build it now and we will remove english ivy.
I want a mountain bike path here. a former BTA employee said odot knows of the opportunity here for riding
bicycles in this forest.
Mountain bike trail
bike paths to experience nature owned by odot. make it and people will keep it tidy, remove invasive species,
and enjoy riding. it was done over at gateway green. make it here, too.
Most of the odot land is english-ivy. a path would copy the new gateway green park.
i would ride here often, except when mud, over barbur.
This is a great idea. I would use this as a safer and more interesting commuting route.
mountain bike connection
long and cool off road cycling path
Will the effort wipe out the ivy and weeds? I would love this path versus "ride the brakes" like on Vista when
riding to downtown. Portland needs well-built mountain bike paths.
Great idea and fully support!
I would love this mountain bike path. It would link forest park, pizza from sylvan, and my favorite affordable
clothing store on west burnside which i want for separated bike lanes / sidewalk.
Please utilize this ROW for a mountain bike/ hike path. It would connect the zoo to Marquam to downtown.
when will ohsu do it?
I would prefer a gravel path. please build this path because the VA hospital lacks good bike lanes.
not paved
separated mtb path to make.
this is a walking path in a nature park... paved bike path not welcome.
please NO paving, keep it natural surface, Have the NWTA or IMBA design it
separated mtb path to make.

BL.0057

There is a bike lane here going S on Multnomah but the cars turning right from Multnomah cannot see the bikers
as they are behind parked cars. Many right hooks especially during high volume traffic times.

BL.0058

There is a shared bike/ped path on the West side of Multnomah Blvd but no one maintains it. It is always full of
gravel and debris. Also the street and driveway crossings are dangerous as cars don't stop for bikers.
extend bike path on Multnomah Blvd towards freeway entrance but prior to freeway have it go up to Terwilliger.
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Taylor's Ferry needs bike and pedestrian lanes to improve safety. Connecting it to the the Capitol project would
be ideal as it then connects to multiple points in the city.
Bike lanes on Taylor's Ferry please. I use this to commute with my 3 year old daughter in a bike trailer and most
of the time we have to block traffic in order to ride this route (our only way home) thank you.
This is a high traffic zone with many crossings. Many Left turns require crossing from far Right of road across
multiple lanes of fast moving traffic. Parked cars open doors into bike lanes. It is not safe!
Heading west through Hillsdale if you want to continue on Capitol Hwy is currently very dangerous. You have to
navigate to a non-existent bike lane which ideally would exist between the traffic lane that heads to Beaverton
and the one that continues straight west on Capitol Hwy. This is while there are multiple driveways, turning lanes
and the sun in drivers' eyes.
West bound lane through Hillsdale has several depressed drainage inlets that are problematic for bikes. One
has to slow greatly or take the lane to avoid a crash.
Remove hedges at the south end of SW Vermont and SW Capitol Hwy. They block visibility of bicyclists and
impede their safety.
Remove the extra eastbound lane. This segment is constrained by stop lights and the extra lane is only used for
racing. Some of the driveways need to be closed/consolidated. Maybe left turns need to be signalized.
West bound on SW Vermont between SW 30th and 34th has no shoulder, side walk, or bike lane. This
interruption makes biking home from work difficult because of the volume of car traffic. All of SW Vermont needs
bike lanes in both directions, but this specific section is the worst on my route.

BL.0061

BL.0062

BL.0063

BL.0064

BL.0065

BL.0066

Agree with other comment... Eastbound bike lane on Capitol Hwy through hillsdale is very narrow and difficult
during rush hour with buses merging and cars zooming up the right side to beat line of traffic queued up in the
left lane. Generally cars stick to the left lane because of the merge at sunset. Why not delete the second traffic
lane and make better bike lane through hillsdale? Families want to ride to Hillsdale businesses (pizza, ice cream,
food carts), but this is not practical for young riders with current conditions.
Turning left here to get on Multnomah is very hazardous with the also-turning auto traffic. I can think of a halfdozen ways that this could be improved, including: bike lane, re-route bikes to cross at 22nd, with a red light
triggered by pedestrians and cyclists.
The paving on the Willamette Greenway is a mess. Commuting in the dark (which is every day during the winter
months) is incredibly hazardous. With root encroachments 4-5" above the surface. Someone seems to think that
spraypainting with yellow paint a couple times a year somehow makes this safe.
make a trail replacement for the steel rails. willamette greenway is overcapacity.
The Willamette Greenway is almost un-bikeable. The narrow, inadequate path creates conflicts between people
on bicycles and those walking. There needs to be a straighter, smoother, wider path along this route... especially
as the Springwater Trail gets increasingly overburdened.
Bike/ped path through Lesser Park and PCC between SW Haines and G St
It isn't easy to ride a bike to church or to Friday dinners. there is available, current row on 57th to connect to 58th
immediately south of multnomah blvd, give the permits soon to make the staircase. 52nd is a cut-through in
maplewood so go make the path on r-o-w and a bridge to cross vermont creek to get to the churches,
laundromat, and food at 45th at vermont.
Also IMPERATIVE would be a true bike path connecting Fanno Creek Trail through the neighborhood area
(Canby, green space (?), other neighborhood streets) to connect it to both Gabriel Park & the Village. The trail is
a perfect way to travel through Beaverton, it would be fabulous to connect it through Southwest.
Primary path to access Hillsdale from Healy Heights, Bridlemile and Southwest Hills.
I enjoy cyclecross rides at a safe pace. There are many underutilized public r-o-w to use for stairs in sw. I want to
enjoy parks, food, and friends with my cousin on a bike ride. Where is the mountain bike plan for the vast land
along highway 26?
Option to ride on perimeter of road that is not paved and connect to other paved trails (mountain bike)
A bike lane would be a great idea, it is very dangerous to ride on Dosch as the cars tend to go faster than the
posted speed of 25. Maybe signs saying share to road with bikes would be good too.
go build the bike trails. volunteers will help.
Love to see this bike path happen in short term.
go build the bike trails. volunteers will help.
this gravel, public path is not being maintained by the city. why?
this path is in very bad shape. lots of weeds.
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i want to travel from ohsu and the south waterfront on the trolley-turned trail to a road diet on taylors ferry to the
west of where it meets boones ferry by the cemeteries. i want shared sidewalks on boones ferry by tryon creek
state park. stop digging your feet in the sand and go build the coronado trail on the current r-o-w.
the coronado trail is being held hostage by the illegal fence
In addition to a separated/protected lane along Taylors Ferry between Macadam and Terwilliger, we should have
a paved path through the River View Natural Area. It would provide a safe and pleasant connection to Lewis &
Clark College and help connect the Springwater Trail to the Terwilliger/Tryon Creek paved path and other
facilities.
has the city asked for an easement or property purchase of the property owner at 3620 SW Dosch Road? I
would like a path here to walk my bike up stairs or a gravel path to Fairmount which is like riding on a cloud.
I get hygiene and everyday groceries in raleigh hills for the price and service, but it horrible to ride a bike up
scholls ferry from beaverton-hillsdle except during after a daytime blizzard. beaverton-hillsdale highway needs a
repave and a better bike design. shattuck needs shared sidewalks in the uphill direction for people riding. i carry
my bike over stairways to breathe clean air on the other side. a public staircase is wanted on SW hillside drive
on public r-o-w to get to sw ormandy way so i can ride safe to sylvan and take in the views before riding downhill
in either a separated lane or in the car lane to get to contacts on scholls.
Collins View has many unbuilt and potential paper st trails. why are they not in place ? terwilliger will become an
orphan highway if the city doesnt help. the tryon creek bridge work will likely see a flood of car traffic on the
transit desert of terwilliger blvd in 2019 and beyond.
it only needs a gravel path. why does the sign on on 13th Drive say that people are not allowed on the public r-ow to get to Marshall Park. i want this path to use so i can avoid taylors ferry road at rush hour.
This section from BHH to Bertha has no bike lane, which means bikes would have to "share the road" with cars
in a heavy traffic section. There is a bike lane on BHH and there is a bike lane on Bertha once you pass Vermont
heading south. A bike lane here would provide a safer link between BHH and the rest of Bertha, especially for
those headed towards the Fred Meyer and other stores in the area.
(No comment)
(No comment)
First thing is the bike lane needs to be kept clear of debris and potholes need to be filled.
The section of road is so sketchy to ride at night.

BL.0075

Second, whatever form of bicycle occupied space there is needs to include hi-viz and traffic calming measures
for cars*, to prevent right-hook and left-hook crashes into bicycles traveling straight through the intersection.
*reflectors and paint marking the cross walk/bike lane inside intersections, brighter street lamps around
intersections, "stop box" placement so cars must sit farther back at intersections than bikes/peds (prevent
visibility blockage by car A-pillars)

BL.0076

We need a paved path connecting the River View entrance at the Sellwood Bridge to Palatine Hill Road and/or
Lewis & Clark College. A path similar to the one along Terwilliger near Tryon Creek would create a safe
alternative to the private road through the cemetery... which could be closed at any time by the cemetery owners.

BL.0077
BL.0078

The cemetery road is a terrific bike path, except for the fact that it's privately owned, and (much worse) that some
drivers have been using it as a through-street since the Sellwood Bridge re-opening. There's literally no other
route from Collins View to the river that I'd consider safe for my 10- and 12-year old daughters to ride.
(No comment)
(No comment)
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Generally I want safe, separated bike lanes out to Hillsboro and Beaverton area from downtown area. I could
compromise for at least continuous bike lanes. The bike lanes have gaps between where the only way across is
in the right lane of a busy four lane road.
I had two events where I felt very unsafe on a bicycle, both of which happened on the 10 just east of Scholl's
Ferry road.
Once someone passed very quickly and close to me on the left, if I stuck my arm out they would have hit it. I
understood their frustration, as a bicycle didn't really belong on that road, it could really use at least a bike lane,
or ideally a paved path going the same direction but separated a ways from the 10.

BL.0079
BL.0080
BL.0081

BL.0082

BL.0083

BL.0084
BL.0085

BL.0086

BL.0087

Another time, in order to turn left at a light on a four lane road, I merged into the left lane in anticipation of getting
into the turn lane, and someone who was way behind me almost rear ended me because they looked down from
the road for a moment, and looked up to see I had merged into their lane, so they slammed on the brakes. They
didn't expect me to merge in because there are so few bikes out there because it is unsafe. Luckily, no harm
done. Left turn boxes to go with the bike lanes would be nice, or again a separate, paved path.
This needs to be enhanced for bicycle access too.
(No comment)
There is no direct way for cyclists crossing Tilikum to get to OHSU. A path from SW Barbur to SW Terwilliger
would be extremely useful.
Thank you for making Portland such a wonderful place to bike and live.
I just want a safe path from Tillicum or Ross Island up to OHSU. The tram is closed holidays and has hours that
do not always fit the needs of 24 hour a day employment.
Bike lane heading downhill
This is a key bicycling route connecting the OHSU Marquam Hill campus to Tilikum Crossing. Bicycle lanes from
Sheridan to the turn on 1st would offer a measure of protection on streets with heavy vehicle traffic.
(No comment)
key connection,Because the connection on Capitol Hwy across Barbur is terrible and will probably not be
improved as part of the Capitol Hwy improvement, the city needs to work with ODOT and TriMet to enhance the
crossing through the Barbur Transit Center and over I-5 on the pedestrian bridge.
We need a connection across Gabriel Park to join the Illinois/Vermont greenway, the Gabriel Park Community
Center, and Multnomah Village. While the route through the park will need evaluation, it should connect
between the Idaho crosswalk and Canby. The current route shown in the plan to use 45th past the community
center is not practical. SW needs family friendly routes, and such a connection would be perfect. It could also
be done in a way to complement the city's mountain biking plan.
Great idea! Meandering paved or gravel path. More families can access the businesses in Multnomah village.
Yes, and why not think about making it a beginner MTB trail that kids could have fun on in their neighborhood
without having to drive many miles away to bike at gateway green or Forest park?
There is a need for a bike path to link the East side of Tryon Creek Park to the existing North South Bike Path on
the West side of the park.

BL.0089

One of the many Horse Trails could be converted for this purpose. There are many more bikes than horses in the
community.
A bike path on the west side of Tryon going either east to the existing path or north to Terwilliger would be
extremely popular.
Narrow roads and lots of auto congestion. Need bike lanes to access NW 23rd from Vista. No alternate routes
provide easy access to the district.

BL.0090

If there's a planned shared use path, it would be GREAT to allow bikers from this entire neighborhood to take a
quick connection down to it. Otherwise, connecting to it via Sylvan Overpass is a LONG way out of the way.

BL.0091
BL.0092

There are bike lanes along this path. Keeping them clear of debris during the winter months is the request.
(No comment)

BL.0088
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Parking-protected uphill counterflow bike lane on 6th (Northbound) would allow people biking uphill to use the
Terwilliger crosswalk and not have to turn left at a blind corner just over a crest. This request was made to SAFE
line in 2016. TrackIT #1019427

BL.0093

BL.0094
BL.0095

BL.0096

Parking curbs/posts or something constricting the outlet of this southbound one-way may also help eliminate
confusion for drivers trying to turn west on Chestnut and/or create a space for additional Do Not Enter (except
bicycles) signs.
Enhanced facilities combining the relatively level of 49th ROW and the gradual slope of Nevada Ct would allow
bikes to easily bypass the slope of 52nd to connect the Maplewood Neighborhood to the Southwest Community
Center and Gabriel Park.
Route across southwest through undeveloped rights of way, perimeter trails and roads that can be used by cross
bikes and fat tire bikes
Taylor's ferry is too steep for the average bike rider to take to macadam- keep your friendship with the cemetery
if at all possible or find us another way down to 43, please! =),Taylor's ferry is too steep for the average bike
rider to take to macadam- keep your friendship with the cemetery if at all possible or find us another way down to
43, please! =)
Taylor's Ferry needs a road diet in many spots and a multiuse sidewalk to go from highway 43 to terwilliger.
Yes, please. This is critical.
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Intersection
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW LOBELIA ST

SW 35TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW NAITO PKWY
FRONTAGE RD AND SW
GIBBS ST

SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW BARBUR BLVD
SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW BARBUR BLVD

SW CUSTER ST AND SW
MULTNOMAH BLVD
SW AUDREY LN AND SW
PATTON RD

SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW PATTON RD
SW BARBUR BLVD AND
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
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Comments
A left turn lane for bikers here, combined with paving the cross street, would be a huge safety
enhancement for S bound cyclists. Or a triggerable signal here to stop traffic. This street is way
too busy at rush hour and beyond.
I agree - some sort of bike crossing designation needs to be made here.
Being able to connect more directly to Sellwood Bridge from the southwest neighborhoods on
the west side would greatly expand alternative transportation and take my car off the streets for
most trips
Primrose is a major thoroughfare for walkers and cyclists alike. A crosswalk and some form of
signal light is desperately needed at this intersection.
Terwilliger & Lobelia is a level intersection with good visibility. Because it it close to the light on
Terwilliger & Taylor's Ferry, Traffic also tends to be slower here than it is on the blocks to the
south. It would be vastly superior to Terwilliger & Primrose as an access point for Riverview
Cemetery, Palatine Hill Rd., and Lewis & Clark but for the two unpaved blocks of Lobelia &
5th. Please consider this location for an improved bike crossing of Terwilliger!
Need to cross Vermont to get to either side of 35th Ave. Also, taking a left from 35th onto
Vermont can be challenging with limited sight visibility with cars zooming eastbound on
Vermont Ave
Walkers and bikers are already crossing here , going over the lane barrier in the middle of
Naito, and unaware of the bike tunnel under Naito (Grover tunnel with no stairs). There must
be a crossing on Naito and Gibbs. Also remove a section of barrier. Signage needed too. And
slower traffic speeds. It is now 40 mph which is less than Barbur south of it! People go as fast
as they want.
yes and yes. tired of freeway nature of naito.
This crossing is dangerous for bikers trying to stay on Barbur as cars are trying to cut onto
Multnomah.
This crossing leaves cyclists very exposed.
No bike lane over bridge, and a very narrow space for pedestrians to cross as well.
The Barbur traffic exiting to Multnomah Blvd with a Bus stop here and the bike lane ends with
a 6" curb and narrow bridge is a very dangerous part of the Barbur commute. Bikers are
simultaneously watching cars buses peds and suddenly a wall of a curb is right blocking the
end of the bike lane. Barbur needs a green box, the curb needs to be removed and the bridge
needs a bike lane.
very scary there
Recent summer 2017 street redesign is less safe for cyclist. Cars are more interested in
cutting bikers off.
this intersection where Vista, Broadway, Patton, Talbot and Greenway meet is terrible for
crossing on a bike, because some of the traffic has no stop signs and never stops. I have
almost been hit many times here.
it is very expansive at these streets; sidewalks are too narrow; make it a forced place to slow
down.
there are a few dangerous intersections here....I just put 2 dots on the map to capture it
all....see prior note, thanks.
Bike sensor is needed here. When there are no cars, bikes must hit crosswalk button to safely
cross or wait several light cycles until a car shows up to trigger the sensor.
https://imgur.com/a/YSt0K This place in the red circle is DANGEROUS for bikes. You have
cars wanting to make a free right turn and cars trying to pull out from car wash exit on the right.
I usually pull onto the sidewalk to stay clear of it all (and not block free right turning cars) and
roll back into the road when the light turns green. I have zero clue how to fix it.
Bike sensors are needed for all directions - none work!
Terwilliger NB is very dangerous with cars encroaching the bike lane well before the
intersection. Cars attempting to turn right frequently block the bike lane.

SW I5 FWY-BARBUR BLVD
Many near misses and recent hit by a car turning into Fred Meyer off of Barbur and Bertha
RAMP AND SW BERTHA
blvd. Very dangerous spot as cars do not think to look or slow down before turning into Fred
BLVD-I5 FWY RAMP
Meyer. Add Censor or sign to improve bike presence.
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Cars headed to I-5 are a serious danger to people trying to turn left from Bertha onto Barbur on
a bike. This intersection could use some serious redesign.
I often ride through this intersection and the visibility is awful. The storm water facilities and
parked cars make it nearly impossible to see until you are into the intersection. Very unsafe
SW 30TH AVE AND SW
for everyone including pedestrians who cannot cross until all the Dolph Ct cars, who cannot
DOLPH CT
see to cross 26th, clear the sidewalks. I've seen many peds jump back as a car fails to see
them.
The crossing here is at 30th
SW 26TH WAY AND SW This intersection is dangerous for anyone to cross 26th as the visibility to the West is often
DOLPH CT
blocked by parked cars. Those crossing S to N don't even know they don't see.
The Bike "side pass" over the Terwilliger merge is mostly great except it's nearly impossible to
SW HAMILTON ST AND SW
see the bikes we merge with coming from Terwilliger to merge onto Barbur. Visibility is very
VIEW POINT TER
bad and crashes and near crashes are common here.
hamilton is too wide to calm speeders, make car parking-protect bike lane.
I think that this first comment is meant for Capitol Highway and Barbur. The Hamilton and
Barbur intersection is not bicycle friendly.
SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW VISTA AVE
tough crossing spot heading up the hill
it is tough with 35 mph traffic here to cross.
Need a designated crosswalk/ bike crossing spot here where Montgomery crosses over Vista.
This spot, where Montgomery and Vista meet, is tough to cross for all modes of vehicles, but is
particularly tricking/dangerous on a bike. Morning and evening rush hour traffic is fast and
constant. The bends and turns in the road make visibility difficult.
SW SUNSET HWY-SKYLINE
BLVD RAMP AND SW
It's tricky to get accross the freeway and then to the sidewalk crossing. most cyclists will use
SKYLINE BLVD-SUNSET the left turn lane as if getting on the freeway and then take a quick turn off. the problem is that
HWY RAMP
to do this we have to move from the bike lane on the right over to the left turn lane
Additionally, drivers coming up Scholls Ferry and turning right on their red light onto the
freeway do so when the left lane has the green. As cyclists are going straight to the
crossing/path, it makes for a scary conflict.
Also need to alert/remind cars that bikes can be crossing over from Sylvan bridge area via
short connector to get across Humphrey to gain access to Hewitt. (And, of course, vice-versa)
This whole area needs traffic calming. This particular location is dangerous for cyclists. Drivers
taking a right onto the highway do not always yield to cyclists even when the bikes have a
proper green to cross.
SW FAIRMOUNT BLVD AND
SW TALBOT RD
this can be dicey.
expansive street here and drivers fly by here.
+1. Poor sight lines for the traffic speeds.
SW BURLINGAME AVE AND
SW CAPITOL HWY
yikes
Main problem here is cars entering Capitol Highway from side street (and driveways).
Yep - I agree that cars pulling on to Capitol is a problem. I'm a driver who has to pull on a off
Capitol Hwy from/to Burlingame each morning, and it can be hard to see cyclists coming. Also,
it can be difficult to get on and off Capitol at Burlingame, so drivers are really focused on
waiting for that rare gap in the rush hour traffic where they can get through, so their attention
isn't on bikes. And when cars approach Capitol from side streets, I don't think they always
realize they're pulling into a bike lane when they're pulling forward to see what's coming.

SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW CAPITOL HWY

Have had a close call here on bike-- but usually because someone is stuck in downhill traffic
and at the last minute decides to turn right (right hook) onto burlingame to go around traffic
When heading downhill on capital the bus/bike signal should be sensitive to bikes so that they
can get ahead of the cars and not have to merge with cars.
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this is tricky to merge. i want to get an advanced start ahead of drivers when riding east to go
downhill on capitol. it is easy to ride over 25 which gives minimal delay to the rat racers.
Left turn onto Terwilliger often does not sense bicycles, please add "blue" light indicator to left
turn signal.

SW BOUNDARY ST AND
SW MACADAM AVE
SW VISTA AVE AND SW
CANYON RD
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW CAPITOL HWY

Terwilliger should be a protected and/or buffered lane all the way to downtown. 11ft lanes are
too wide for 25mph and the worn-off paint shows where cars don't even stay within them.
The sensor for bikes doesn't seem to respond. Unless a car wants to cross here, you have to
dismount to press the crossing signal.
fix the bike detection device. please.
When coming off the Madison trail through the park, I would like to be able to safely cross
Jefferson to travel east -- could be anywhere between where it feeds out onto the sidewalk and
SW 21st
this intersection can be chaotic and would need bike boxes or other improved bike safety
method
This intersection is extremely confusing and dangerous for bicyclists, pedestrians and
vehicular traffic alike!

SW BARBUR BLVD
FRONTAGE RD AND SW
3RD AVE

Needs an in-street bike sensor. I have to dismount to press the crossing signal.heading east.
Second the suggested multiuse path here to connect to Multnomah. It would bypass the
1500 BLOCK SW HUME ST
dangerous crossing at Barbur and 19th.
I approve of jersey barrier path to link SW Hume st to this blvd.
There is a bike lane here that disappears going east just as the hill to cross the expressway
gets really steep. It either should continue on Atlanta/Haines or there should be a curb cut
allowing access to the sidewalk on the South side of Atlanta/Haines. The curb cut is probably
the simplest solution and the hill is so steep that only a real racer could do more than creep up.
This crossing currently exists but needs to be preserved whatever is done in the Southwest
SW 3RD AVE AND SW
Corridor rapid transit scheme. It is a critical element of the route from Barbur to LaView down
BARBUR BLVD
to the riverfront bikeway.
This is the entry to a path through the fence at the boundary of PCC Sylvania leading from G
street to the dead end of 53rd. It currently has no curb cut on G street, requiring one to stop in
5400 BLOCK SW VACUNA G street, dismount, climb the curb, and remount There is a plan to revise 53rd in the
ST
Southwest Corridor expansion, but the curb cut could be done now. Vacuna, the goal of this
crossing, is a preferable route to 49th if one is planning to go downhill to Barbur, saving one a
longer climb on G street.
these side entrances to pcc are awful when on a bicycle.
11500 BLOCK SW 67TH
AVE

SW CHESTNUT DR AND
SW BERTHA BLVD

SW 5TH AVE AND SW
SHERIDAN ST

The Vacuna st paths to PCC are not compatible for use with wheelchair or bicycle usage.
Please make simple, bike-easy paths from Vacuna to pcc.
If Chestnut is a planned greenway, will need a better way for bikes to cross from south side
bike lane to turn left up Chestnut. Currently very scary with very fast cars and semi trucks
headed to BHH.
Too many cars don't yield at this crosswalk. Jersey barriers could constrict traffic and shorten
the crossing distance. Cars don't need left turns to and from Chestnut Dr as they can easily go
around (this would free-up much of the space used by the left turn lane and allow better
median island protection.)
Eastbound vehicles in the rightmost lane of Sheridan often run this light during rush hour
(treating it as a "right on red" scenario,although they are going straight). It's hazardous for
bikes & pedestrians approaching the intersection from the north. Simple "do not proceed on
red" signage would be helpful here.
Road diet here, separated bike lanes to build.
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This intersection has been a disaster for cyclists and poor for pedestrians for decades. It
SW VERMONT ST AND SW severely compromises the utility of 2 major (and substantially completed bike routes - Vermont
CAPITOL HWY
and Capitol Hwy. With upcoming Vermont (Fix our Streets) and Capitol Hwy. (Multnomah to
Taylors Fry) improvements over the next few years, this will be a key obstacle to FINALLY fix.
Taking a left on a bike from WB Vermont to SB Capitol Hwy. is particularly difficult.
Agree. Needs sharrows/ green lane, or separated bike lane.
SW RALEIGHWOOD LN
AND SW SCHOLLS FERRY It is a legal place to cross here when standing or in a wheelchair, but few people driving cars
RD
stop for people walking or biking here.
SW PATTON RD AND SW Patton should be 20 mph. There is too much expanse of asphalt here which leads to more
SHATTUCK RD
cars, not less. Make bike and walk slip lanes to the both sides of Shattuck.
SW 57TH AVE AND SW
PATTON RD
People drive too fast here and Patton has no painted crossings between Dosch and Scholls.
SW PATTON RD AND SW
SCHOLLS FERRY RD
SW SCHOLLS FERRY RD
AND SW GABLE PKWY
SW 55TH PL AND SW
HAMILTON ST
5800 BLOCK SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY
SW BOUNDARY ST AND
SW MARTHA ST

The outdated crossings don't allow 4 way crossings here.

There is no designated crossing.
It is tricky to cross here to get to the public path when riding to the west. The speed limit is too
high.

There is available right-of-way to cross the busy road to get to boundary st along 58th.
The supposed bike lane along the sidewalk has faded. Most people won't stop here for people
walking or biking even if they will be rewarded with A-grade coffee.
available right of way would allow a cyclecross style stair access to 56th. the blvd has become
7900 BLOCK SW 56TH AVE
a deadly thoroughfare for washington county drivers. fix it.
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
CALDEW ST
people driving dont bother to stop. i want a crossing to get to gabriel park.
SW LOWELL CT AND SW
LOWELL ST
i carry my bike over the stairs by lowell ct but few stop when i ride my bike here.
SW 53RD AVE AND SW
the oath to Julia court is great but few stop for people crossing shattuck to 53rd. i've seen
SHATTUCK RD
people doing burnouts in trucks on shattuck.
SW CAPITOL HWY AND I5
FWY NB
very dangerous to cross here
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW 62ND AVE
SW 31ST AVE AND SW
32ND AVE
SW CANBY ST AND SW
CAPITOL HWY
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
AND SW CHESTNUT ST

SW 45TH AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY
SW GROVER ST AND SW
PATTON RD
SW HAMILTON ST AND SW
54TH PL
SW ARNOLD ST AND SW
LANCASTER RD

i enjoy riding 62nd north of taylors but there is no crossing here. the city has made no
improvements in years on taylors. metzger neighborhood has a 25 mph speed limit on taylors.
people drive too fast to see me when i want to cross to and from 31st.
canby st is not good for crossing.
too much asphalt and frontage road is where people are driving too fast here.
Parking-protected uphill counterflow bike lane on 6th would allow people biking uphill to use
the Terwilliger crosswalk and not have to turn left at a blind corner just over a crest. This
request was made to SAFE line in 2016. TrackIT #1019427
my grandma lives on sw hamilton street and i prefer riding on hamilton compared to the
highway. i visit her but this crossing doesnt detect steel bicycles.
people are cutting in here in rush hour. it needs a restriction. it very tough to ride here in rush
hour.
the amount of sheer traffic and rat race makes it tough to cross here.
this is tricky now but will only get worse with the culvert replacement for boones ferry with the
increase of traffic.
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there is too much car parking here. go make the road into a winding one to slow traffic. i want a
2800 BLOCK SW BARBUR
crossing here because i carry my bike up from duniway park from riding a mountain bike in
BLVD
forest park.
SW 62ND AVE AND SW
not peaceful or nice to cross here. make the roadway less wide to slow velocity of cars. put in a
LESSER RD
crosswalk with curb bumps.
SW 13TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST

Today's crosswalk is on the westside of where 13th meets vermont but why is there not a
bicycle-compliant crosswalk here? portland has dozens of them on the other side of the river.

SW NAITO PKWY AND SW
PEDESTRIAN TRL
the bridge feels unsettling, where is a new, simple one ?
Dosch is a sad speedway with The Bandit now here. Few citizens stop here for people on foot
SW DOSCH CT AND SW
or on a bike. make a torch-down crosswalk to access a shared sidewalk to get to the bus stop
DOSCH RD
for trimet.
I turn left here on bike most every day. Not an easy or safe place to do so.
SW 44TH AVE AND SW
i enjoy walking on the stairs and carrying my bike to then ride on tunnelwood. there is no
PATTON RD
crosswalk here.
SW 42ND AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE how can people cross here when so many drive fast? why does beverton have a 30 mph limit
HWY
by 107th ave but it is 40 here? i want to access the red electric.
SW 30TH AVE AND SW
BERTHA BLVD
if the crossings are built, what will be done about current zoom-thru traffic ?
SW BEAVERTON
HILLSDALE HWY AND SW after 2017s repave, the paint is fading and people are driving in the bike lane as though it is a
30TH AVE
turn lane. where is the new crosswalk ?
2600 BLOCK SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE when will people be allow to ride a bike from bh hwy to hillsdale park on 27th? it is one-way
HWY
now.
i dont want to rise having someone open a car door on me as i ride on capitol highway so I like
SW 19TH AVE AND SW
Idaho st. but the street needs to be closed-off. make a stormwater project with a path. there
VERMONT ST
needs a crossing here at vermont / 19th.
SW I5 FWY-BARBUR BLVD
RAMP AND SW BARBUR
BLVD
what will Metro and ODOT do about this disappeared bike lane? protection here.
SW 5TH AVE AND SW
both sides of carson here at terwilliger need help. half of traffic drifts into bike lane by the
CARSON ST
sandwich shop.
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD can one of the car-turn lanes be removed to prevent the rat race traffic here? i want to cross
AND SW 3RD AVE
here on taylors to get to 3rd ave to ride to burlingame park via canby st.
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD there is no designated crosswalk at one of SW's busiest bicycle and walk crossings. speed
AND SW PRIMROSE ST limit is too high. there is a lack of police patrols.
This would be a great place for one of those flashing pedestrian crosswalks with an island.
This corner is like trying to cross the Indianapolis 500 if they raced in both directions...
Some times of Day this is a very difficult crossing (across terwilliger). Crossing here helps
reduce number of bicycles taking lefts on to Taylor's ferry westbound at terwilliger. Crossing
light could help
Traffic on Terwilliger S of Taylors Ferry is always speeding or backed up during rush hour ...
very dangerous!
SW LANCASTER RD AND
SW BROADLEAF DR
SW 25TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST

it wont be easy to cross this during and after the boones ferry bridge replacement project.
Provide warning or signage for vehicles heading eastbound on SW Capitol Hwy wanting to
take the right onto Vermont St. Drivers are not to be aware that they must yield to bikes
continuing on SW Capitol Hwy before taking a right. There have been several close calls
where cars have almost turned into cyclist.
There have been more than close calls on this intersection. Check the stats with fire
dept/police calls on this street. You will find there has been a number of people hit and/or
taken to the hospital. Traffic backs up at Vermont Vermont making it difficult for cars to turn
left on Capitol Hwy. Area needs to be observed during rush hour and especially low-light times
of day.
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SW BARBUR BLVD
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The existing crossing here is awful. The dual threat means you have to be extremely careful
when usign the crosswalk as often the vehicles in the curbside lane yield but not those in the
far side lane. Vehicles are often traveling at high speeds which make is even worse. This is a
critical crossing to get to downtown using Barbur Blvd. The highway like exit ramp nature
makes if feel very unsafe. The second lane should be eliminated. Sure traffic backs up in the
afternoon to get onto the Ross Island Bridge, but the second lane does not help that traffic.
Those who want to go to Natio could easily use an alternative route into downtown.
Hear! Hear! Northbound crossing for bicyclists very dangerous.

2nd the comment. This is by far one of the most dangerous sections for cyclist trying to stay on
Barbur Blvd. Crossing two lanes of traffic flying by at 35mph+ in treacherous. It is just a matter
of time before a fatal bike collision occurs at the location.
im very scared crossing here when riding north. i like riding on naito for the open feel, even if it
is like an old freeway. barbur functions as an afterthought.
The unsafe biking conditions on Barbur keep me from biking entirely
This is a very sketch intersection causing me to take middle lane on this route. Any chance
the north bound bicycle/ped could go under the right turning lanes and come back to surface
on north side of Naito on Barbur?
I think this section deters a number of cyclists from using Barbur to travel downtown.
I second this. I generally prefer taking Barbur and continuing onto 4th into downtown because
Naito's lanes are discontinuous and the pavement is in terrible condition, but this lane change
is awful even in early morning hours when traffic is lighter. This is where all of my close calls
have been. Please provide a safe transition from Barbur onto 4th going northbound to
downtown, or improve Naito.
SW 1ST AVE AND SW
Crossing from neighborhood streets coming from North to get to South Side of Barbur is
PENNOYER ST
problematic.
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
Many pedestrians and bikes cross SW 45th here, cars speed on SW 45th. Consider traffic
PENDLETON ST
control.
Rapid flashing becaons would be ideal and large painted crosswalk. Bus stop here too I
believe
SW 60TH AVE AND SW
there is a public, gravel path here at 60th to get to haines street and pcc. it allows me to avoid
RAY LN
leser road (which needs separated bike lanes).
the current right-of-way needs a gravel path to connect alfred street to willbard street using
10200 BLOCK SW 57TH PL
57th.
30th has public right-of-way to make a bridge over I-5. make it here. there is a big detour to
9300 BLOCK SW 30TH AVE
cross I-5 in this area.
1500 BLOCK SW HUME ST
SW 12TH AVE AND SW
CARSON ST
SW 6TH AVE AND SW
CARSON ST
SW 11TH AVE AND SW
CANBY ST

there is no reason to have this barrier exist as it does today.
please talk with the property owner here about an easement purchase to make a Carson st
greenway.
build a gravel trail here to safely get to Burlingame Bikes.

please make a bike / wheelchair overpass to cross I-5 here.
i want to get to friends on a bike ride by crossing I-5 from multnomah blvd here to get to canby
7700 BLOCK SW 11TH AVE
street. call it tom mccall bike bridge.
SW PRESLYNN DR AND
SW SCHOLLS FERRY RD
SW LABER RD AND SW
UNNAMED RD
SW SCHOLLS FERRY RD
AND SW WOODS CT
SW 30TH AVE AND SW
BERTHA BLVD

the existing sidewalk ends on schollls across from preslynn drive. go engineer the street diet
for nearly all of scholls.
laber road is the last road to cross to get to the existing safe route in Raleigh Hills to get to
Sylvan from Canyon Drive.
people drive very fast and therefore make it into blind corners.
I see so many people in a dangerous situation, with traffic turning right from BHH to head up
Dosch. Neither walking or biking is safe here
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CAPITOL HWY
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Crossing SW 49th ave, from SW Capitol Hwy, eastbound.
If there's traffic, you could be waiting 5-10 minutes for an opening. Or you have to ride the
sidewalk (with isn't legal) to use the crosswalk at Pomona.
Ideas: signaled intersection; yellow-light pedestrian crossing, reduce the number of car lanes,
add a roundabout.

SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW VIRGINIA AVE

Talyors Ferry, northbound.
The signage on SW Virginia says "bike and bus only", but to turn left, across the uphill traffic
(that people drive 45-55mph) is super risky.
If you come to a stop, to wait for an opening to turn, you're waiting in the middle of a busy road,
with traffic coming behind you, also at 45-55mph.
There could be a ped/bike island, shielded with pillars, or reflective bollards, where the cyclist
could stop and wait for a gap in uphill traffic.
BUT, design it so a bike can make the turn, at speed (20-30mph) if there's no traffic.
We have 1 horsepower, so not having to come to complete stops is much appreciated.

SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW NEVADA ST
SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW NEBRASKA ST
SW DAKOTA ST AND SW
37TH AVE
SW IDAHO DR AND SW
VERMONT ST

Too many cars on street during rush and need a safer crossing and more time as bikers

Safer crossing without cars pushing you out of the intersection
Blind corner. It is hard to see Dakota traffic, and it would be very helpful if this intersection was
an all way stop (three way stop).
Flashing lights for crossing would makes this cross walk safer as cars tend to drive very fast &
do not always stop for people to cross, particularly at night.
Seconding on flashing lights for this crosswalk. There have been many times pedestrians have
almost been hit by unsafe drivers at night.
There is often conflict here between buses and cyclists. Cyclists can generally get on the
SW 5TH AVE AND I405 FWY
sidewalk to reduce conflict, but they can then be in conflict with passengers embarking or
SB
disembarking the bus.
30 BLOCK SW CARUTHERS
ST
Rough cycling surface

SW 45TH AVE AND SW
ILLINOIS ST

SW AUDREY LN AND SW
PATTON RD
SW PATTON RD AND SW
TALBOT RD

SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW PATTON RD

We really need to see a biker/walker activated crossing light and crosswalk here at 45th and
Illinois. There are many of us East of 45th who have children attending Hayhurst. We have to
cross 45th here at Illinois because the only sidewalks available are on the East side of 45th.
The crossing is dangerous in its current state because cars coming from the North, especially,
have limited view coming over the rise down 45th and are often going too fast, resulting in a
rather treacherous crossing. My 3rd grader is completely capable of riding his bike solo to and
from school now, but I cringe every time he does because of that one crossing. The city did
some sort of traffic study at this spot in November, but they chose to do it during a time when
PPS had a number of no-school days...so I'm unclear on how generalizable the results of that
study are when it comes to traffic volume on 45th and Illinois. Please consider this project for
the safety of our neighborhood families going to and from school. Thank you!
I bike here everyday and turning left from Greenway onto Patton is very difficult because cars
going West on Patton do not have a stop sign. This intersection needs 4-ways stops. It will
help pedestrians as well.
Do not put lights here. The 4-way stop keeps traffic fluid (even if backed up). Lights would
create waves of fast driving cars on Patton and the two other streets.
Do not put traffic lights here. Suburbs have done that and it just shoves more car traffic down
them.
Not really crossing, but there is a need to stop cars using N-bound Montgomery as a shortcut
to avoid the Vista-Broadway-Patton intersection. Maybe a one block one way direction Sbound. Or a physical diverter preventing E-0bound Patton traffic from turning left
This neighborhood needs a diverter. Montgomery needs to be more safe.
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SW TALBOT RD AND SW
GREENWAY AVE
SW MARQUAM HILL RD
AND SW GIBBS ST
SW 25TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
SW HEWETT BLVD AND
SW PATTON RD
SW BEAVERTON
HILLSDALE HWY AND SW
18TH DR
SW SUNSET BLVD AND SW
CAPITOL HWY

SW 17TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD
4000 BLOCK SW CANYON
RD
4000 BLOCK SW CANYON
RD
SW HIGHLAND PKWY AND
SW CANYON CT
SW CANYON CT AND SW
HIGHLAND RD
1100 BLOCK SW SKYLINE
BLVD
SW FAIRHAVEN DR AND
SW SKYLINE BLVD
SW SUNSET HWY-SKYLINE
BLVD RAMP AND SW
SKYLINE BLVD-SUNSET
HWY RAMP
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Cars go way too fast down (and up) Greenway and cut into the ongoing traffic at this
intersection.
Not a crossing, but bushes and trees make this corner very dangerous on the way down
Difficult and confusing left turn crossing traffic.
Cyclists routinely use Hewett-when it ends, need to be able to safely get across Patten to get
on the correct side of the road to continue up to Fairmount Loop, etc.
SW 18th would be a great cycle link if it were possible to (safely) connect to Cap Hwy...but it
isn't.
Can be tough to make turns on a bike here, especially heading east (uphill) on Cap Hwy.
Some green paint could go a long way here.
Agree. Or if you reduce the number of traffic lanes eastbound down to 1 then the merge to
turn left onto sunset will be much easier.
cross at bus stop
This off-ramp car lane needs to be removed. It is not needed.
It needs a bicycle improvement. SW Canyon Court is a speedfest on every segment. There is
very little police enforcement.
People race up and down Canyon Court more now than ever.
A simple crosswalk bikeway would be nice.
Skyline Blvd has become a racetrack on even Labor Day weekend. A crossing is needed here
along with more police patrols.
Skyline needs an uphill, north-pointed multiuse sidewalk and a crossing here.
The curb radius has the design to encourage people to drive cars and ride motorcycles at high
rates of speed. Please remove the right-turn car lane. It has a lot less traffic on it than other
right-turn lane freeway on-ramps.

SW ZOO RD-SUNSET HWY
If adjacent development takes place on SW Humphrey Blvd, there needs to be a bike / walk
RAMP AND SW SUNSET
access to and from SW Knights Blvd highway 26 overpass. There is a big lack of north / south
HWY-ZOO RD RAMP
roads and trails that are safe for riding a bike in SW Portland.
SW 7TH AVE AND SW
CALDEW DR
very uncomfortable here
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD Lobelia needs a crossing here, a lower speed limit, and a nice, safe gravel and barkdust trail to
AND SW LOBELIA ST
Boones Ferry Road.
SW BOONES FERRY RD the trail on Lobelia needs to be removed of weeds and it needs crossings on both Boones and
AND SW LOBELIA ST
Terwilliger
SW BERTHA BLVD AND SW the right-turn car lane needs to be removed. so much of bertha doesn't need the median,
CAPITOL HILL RD
either. it adds to the speed of cars.
I actually like the r turn lane - It is my lane as I wiggle from Vermont to Capitol Hill Road and
the cars zipping down Bertha are that mych further away. Without the right turn lane there
would also be more vehicles crossing bike lane at Capitol Hill road.
SW GREENLEAF DR AND
SW PATTON RD
SW OLD ORCHARD RD
AND SW PATTON RD
SW GEORGIAN PL AND SW
PATTON RD

not pleasant here
Patton is too wide here. Almost all of Patton and Vista do not have medians and that lack
helps to slow speeding drivers. make a cycle track by this.
please make the crossing less wide. swales or the like.
agreed, the weird 8 way intersection here needs to be narrowed, and stop sign compliance is
VERY low. how about a raised intersection to decrease stop sign running
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2900 BLOCK SW
MONTGOMERY DR
SW SPRING ST AND SW
VISTA AVE
SW MYRTLE ST AND SW
VISTA AVE
SW HAMILTON ST AND SW
WATER AVE
5100 BLOCK SW SLAVIN
RD
SW VIEW POINT TER AND
SW IOWA ST
200 BLOCK SW VERMONT
ST
3000 BLOCK SW
NOTTINGHAM DR

SW 34TH AVE AND SW
VERMONT ST
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make runnels on the staircase
The adjacent, old public school should not be 'forced' to put up signs to discourage kids from
walking or riding across Vista at Spring st. the sidewalks on patton at vista (diagonal from the
school buildings) are not ADA-compliant, either. where is the respect for SW from pbot ?
this connects to the future greenway on Myrtle Drive. go and build.
riding from Slavin road, this part of Hamilton street is too wide.
ODOT owns it, where it the trail ?!
where is the mountain bike trail to go separated from the current walk path ?
when will this simple trail get built ? vermont is easy to remember because it connects so much
of sw and goes to trails beyond Portland city limits.
Link the two prongs of SW Sherwood place - there is currently a gravel path that connects the
two roads, and it could easily be paved in a way that would make the neighborhood much
better for bikes.
Oops - this icon is located in map at the top of a steep dead end. Sherwood path is maybe
100 yards south east ish.
There is a crosswalk here that needs enforcement action or some other help. Many cars do
not stop especially during rush hour.

Heading east on Multnomah, this is a very dangerous location, as cars also heading east have
the option to veer right (stay straight) on Garden Home. There is a green warning line, but it is
SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
easy for cars to miss seeing a cyclist staying on Multnomah, since the cyclist is actually
AND SW 69TH AVE
veering left across the road. I used to commute this way every morning on a bike, and I usually
just stopped and crossed as a pedestrian. I can imagine that most cyclists would not do so and
this would be a very dangerous intersection. I believe it needs a light or an overpass.
I've been nearly hit many times here... There needs to be a stop sign or some better solution to
protect cyclist and pedestrians.
SW 2ND AVE AND SW
Badly designed intersection and very unsafe in poor light for bikers, walkers and motor
BOONES FERRY RD
vehicles.
This area is poorly lit and there is insufficient signage for bicyclist to safely move from the bike
SW SAM JACKSON PARK
lane to the left turn lane onto Terwilliger. Luckily I ride this portion before 6am so there is not
RD AND SW TERWILLIGER
that much traffic. I am constantly passed by cars, going into oncoming traffic, as I make my
BLVD
way over.
Agreed. Merging to turn left here during morning traffic is dangerous. The lane is also poorly
maintained, and I've had to contend with debris forcing me into traffic prematurely.
We need a way to safely bike from downtown Portland to Marquam Hill. Specifically protected
500 BLOCK SW JACKSON
lane from SW Broadway to SW Terwilliger. Bike lanes need non-cracked pavement and
ST
should be free of road debris.
Hamilton turning left onto Barbur - would be nice if there was a bike sensor (sometimes the
SW HAMILTON ST AND SW
light doesn't change if it's just me on my bike), and would be great if the light were just a little
BARBUR BLVD
longer. Thanks!
I don't see the Gibbs St Bridge on this map? It's a great crossing but would be helpful to have
SW GIBBS ST AND SW
a website or something where we could check if the elevator is working. It is frequently broken,
HOOD AVE
and I would choose to ride a different route if I knew ahead of time, since it is difficult to get my
bike up/down the stairs.
SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW RICHARDSON CT
Provide pedestrian crossing facilities at frequent intervals on Macadam.
SW JULIA ST AND SW
MACADAM AVE
Provide pedestrian crossing facilities at frequent intervals on Macadam.
SW HAMILTON CT AND SW
MACADAM AVE
Provide pedestrian crossing facilities at frequent intervals on Macadam.
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Requested separate Bicycle Crossing Light to transition from bike lane on left side of SW 14th
1400 BLOCK SW TAYLOR south of Taylor to bike lane on the right side of 14th north of Taylor. This is currently a very
ST
dangerous transition and the existing green bike box is not helpful and also adds to the
confusion.
The Barbur to Naito, Northbound exit is unsafe for cyclists. Flashing lights as bikers approach,
SW BARBUR BLVD AND
right of way signs, stoplights/crosswalk electronic signaler, are a few ideas to improve safety at
SW THOMAS ST
this crossing.

SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW 37TH AVE

There is not a safe option, heading east on Multnomah Blvd, to turn north onto Capitol Hwy.
DUring evening rush hour, i can A. Merge into angry traffic / wait at the light at 35th. B. Hope
there's a break in traffic, merge over and then turn left up the alley (? SW 36th?) it's steep and
Johns folks don't expect bicycles or C. Turn right on 40th, left on GH, Left on Capitol HWY =
angry speeding cars and then traffic through the village = cars pulling out

SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW CAPITOL HWY

If you take the Fanno Route, How in the world are we supposed to cross Allen? From the bike
path, i end up crossing / making my turns at SW 92nd and Schools Ferry and hoping the cars
wont be going too fast or see me in time if they are; and find gaps between stopped cars.....
Bike lane from SW Sunset heading east, crossing Capitol Hwy in Hillsdale. This is one of the
6300 BLOCK SW CAPITOL
most dangerous bike crossings I've experienced. Tons of traffic, no way to cross Capitol Hwy
HWY
as it exits Hillsdale
Critical crossing of I-5 & Barbur. One of only a few in SW. City blew 1/2 street improvement
SW 19TH AVE AND SW
for Safeway by excluding bike lane. Make sure future street improvements include bike lanes.
BARBUR BLVD
Also, I-5 bridge, apparently under ODOT jurisdiction, needs to be restriped to have bike lanes.
The space is there.
SW 26TH AVE AND SW
Another key connection across I-5 and Barbur. Recommend uphill bike lane from Taylors
MARIGOLD ST
Ferry to Spring Garden.
Even with parking on west side of 26th there is room for at least an uphill bike lane. Auto
Traffic has gotten heavier and faster here - traffic calming would be nice.
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW CAPITOL HWY

This intersection and the street sections leading to it are about as bike hostile as it gets. Work
with ODOT to make this truly bike friendly.
SW CAPITOL HWY AND I5 Agree with other comment. The Capitol Hwy segment from Taylors Ferry to Huber is
FWY NB
ridiculously scary on a bike. One of the few opportunities to cross Barbur and I-5
6200 BLOCK SW 45TH AVE Agree with the other comment. The city has to finish the Illinois/Vermont neighborhood
greenway. Currently, there's no connection between the Illinois and Idaho segments.
Not a crossing comment. Rather this route got into the bike plan as a separated in roadway
SW MYRTLE CT AND SW route. It was suggested by SW Trails as a marked route, but not as one with bike lanes.
RIVINGTON DR
Delete this as a project other than potential wayfinding for cyclists looking for tough hills to
climb.
The city's performance regarding the 6th crossing into downtown has been disgraceful. Didn't
make any improvement with the 6th MAX Green Line. Blew it again with the Orange LIne.
SW BROADWAY-I405 FWY Apparently, folks south of I-405 don't deserve access to transit like everybody else. Bike lane
RAMP AND SW 6TH AVE disappears at the Jackson crosswalk, making for a hairy entry. Pedestrian access is equally
terrible. This has gone on long enough! Will it take someone getting killed before the city
gives a shit?
Another place of chronic city neglect. Barbur is one of the most important SW bike routes. But
with the total Orange Line reconstruction of the Lincoln/4th intersection, nothing was done to
2100 BLOCK SW 4TH AVE
improve entry into downtown on Barbur/4th. In fact, a cyclist is hard pressed to turn onto the
new Lincoln bike facilities - legally or otherwise. So much for a 12 year old girl being the PBOT
bike facility design vehicle. NIce going PBOT, TriMet!, and ODOT
SW MACADAM AVE AND
SW NEVADA ST
This RR crossing is incomplete and unsafe. Let's fund the already-designed project!
SW PATTON RD AND SW
TALBOT RD
Difficult 4-way stop with lots of traffic. Cars don't see bikes and have a hard time taking turns.
SW AUDREY LN AND SW
PATTON RD
This is a difficult intersection for bikes. It's a 5-6 way stop sign intersection.
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SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW VISTA AVE
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Cars are going fast and it can be difficult to cross Vista, coming from Montgomery. There is a
blind corner, so you have to pull out quick and hope for the best if you're on bike.

SW SAM JACKSON PARK
RD AND SW TERWILLIGER Difficult to cross auto traffic, going from the right hand side bike lane, to the left turn signal to
BLVD
go up the hill on Terwilliger.
SW 6TH AVE AND SW
TERWILLIGER BLVD
Difficult to go straight as lots of cars want to turn right. Lots of congestion.
SW 6TH AVE AND I405 FWY What the heck - the bike land ends as you ride north over the freeway, dumping you in the
SB
middle of traffic, two auto lanes to the left and two auto lanes to your right. Auto traffic coming
off the freeway wants to get over to the left. This affects lots of OHSU riders.
1800 BLOCK SW NAITO
PKWY
Lots of bikers traveling to and from OHSU via the South Waterfront.
SW SUNSET BLVD AND SW
This is a primary intersection for bikers to access the Hillsdale Shopping area, including the
CAPITOL HWY
public library, Wilson High School and Reike Elementary School. Improvements are needed.
Agree. Difficult crossing on bike eastbound because of busy bus stop with buses merging
right, cars zooming up the right to merge and bikes wanting to go straight. How about a green
bike lane stripe starting just west of sunset intersection and passing through tricky merge area.
SW 19TH AVE AND SW
TAYLORS FERRY RD
SW 2ND AVE AND SW
GIBBS ST

2500 BLOCK SW
SHEFFIELD AVE

SW ABERNETHY ST AND
SW BARBUR BLVD

19th is now a paved path, desire to use it for bikes
I would like to improve the connection between pedestrian/bike bridge over I5 near the Tram
and Terwilliger Bvld. There isn't an easy to bike up the hill from that pedestrian/bike bridge to
Hillsdale and the rest of SW Portland. Ideally, there would be a bridge over Barbur Blvd that
eventually gets to a bikable route. Riding on Barbur is awful.
The recent repaving and restriping of the section between Sam Jackson and Sheridan has
helped a bunch. PBOT did the best with what is available. However, the cross section is
simply too narrow to safely accommodate cyclists and larger vehicles like buses and trucks.
The SB direction is better but pretty hairy - especially when turning left at the intersection to
continue uphill on Terwilliger.
I agree with the other commenter. Traveling NB on a bike through here is crazy. The
crosswalk is poorly marked, and the double right turn from Barbur to Naito makes it extremely
difficult for motorists to see cyclists/peds trying to cross and cyclists/peds to know who's
turning. Speeds are too high. At a minimum, only allow right turns from the right lane ONLY.

SW RICHARDSON ST AND
This segment of Corbett is a particularly important connection between Johns Landing and
SW CORBETT AVE
Barbur and points west. At a minimum, we need an uphill bike lane from Boundary to Corbett.
LaView is a great alternative to the cemetery route (I don't consider Taylors Fry as an option).
SW FULTON PARK BLVD
PBOT should provide better connections to the intersection of LaView with Taylors Fry. AND SW FULTON PARK PL
especially to Virginia and Willamette Park/Sellwood Br.
The cemetery route is definitely the best connection between the Sellwood Br/river and top of
8200 BLOCK SW MACADAM
the hill. But it's private and can be closed, especially in the evening. PBOT should work with
AVE
the cemetery management to improve accessibility while respecting the cemetery's purpose. If
this route is ever closed, we don't have an alternative that's even close to being as good.

SW ORCHID ST AND SW
TERWILLIGER BLVD
SW BARBUR BLVD AND
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD

I agree with this comment. This is a critical link in connecting SW neighborhoods. Taylors
Ferry Rd is not a good alternative due to steep elevation, traffic and lack of shoulders.
Pardon me for using the crossing method. Drawing lines is way too cumbersome. The portion
of Terwilliger south of Barbur has heavy, high-speed traffic. PBOT needs to improve bicycling
safety by: 1) widening the bike lanes (preferably buffered) and 2) providing better maintenance
(gravel and overgrown vegetation).
PBOT needs to restripe the section north of Barbur to provide wider bike lanes. Currently, the
auto lanes are huge and the bike lanes hug the curb.
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SW NEVADA ST AND SW
TERWILLIGER BLVD

SW 3RD AVE AND SW
BARBUR BLVD
SW 7TH AVE AND SW
CHESTNUT ST
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The SB bike lane gap has been identified for years. There's space available to do it easily, but
apparently not the will. The BES sidewalk and storm "improvement" at 7th actually placed a
portion of the sidewalk in the path of the needed bike lane. Perfect.
The sidewalk on Terwilliger just north of 7th is a mudhole due to poor drainage. Replacing it
with a protected bike lane would be reasonable as long as the drainage is addressed.
I agree with both comments here. This crossing and the connection via 5th to Terwilliger or
south to Corbett are very important.
This connection between Terwilliger and Vermont was designated for bike improvements, such
as an uphill bike lane. It was identified as a shared investment strategy improvement to
support SW Corridor. However, with the recent repaving, nothing was done. Come on PBOT
read your plans and implement them!

SW 26TH WAY AND SW
DOLPH CT

I agree with the other comment. We have a weird off-ramp style street coming off Barbur. It
should be eliminated or redesigned to calm traffic speeds. Need good connections to Spring
Garden, which in some ways is a better E-W connection between here and Multnomah Village.
9800 BLOCK SW BARBUR Consider having only 1 travel lane NB and using the space for bike lanes in both directions
BLVD
between Talyors Fy. and Barbur.
This connection would really enhance access to/from Hillsdale as well as the Sunday market.
6200 BLOCK SW CAPITOL
It appears that it would only take a relatively minor upgrade of the pedestrian walkway on the
HWY
east side of the parking lot.
I realize improving all of Shattuck is a big lift, but PBOT should focus on providing a
SW UNNAMED RD AND SW
connection between the western terminus of the Illinois neighborhood greenway and Alpenrose
SHATTUCK RD
Dairy. With all the bicycling and sports events held there, it would be a natural. Currently, the
Illinois greenway is of very limited value because it's not connected at either end.
PBOT should focus bike lanes at least between Vermont and Pendleton. The street is wide
6100 BLOCK SW 45TH AVE (except north of Iowa) with sparse on-street parking demand (except south of Idaho). There
may be enough space for an uphill bike lane without touching the parking. With parking
removal on 1 side, bike lanes in both directions would be possible.
For 1-2 blocks, Dosch is sufficiently wide to support an uphill bike lane. North of that an uphill
SW DOSCH RD AND SW shoulder to Boundary would improve bike and pedestrian connections into the neighborhoods
DOSCHDALE DR
on either side. We need lots of improvements all along BH Hwy. to provide better access to
the bike lanes and transit on the hwy.
5900 BLOCK SW KARLA CT We ideally need an uphill bike lane to Iowa. This would provide a connection with Red Electric
and to Iowa, which provides a more peaceful connection to Vermont than 30th.
SW 45TH AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE I'd like to 2nd the previous comment. We need bike detection. In addition to turning left from
HWY
BH Hwy eastbound to 45th, you also need to do this when traveling from Martha to 45th.
6600 BLOCK SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY

I know Raleigh Hills it outside of the city, but with all the investment the city is making to
transform BH Hwy into a better bike route, it all goes to hell once you cross the city limit.
Please work with Washington Co. and ODOT to provide better bike connections from BH Hwy
bike lanes to bike facilities on Oleson and Scholls Ferry (south of BH Hwy). This is currently a
huge waste to have miles of bike lane converge into this scary mess.

When going northbound, the bike lane dropping just before the uphill to the Capitol Hill signal
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
can be exciting (in a bad way). Going southbound past Capitol Hwy. with cars itching to pass
AND SW TERWILLIGER PL
isn't all that great either. With the north side of this intersection recently improved, PBOT
needs to focus on eliminating the southern portion of this Terwilliger gap.
Gibbs Bridge is a great facility, but its utility is significantly compromised because poor route
SW KELLY AVE AND SW
options on the west side of the bridge. They're either routes with significant traffic and no
KELLY AVE-ROSS ISLAND
facilities (e.g., Corbett) or poor connectivity. Developing better bike connections on the west
BRG RAMP
side is essential.
SW 1ST AVE AND SW
SHERIDAN ST

I agree with the route comment. There's no traffic-related justification for 2 northbound travel
lanes on 1st. Go to 1 lane and a bike lane to complement the existing southbound bike lane.
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SW 5TH AVE-I405 FWY
RAMP AND SW 4TH AVE
SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW PATTON RD
SW ARDEN RD AND SW
TALBOT RD
SW 36TH AVE AND SW
PATTON RD
SW SUNSET HWY-SKYLINE
BLVD RAMP AND SW
SKYLINE BLVD-SUNSET
HWY RAMP
SW BOONES FERRY RD
AND SW TERWILLIGER
BLVD
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Tough NB transition from buffered Barbur bike lane to more traffic and very narrow bike lane
crossing I-405. The pavement width is there to make the bicycling conditions much better.
Agree with other comments. The Montgomery - Talbot connection is difficult.
Consider emphasizing and facilitation use of Talbot over Greenway as the bike connection
between Patton/Broadway and Fairmount/Council Crest.
Focus on providing a good bike connection on Patton between Talbot/Humphrey and Hewitt.
We have a few pieces, including an uphill bike lane for a block, but more needs to be done at
this bicycle/pedestrian crossroad.

Adding a bike requested/specific bike left turn from here (from bike lane in far right) to get onto
SW Hewett/SW Humphry would make this intersection safer.
Coming from the cemetery and then heading south, it is difficult to cross here, especially with
the curve, Going south on the wrong side of the road to the crosswalk near the Tryon entrance
is also dangerous.

SW LANCASTER RD AND
The shoulder on Stephenson is very small here, making the turn from Lancaster dangerous as
SW STEPHENSON ST
cars zip up the hill on Stephenson.
POINT OUT OF SW0
PORTLAND
4000 BLOCK SW CANYON
RD
SW HIGHLAND PKWYWESTGATE DR ALY AND
SW PARKVIEW CT
SW 35TH AVE AND SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY
SW NEBRASKA ST AND
SW TERWILLIGER BLVD
SW PENDLETON ST AND
SW 47TH AVE

SW 60TH AVE AND SW
PENDLETON CT

2800 BLOCK SW
DICKINSON ST
5200 BLOCK SW
BEAVERTON HILLSDALE
HWY

4100 BLOCK SW
GREENLEAF CT

Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy needs several bike crossing points, especially near Robert Grey
Middle school and other schools. Those crossing points should connect neighborhood streets
without having to ride on busy, higher speed streets like Dosch and Bvtn Hdale Hwy. Adults on
bikes need to be able to safely turn at intersections such as 42nd and Bvtn Hdale Hwy.
no more than 1 east-bound car off-ramp is needed here. too many crossings and cars.

the unbuilt right-of-way needs to have a path here

why has it not been built ?
lots of speeding cars on a formerly decent place to ride; terwilliger
Blind corner here because of large hedge/bushes. School bike route for hayhurst elementary
I would love to be able to bike to the Fred Meyer or New Seasons, from Hayhurst, without
risking my life. I would love to cut through Alpenrose and continue through the neighborhood
south of the grocery stores and west of Oleson so that I could avoid the seven-corners
intersection. Dedicated lanes, like Beaveron and Tigard have, are so nice and enjoyable. I
would get out of my car and onto my bike more often if we had dedicated bike lanes.
A bike route through Maricara Park would provide a more level and safer, less trafficked EastWest route across the area. Huber and Arnold are not bike friendly. Currently the park
prohibits biking so perhaps a separte path is needed.
We need a bike/ped connection from BH Hwy to the intersection with the Montessori School
and SW Trail connection. Ideally, it would include a sidewalk on the west (Albertson's) side
and an uphill shoulder on the east side. This would open much needed access into the
neighborhoods on either side of Shattuck.
Improving Humphrey with bike lanes and sidewalks may be desirable, but it's financially
impractical. We have a much more feasible route with Hewitt to make the same connection.
Finally, should the city be sinking BIG money into a road that only serves a small handful of
city residents. The main residential areas closer to Sylvan are all in the county.

SW GEORGIAN PL AND SW
PATTON RD
roundabout
SW AUDREY LN AND SW
PATTON RD
roundabout

Southwest In Motion: Community Requested Bicycling Crossings

2000 BLOCK SW 5TH AVE
SW PATTON RD AND SW
TALBOT RD
SW MONTGOMERY DR
AND SW VISTA AVE
300 BLOCK SW PALATINE
HILL RD
SW BERTHA BLVD AND SW
CAPITOL HILL RD
SW TAYLORS FERRY RD
AND SW CAPITOL HWY
SW MULTNOMAH BLVD
AND SW 69TH AVE
3700 BLOCK SW
HUMPHREY BLVD
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The transition from the left side bike lane over to the right side to cross the bridge is really
funky. It appears the design is for cyclists to stay right until just before crossing the MAX
tracks, dismount, take the crosswalk, and remount once reaching the right side bike lane.
roundabout
difficult crossing vista for bike and pedestrian alike.
Yes a paved path from palatine entrance to sellwood bridge. There is no other safe route for
bikes or pedestrians, especially after dusk.
Left turn for northbound cyclists on Capitol Hill Road on to northbound Bertha Blvd
this intersection needs a stoplight and better signage to control traffic. but I also think they
should close the southbound freeway onramp to make this whole series of intersections
safer...
The intersection of Garden Home and Multnomah Blvd is dangerous to ride through. It needs a
traffic signal or a round-a-bout with enhanced crossings.
Would like to get from Dosh/Hamilton to zoo on mountain bike

SW BEAVERTON
The intersection of Capitol Hwy and Beaverton Hillsdale Hwy is difficult and dangerous for
HILLSDALE HWY AND SW
westbound cyclists wishing to use Capitol Hwy toward Multnomah Village. The traffic signal
BERTHA CT
needs a bike phase to reduce conflict with vehicles westbound on BH Hwy.
SW VERMONT ST AND SW
CAPITOL HWY
Hoot Owl Corner needs an marked crossing at the bottom of the slip lane.
Southbound cyclists coming up the slip lane and continuing south / uphill on Capitol Hwy have
SW 30TH AVE AND SW
conflicts with southbound vehicles on SW 30th, due to poor sight distance, despite the stop
CAPITOL HWY
sign for SW 30th.
SW BARBUR BLVD AND I5 This intersection needs leading bicycle and pedestrian intervals to improve crossing of Barbur
FWY SB
Blvd, for bikes and peds on Capitol Hwy.

